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THE ORIGIN OF THE IDEAS OF DANIEL
Before entering upon the discussion of the origin of the
ideas of Daniel, several fallacies

Thus

it is

claimed that

from

of a revelation

it is

must

ideas in the

its

be considered.

first

possible to determine the time

same manner

we

as

would determine that of a mere human production. But, for

who

those

believe in a thinking

verse including
revelation to

man it

is

God who

has

made

the uni-

impossible to deny the possibility of a

His creatures of Himself and of His plans up

to the capacity of those creatures to receive such a revelation.

How

and why

He makes

sible for the objects

He

that

of

it

can reveal what

such a revelation

it

may

be impos-

to determine or to understand

He

desires to reveal

:

but

must be ad-

mitted.

Further, to

all

such a revelation

who

believe that
clear that

it is

no

God

has begun to

make

limits as to the time

manner and order and emphasis, extent and

and

subject-matter,

of such a revelation can be set by the creatures

who

receive

These are matters for the Revealer to determine and not
whom the revelation is made.
To those who accept these premises (and we take it that all
Christians must accept them), all objections against the book
of Daniel on the ground of the character of the revelation
it.

for the persons to

may

these truths in the sixth or in

upon as beyond the
Whether God saw fit to reveal
the second century B.C. must

be a matter of comparatively

little

that

it

contains

safely be looked

legitimate realm of discussion.

importance for us

To
is

is,

that

He

importance.

What

is

object to the fact of a certain alleged revelation that

too detailed, or that

an unusual rhetorical

it is

style,

of

has revealed them.
it

written in veiled language, or in

or in a novel literary manner,

is
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fatuous and unreasonable. At sundry times and in divers

manners, God spake unto
Further, though

man through

we admit

the prophets.

that there

is

a development in

the fullness and clearness of God’s revelation of certain
truths to man, there

no reason for contending that no
revelation of an entirely new truth should ever be made, nor
for attempting to fix the time at which the revelation of the
new truth should be made. These points, again, are fixed by
is

the Revealer.
It is to

be observed further that the laws of the evolution

of ideas which

may

be justly applied to a purely

human

duction do not necessarily apply to a document which

is

prosaid

from God. This may be observed
in the case of the idea of a Messiah. In the sense in which this
idea is put forth in the Scriptures it is unique and can be,

to be, or contain, a revelation

if it

be true, naught but a matter of revelation as over against

human longing and development. Most of
what any prophet did, or could, say with regard to such a
person would be necessarily dependent upon what God
pleased to reveal to him. The time and place at which the
lineaments of character and work should be made known to
man would be subject to the divine will and pleasure. What
Isaiah, Micah, Zechariah, or any prophet said with regard to
him, or what any prophet might have said, is not for us to
judge, nor for any man to judge.
a result of mere

Sometimes,

it is

true,

it

may

be possible to determine the

date of a document by the ideas that are found to be ex-

pressed in

it

for the

first

time, especially w'here

we have

a

vast mass of literature revealing a natural intellectual de-

velopment for a long period of time, or where the idea has
been declared by the author or acknowledged by contemporaries or successors to have originated with him.

But where
all where

these ideas are religious or philosophical, and above

they are contained in what claims to be a revelation from

God, the time when the ideas are first stated or promulgated
depends on the mind of the Thinker and the will of the Revealer rather than

upon the general condition of mankind.
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indeed suggest the thought of the

Thinker and may occasion the form of the revelation; but it
can not be said to have originated it. For example, there were

many

times before that of the Maccabees,

when

the Israelites

had been grievously oppressed by foreign foes
Assyrians,

Philistines,

tians,

—and

when

Babylonians,

—by

Egypand

Persians,

had performed deeds of
valor in their own defence. It would seem absurd to attempt
to determine the date of a psalm or prophecy from a general reference to persecution or destitution or from words of
comfort contained in it. It would seem equally absurd to
attempt to fix the date of a literary production from the fact
that it contains words, or references, which would suit many
Greeks

known

or

Israel’s heroes

unknown

eventualities; as, for example,

when

a

distinguished scholar attempts to place the composition of
parts of

chapter

Nahum

ii.

in the time of the

2 the prophet speaks of

Maccabees, because

him who dashes

in

in pieces

(pSD). This word might just as well indicate the time of
Deborah because she speaks of Jael as having “taken a

hammer” and “smote” (napon and
Another absurdity

is

J?pn)the head of Sisera.

to assert that the fact that a

leged to have been written by a certain author

is

book

al-

not quoted or

used by a later author proves either that the apparently earlier

one did not

exist,

Take

or that his work was unknown to the later

book of Esther. Here
no mention of God, nor of the prophets, nor even of
the Law. Nor does the writer quote from any of the Psalms,
nor from any of the historical books. Does this silence on
writer.

we

in illustration of this the

find

his part disprove his

knowledge of any of these books, or at
Everyone will say, Certainly

least that they did not exist?

not!

How

then has the failure of the post-captivity authors

mention Daniel, or to cite from him, or to refer to the
ideas which he first promulgated, proven that Daniel did not

to

exist at the time
It is

when Esther was

written

equally absurd to suppose that

it is

?

always possible to

determine from a comparison of similar, or the same words,
phrases, or ideas, occurring in

two writings which of them
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has borrowed from the other. For in most cases

it is

obvious

that both may have had before them the same original from
which they have both cited, or that they may both unconscious-

have happened to use the same words or to express the
same thought in the same or in like language. Thus the verses

ly

same as ii. 2-5 of Isaiah. Does this
show that Isaiah borrowed from Micah or that Micah borrowed from Isaiah or that both derived from a common
original? Again, Deut. xiv. is almost the same as Lev. xi.
Does this show that Deuteronomy is later than P or that P
is later than Deuteronomy,' or may the same writer have expressed the same thought at different times in slightly different phraseology? The accounts of the Sermon on the Mount
as given by Matthew and Luke differ in many particulars
from one another. Did one of them derive the discourse from
the other, or did they both derive it from the same source,
or from different accounts given by hearers of the original
in Mic. iv. 1-4 are the

discourse

?

A multitude

of such questions confronts us in the literary

study of almost every book of the Bible and of the apocryphal

and apocalyptic literature and as we might expect, we find
number of them awaiting us when we enter upon the literary discussions centering around the book of Daniel. From a
comparison of the prayer in Daniel ix. with that in Neh. ix.,
it has been attempted to prove that Daniel is later than Nehe;

a

miah or

vice versa. In the opinion of the present writer such

attempts taken by themselves are almost sure to be in
cases devoid of convincing results; especially
this instance, the similar phrases

a

common

may have

when

all

as in

been derived from

source found in the literature of the Jews written

long before the time either of Nehemiah or of Daniel, or,

where not thus found, may well have been the natural and
appropriate language of prayer when made by men situated
in like circumstances, reared in the same traditions, experiencing the same needs, and desiring help from the same God.
Numerous prayers of the Egyptian, Assyrian, and Babylonian kings have in them many words and phrases that are
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would be

impossible in most cases to determine from these words and

phrases the relative dates of the prayers. There are certain
phrases that for centuries were the same, that had been stereotyped, so to speak, and that consequently can determine

nothing definite as to the date of the document in which they
occur.
Lastly,

it

is

ridiculous for a Christian to be always run-

ning to heathen sources for the origin of the religious ideas

which are contained

in the Scriptures,

and

especially for their

confirmation. If Daniel speaking of himself says that there

of those who sleep in the dust, then,
may be an interesting question as to whether he is the first
human being that ever put this thought in writing. It would,
will be a resurrection
it

however, be merely his opinion and no better than any other
man’s; unless this other could prove by experiment, or
scientific proof, that

But

if

a resurrection will certainly take place.

from God, says there
is no longer a man’s
truth of God to which all men must

Daniel, speaking by revelation

will be

a resurrection, this statement

opinion merely, but the
attend.

Objections of the Critics
According to Driver: “.

.

.

is

it

undeniable that the

doctrines of the Messiah, of angels, of the resurrection and

of a judgment on the world, are taught with greater distinct-

and in a more developed form [in Daniel] than elsewhere in the Old Testament, and with features approximating to (though not identical with) those met with in the
ness,

Book of Enoch, c. 100 B.C.” 1
“At the present time the view which

earlier part of the

Cornell says

:

Daniel a work of the Maccabean period

in

ing one.”

Among

“objective

the

weight, which render the view of

sary”
1

is

LOT,

the presence in

p. 508.

it

is

sees

the all-prevail-

reasons of the utmost

its

non-genuineness neces-

of “a developed angelology” and of
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a “two-fold individual resurrection of the dead to bliss and
to

damnation .” 2
Prince

tells

us: “It

is

now

very generally admitted that

this doctrine [of the resurrection] originated

among

the Per-

sians

and could only have become engrafted on the Jewish

mind

after a long period of intercourse with the Zoroastrian

religion.”

“The

investigations of Persian scholars, especially

of Haug, Spiegel, and Windischmann, show that this

is

a

real Zoroastrian doctrine.” “It is clearly impossible, there-

fore, that the author

of passages showing such interpretation

could have lived as early

The angelology

a's

the time of Nebuchadnezzar.”

of Daniel, there can be

little

dication of prolonged Persian influence .”

doubt, “is an in-

3

Assumptions
I.

It is

assumed

in the

above statements that the doctrine

of Daniel on the resurrection

is

shown by comparison with

other biblical documents to be too highly developed for the
sixth century B.C., and especially that the doctrines of the

resurrection and of angels as stated in Daniel originated

among

the Persians, that they were derived by the

the Zoroastrians,

known

and

that, hence,

Jews from

they could not have been

to a Jewish author living as early as the time of

Nebu-

chadnezzar.
II.

It is

assumed that the features of these doctrines as
approximate those met with in parts of

found

in Daniel

Enoch

to such an extent as to justify the conclusion that the

book of Daniel and these parts of Enoch are from the same
time.

Answers to Objections
Taking up these assumptions in order we shall endeavor
to show that all of the four doctrines mentioned by Dr.
Driver as indications of the
been treated of
2

in the sixth

Daniel

may

have

Introduction to the Canonical Books of the Old Testament, pp. 384-

386.
3

late date of

century B.C. as well as in the

Commentary on

Daniel,

p. 21.
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second.
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one
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believes that the Bible contains a reve-

from God

lation or a series of revelations

man, the ques-

to

tion of the origin of the ideas peculiar to any individual

writer of the Old Testament

interesting principally

is

the standpoint of the Biblical theologian

who

from

desires to trace

manner and order of those revelations, or of the historian who would give us an account of the gradual preparation of the world for the coming of Christ. A study of the
history of Israel seems to teach that an acknowledgment of
a need of light from above upon some question insoluble by
the

human

unaided
such

intellect,

or the expression of a desire for

has usually preceded in point of time the revela-

light,

which supplies the light needed and meets the want expressed. Hence, such questions as those that concern the
origin of the ideas of angels, resurrection, judgment and a
Messiah are proper for us to consider even apart from the

tion

fact of

whether God has seen

this subject

man

has recognized that he

need of redemption

demption

to

is

is

declare that he
also, that

is,

men

or fear that there

Messiah,

is

or

fit

any

light

has given this

light.

to give us

He

one thing; that

meet the need

may

God

has supplied a re-

another thing. That

is

mortal and desires immortality

So

upon
That
a sinner against God, and has

and when and how

is

one thing that
;

become, immortal

is

man

is

God should

another thing.

should think that there are angels and hope

may

be a resurrection, or judgment and a

one thing; whereas the questions of whether God

has said that angels do exist, and as to whether there will be
a resurrection and a judgment and a Messiah are an entirely
different thing.

Recognizing, then, these distinctions,

we
whether God could have made
that in the following pages

it

will be

understood

are not going to consider
revelations with regard to

judgment and the Messianic kingdom as
early as the sixth century B. C. but merely whether we have
any evidence that men had thought about these questions as
early as that time and as to what they had thought about
them. If we can show that they had already thought about
angels, resurrection,

;

1
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these things, then the statements of Daniel might be looked

upon as the answers which God gave to their natural queries
upon these matters for which the human mind could find no
solution. If we find that they did not express any thoughts
upon these subjects, we may still suppose that they had
thought upon them or that possibly there first arose in the
great mind of Daniel or Isaiah the questions concerning these
important matters affecting the future of humanity to which
God saw fit to vouchsafe the answers. In no case will it be
necessary to suppose that such questions must have arisen or
that the unaided human intellect could have found an answer
to such questions more readily in the second century B.C.
than in the sixth. Nor, in any case, can it be thought for a
moment, that God knew the answers to such questions better
second than in the sixth century B.C.

in the

I.

i.

The Antiquity

First, then, let

a Resurrection

of the Ideas of Daniel

when

us consider where and

is first

the idea of

met.

According to Prof. Breasted 4 the early Egyptians
(about 4000 B.C.) believed inalife hereafter, subject to wants
a.

of the same nature as those of the present

life.

vious explanation of the origin of embalming

The most

ob-

that

was

is

it

expected that the soul which had departed would after a time

former body. 5
b. Among the Babylonians the phrase “giver of life to the
dead” ( muballit mituti.) which is found frequently of Marreturn again to

its

duk “who loves to make the dead

alive”

and of others of the

gods, certainly shows at least that the Babylonians had a conception of revivification of the dead.
be,

“Oh Marduk, who

can raise the dead to

sick person to health once more.”

Babylonian Magic (No.
ly; for
4

A

it

says

:

The argument seems

ii.

21

“The body of

)

The

life,

History of the Ancient Egyptians,

restore this

sentence in King’s

expresses the idea

the

to

man who

more

clear-

has been brought

p. 36.

That the ancient Egyptians of the pyramid dynasties believed in the
resurrection of the body is demonstrated from numerous texts by Prof.
5

Erman

of Berlin in his

Handbook of Egyptian

Religion, pp. 85-114-
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to Arallu (their place of the dead), thou dost (or

canst) bring back” (ia ana aralli surudu pagarsu tutira).

These texts show that the Assyrians and Babylonians in the
times of Ashurbanipal and Nebuchadnezzar had at least the
idea of and the longing for, a restoration or continuation, of
life after death and a belief that the gods could, if they would,
give life unto the dead and bring back their bodies from the
place of the dead.
c.

Among the old

Iranians the doctrine of the resurrection

of the body seems to be clearly taught in the nineteenth, or

Zamyad, Yasht. 8 The

three passages in the Yashts are almost

exactly the same. In the

Ahura-Mazda,

first, it is

said that the creatures of

in the second, that the

third, that the victorious

Amesha-Spentas,

in the

Saosyant and his helpers, “shall

restore the world, which will (thenceforth) never grow old
and never die, never decaying and never rotting, ever living
and ever increasing, and master of its wish, when the dead
will rise, when life and immortality will come, and the world
will be restored at its wish,” etc.

In the fragment translated by Mills
arise

unhindered by these foes

Daevas] and

let

[i.e.,

we read, “Let the dead
Angra Manyu and the

bodily life be sustained in these lifeless

bodies.”

This evidence shows us that the Avesta manuscripts teach
clearly a resurrection
scripts,

expert a
spiritual

critic

of the dead. The oldest of these manu-

7
dated in the year 1323 A.D. Besides, as
as de Harlez maintains that this resurrection is

however,

is

and that the Pahlavi theology

first

introduced the

notion of a resurrectio carnis.

After having read the testimony of such experts as Win-

dischmann, Spiegel, Haug, West, Moulton, Jackson, Mills,
Geldner, Darmesteter, de Harlez, and Soderblom, and also
°§§ ir, 12; 19, 20; 89, 90. See the Zend-Avesta in the Sacred Books
of the East, vol. XXIII, translated by J. Darmesteter, and a fragment
translated by L. H. Mills in the Zend-Avesta, part 3 in the Sacred Books

of the East, vol.

Haug

XXXI,

p. 390.

West’s edition of the Language, Writings and Religion of
the Parsis in the chapter on the “Extant Pahlavi Literature,” pp. 93-115.
7

in

.

i

:
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the testimony of the Greek and other sources of information
8
as to the religion of the ancient Persians, one

is

driven to

accept the opinion that the doctrine of the resurrection

spoken of in these passages refers to a

literal

resurrection of

body and that the sixth Yasht at least was most probably
written before the time of Alexander the Great. Professor
Moulton suggests that the doctrine itself was probably much
the

older than these records, or even than the time of Zoroaster. 9

While accepting
logy

this suggestion,

it is

fair to say that

by ana-

also probable that the doctrine of the resurrection as

it is

propounded by Isaiah, Job, and Daniel, is much older than
any one of these books.
Since the latest authorities on the Avesta 10 do not place
Yasht xix among the Gathas, it may be well to quote part of
what Prof. Moulton says on the Saosyant 11 “The ‘Consummation’ of the Gathas involves a ‘Renovation of the World,’
a divine event towards which the whole creation is moving.
-

accomplished by the present labours of ‘those that will

It is

deliver,’ the saosyants.

In the Gathas these are simply Zara-

12
thushtra himself and his fellow-workers.”
Saosyant comes

from a root sav meaning “to

benefit.”

13

A

Persian word cor-

responding to the Messiah (the anointed) of Daniel

found

in the Avesta,

nor

is

is

not

“the Benefactor” called a prince

or a prince of princes.
In the Old Testament outside of Daniel, a resurrection

d.
is

referred to

(i) In Isa. xxvi. 19, which reads: “Thy dead shall live,
my dead body shall they arise. Awake and sing, ye that

with

dwell in dust; for thy

dew

is

as the

dew

in the herbs,

and

the earth shall cast out the dead.”
8 Ibid.,

9

pp. 3-54.

Early Zoroastrianism,

10 Ibid.,
11

343
Ibid., 158

12

Thus

in

deliverance

f.

Yasna

is

p. 260.

f

49.9 the helper

said by

Vishtaspa.
13 Ibid.,
p. 145.

Moulton

to

bring
( saosyant ) who was created to
have been Jamaspa the son-in-law of

,
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(2) Ezek. xxxvii, the idea of a resurrection of the dead
is

clearly expressed in the vision of the dry bones.

(3) Isa.

made

10

it is

said that

when

the

Lord

shall

have

the soul of his servant an offering for sin, he shall see

his seed,

Lord

liii.

he shall prolong his days and the pleasure of the

shall

prosper in his hands.

(4) Job xvi. 13 ff. and xix. 25 the author “rises to the
thought and throws out the wish that there may be release

and later on is assured that his redeemer (go’ el)
and that his flesh will see God. All this implies literal
death, and then restoration of life after death, i.e., resur-

from

sheol,

lived,

rection in the proper sense of the word.’’

(5) Finally, the actual raisings to life by Elijah and
Elisha recorded in i Kings xvii. and 2 Kings iv. express a
belief in the possibility,

and

in these cases in the fact, of a

14

The assumptions of Enoch and
Elijah show that the Hebrews believed in a future life in a
physical body, and the raising of Samuel that some at least
thought that there was a life after death and that there could
be a resumption of the well known physical body.
2. As to the origin of the idea of a Judgment-to-come, we
find that it also was prevalent among the Egyptians and
Babylonians as well as among the Persians.
a. The Egyptians taught that there would be an “ethical
test at the close of life, making life hereafter depend upon
revivification of the dead.

the character of the

Pyramid Texts
call to

thee

‘rise,

life lived

as follows

:

on earth.” 15 Erman

“Around

stand up’ and thou awakest.”

us of Daniel. And,

“Thou

cites the

thee stand the gods and
15 ‘

This reminds

eatest the food of the gods.

He

(Re) places thee as the morning star in the midst of the field
of Eavu.” 16 “Those that failed to pass the judgment must
14

For any further information

as to the O.T. teaching on this subject,

see the article by E. R. Bernard in Hastings’ Dictionary.
15
I,

Breasted, History of Egypt,

p.

67 and Budge,

The Book of

xciii-cix.
15 “
16

Op. cit. supra.
See also Naville, The Old Egyptian Faith

p.

193-207.

the

Dead

,
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lie

hungry and

sun.”

thirsty in their graves

and can not behold the

17

According to the Avesta, 18 Ahura Mazda

b.

will

conduct

a judgment after death in which he will be assisted by Zoroaster as advocate for the good.

19

c. The Babylonians, also, believed in some kind of a judgment after death involving a separation and a determination

of death or

life to the

departed.

20

In the books of the Bible written before 550 B.C.,

d.

find frequent references to

we

a judgment. 21

Regarding the Angelology:
is no proof that the Hebrews derived their ideas
concerning angels from the Persians. The earliest portions of
the Avesta, as we have it, were collected and edited in the time
of the Sassanians (226 A.D.-637 A.D.). Parts of the collection, called the Gathas, most probably date back to about the
year 600 B.C., or possibly even earlier. The word Amashaspand which is said to be equivalent to archangel does not
3.

a.

There

occur

in the

22
Gathas, nor indeed in any of the earliest texts.

V ohu Manu “Good

Thought” and other terms which came
Mazdaism to denote the beings or ideas
called Amashaspands are never used in the Gathas to denote
persons, though at times they are personified, like the Hebrew
wisdom in Proverbs. In the memoric stanza ( Yasna 47. 1)
the names of all the future Amashaspands are found. The
23
stanza as translated by Moulton reads as follows “By his
Holy Spirit and by Best Thought, and Word, in accordance
with Right, Mazda Ahura with Dominion and Piety shall
to be used in later

:

give us Welfare and Immortality.”

It is

absurd to suppose

17 Ibid,.,
p. 105.

18

Gatha, Yasna 46.

19

Early Zoroastrianism, pp. 166, 374 f. See Tisdall, Christianity and
Other Faiths, p. 133.
20 See Zimmern, K A T, p. 637.
21 See especially Isaiah, chapter two.
22 It occurs first in the Haptanghaite. See Mills in Sacred Books of
the East, xxxi. 281 Moulton, in Early Zoroastrianism, p. 121.
;

23

Early Zoroastrianism,

p. 376.
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from such abthe Best Thought, Right,

that Daniel’s ideas of angels were derived
stractions or personifications as

Dominion, Piety, Welfare, and Immortality of this passage.
The verse sounds like, “I, Wisdom dwell with Prudence”
of Proverbs. In Daniel, Michael, Gabriel, and

tween God and man, whereas

in

all

the angels

God and mediators

are real persons, the messengers of

be-

the Gathas Prof. Mills

says that he can recall no passage in which the so-called
angels “are not felt to

words,”

i.e..

mean

Right, Piety,

The Yashts,

etc.

exactly what they signify as
24

the next oldest portions of the Avesta, (ex-

cept the small prose portion called

have been composed

H aptanghaite)

seem to
form about 400 B.C., 25

in their original

or as Mills says, “in the third or fourth century before
Christ.”
etc.,

Here

the attributes of

God such

as Right, Might,

have not merely been personified but are treated as ob-

gods Ahura Mazda, Mithra,
and Anahita. The only example of any one’s being sent is in
Yasht V. 8. 5, where Ahura Mazda orders Anahita to* come
down from the stars to earth. Anahita was a god and not an
Amashaspand. Zeus in Homer also sends his messengers and
in the Babylonian Nabu is called the messenger of Bel. A word
jects of worship, just like the

for messenger, or angel, never occurs in the Gathas or

compound word Ahura Mazda, no
name compounded with the name for god and hence corYashts. Except for the

responding to Gabri-El and Micha-El,
Parsi

literature.

Daniel’s

angels are

is

found in the early
nor

not numbered,

Amashaspands of the Yashts, Yasnas, and other literature of the Parsis. The general charge
made by Prof. Prince of the dependence of Daniel’s ideas on
worshipped,

like

the

those of the Persians

is

so devoid of

even of probable inference, that one
that he could have
24
25

made

it.

all

direct evidence

is filled

and

with amazement

In support of this amazement,

Sacred Books of the East, Vol.
Early Zoroastrianism, p. 78.

XXXI,

p.

xxiv.
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appeal

is

made

Darmesteter.

works of Professors Moulton, 26 and

to the

27

The Assyrio-Babylonians

b.

gods and

good and

in

believed in messengers of the

Many

evil spirits.

of these had names.

A man had his guardian angel, dwelling within him or going
beside him. In a letter

from

the time of

Hammurabi we

find

hold thy head for good.” A
mother of Esarhaddon says: “A messenger of
grace from Bel and Nebo goes at the side of the king.”
the phrase

:

“Thy guardian god

letter to the

Nabopolassar says: Marduk “caused a good demon

my

(

sedu

do he causes my work
to prosper.” Further, the assembly of the Igigi and Anunnaki
was a great council in which the destiny of the earth and of
men was determined, as in the host of heaven in the vision of
Micah recorded in I Ki. xxii. 19 and in the sons of God of
Ps. xxix. 1 and elsewhere, and in the council of the holy ones
dantku ) to go at

side

;

in all that I

The evil spirits among the Babylonians have
names such as ekimmu, sedu and lilitu. Judging from the magical texts, the number of these spirits is incalculable. In the Creation Story (III, 67-71) Gaga is the

of Ps.

liii.

6-8.

distinctive class

messenger of

his father

Eriskigal a messenger

On

Eriskigal (1. 3).

gods (Nergal)

names are

Ansar;

mar
(

in the story

sipri )

the Reverse

I.

is

5f the messenger of the

accompanied by fourteen others whose

is

given. In Ishtar’s Descent to Hell,

the messenger

of Nergal and

sent by the gods to

( sukallu )
28

Namtar

is

called

of Eriskigal. See other examples in

the story of Adapa.

With regard

c.

mation

iii.

26

28 and

vi.

for angel

(

)

occurs only

29
In the former
23, both in the Aramaic part.

Early Zoroastrianism, especially the translation of the Gathas, pages

343 - 390
27

Daniel gives the following infor-

:

The ordinary word

( 1 )

in

to angels,

.

The Zend-Avesta, Part

II, in

the Sacred

Books

of the East, Vol.

xxiii.
29

KA

T. VI.

29

The

root of this

Assyrian.

It is

i.

word does not occur

common

have been used

in

in

Arabic

in

Hebrew

or Aramaic, or

Ethiopic in the sense “to send.”
also.

It

appears to
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passage
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it is
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used by Nebuchadnezzar in the
;
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latter,

by Daniel.

(2) In the dream of Nebuchadnezzar recorded in chapter
he says that he saw “a watchful one and a holy” (vss.

30
23) coming down from heaven. This messenger from
heaven speaks of the decree of the watchful ones and the

13,

word of
(3)

the holy ones” (vs. 17).

In

speaking of the judgment by the Ancient of

vii. 10,

Days, Daniel says that he beheld “a thousand thousand min-

him and ten thousand times ten thousand standWhether these multitudes are angels or
men, or angels and men, is not certain. Since, according to
verses 1, 2 it was in a dream-vision by night that Daniel saw
this judgment scene of the Most High, it may be looked upon
as an enlargement of what he was accustomed to see at the
istering unto

ing before him.”

court of Nebuchadnezzar, the greatest of earthly potentates.

Or

he

may have

been attempting to enumerate

“all the

host

of heaven” of which Micaiah speaks in the vision of Jeho1 Kings xxii. 19, which even the
would scarcely put later than the sixth century B.C.,
and which the writer of Kings places in the ninth.
(4) An angel named Gabriel is commissioned to explain

vah’s judgment recorded in
critics

a vision to Daniel while the latter
16, 18).

This same angel

other vision in

ix. 21,

in the

is

in a

deep sleep

(viii.

form of a man explains an-

22f.

A

man clothed in fine linen and certain other name(5)
less angels are mentioned here and there, e.g., x. 5, xii. 6. So,
also the saint (ETTp) of
30

T

Tj;

is

commonly derived from

Syriac also in this sense.

in
3f

viii. 13.

messenger, thus making

the verb Hj? “to be awake,” found

Some would
it

a

connect

synonym of

it

with the
the usual

Hebrew, Aramaic, and Arabic for messenger, or angel. Thus
“a messenger has been sent
Isa.

xviii.

swift

1, 2,

DOxbra

among the

and

in

Prov,

word

in

Obad.

I,

nations,” (cf. Jer. xlix. 14). In

“Ethiopia that sendeth
” etc.

in

Hebrew

xiii. 17,

O'Ty by the sea ... Go ye
the two words are in the paral-

sentences. (Compare also Isa. lvii. 9 and Rev. xxv. 13). Philologically,
would be equally possible to connect "vy with the Babylonian siru
“exalted.” Since Nebuchadnezzar is the one using this word, it would
be entirely in harmony with Babylonian usage for him to speak of the
person seen in his vision as “an exalted and illustrious one,” i.e., siru u

lel
it

kuddusu.
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(6) Michael, “one of the chief princes” is said to have
to help Daniel (x. 13). He is called Michael your (i.e.

come

21) and “the great prince which standeth

Israel’s) prince (x.

for the children of your people” (xii. 1), and

it is

said that

he shall stand up at the time of the end.
d.

Of

Old Testament as a whole

the

it

may

to the latest.

Of

one in Zech.

iii.

evil

angels Satan

Job

1,

i.

6,

and

1

is

be said that

from

the idea of angels pervades the literature

the oldest

mentioned as the name of

Chr. xxi.

1

;

Lilith

is

found

14 and Shed in Deut. xxxii. 17 and Ps. cvi. 37.
the good angels Gabriel and Michael alone are mentioned

in Isa. xxxiv.

Of

by name and that
It

in Daniel only.

31

seems evident from the above facts that the ideas of

Daniel about angels can be accounted for on their

human

by
Old Testament reinforced by the Babylonian without recourse being had to Perthe preceding literature of the

side

sian analogies.
4.

With regard

a.

It

to the idea of a Messiah,

seems certain that no Egyptian or Babylonian text

has as yet revealed any hope or belief that any one of the

gods was going to intervene

in the affairs of

men

for their

redemption from sin and suffering and death. The only
ancient records,

— from any nation
—which give any such

at least that

contact with the Jews

of the Zoroastrians.

It is said in Yasht

came

into

idea are those

xix §§ 88, 89 that the

prophet Saosyant the Victorious and his assistant will make

a new world and that at his

immortal

life will

come.

will the

dead

will rise again

and

32

The Old Testament, however, is full of the idea of redemption from sin and its consequences. Daniel and Psalm
b.

ii.

are the only parts in which the agent in this redemption

is

which he is called
the Prince but the idea of a redeemer from sin and of God’s
called

Messiah and Daniel the only one

in

;

These angels are mentioned by name in the New Testament also,
Michael in Jude 9 and again in Rev. xii. 7, and Gabriel in Luke i. 26. See
Article “Angel” in Hastings’ Dictionary by A. B. Davidson and the
chapter on “Angels and Demons” in The Religion of Israel by Barton.
32 Tisdall p. no.
See above under “Resurrection” (p. 169).
31

:
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appearing at the end of the world for judgment and to estab-

kingdom

lish a

found

is

II.

all

through the Old Testament.

Daniel and Enoch

The assumption is groundless, that Daniel and the earlier
Enoch approximate so closely in their treatment of
the four subjects under discussion as to make certain the conpart of

clusion that they are

from

from

the

same

time. This will appear

a comparison of the teachings of Daniel on angels, re-

surrection, judgment,

and the Messiah with what we find in
Enoch and in the other works

other Old Testament works, in

of the second and

centuries B.C. and in the

first

ment and other works of the

first

New

Testa-

century A.D. In making

we shall follow the divisions and dates of
book of Enoch as given by Prof. R. H. Charles. 33 We
shall give the teachings on these four subjects of (a) Daniel,
(b) the rest of the Old Testament, (c) Enoch and other extra-canonical works of the second and first centuries B.C.,
and (d) the New Testament and other works of the first
century A.D.
these comparisons

the

1.

As

a.

Daniel refers to the resurrection but once, that
2

xii.

shall

:

to the Resurrection.

“And many

is,

in

of them that sleep in the dust of the earth

awake, some to everlasting

life,

and some

to

shame and

everlasting contempt.”

Of

b.

the rest of

the

Old Testament, the

psalms which Reuss, Cheyne, or other

fifty-seven

critics assign to the

second century B.C., do not once mention a resurrection, nor
does Ecclesiastes, nor the Song, nor any other portion of
Scripture which

is

placed in this period by the

critics.

The

references to the resurrection have been discussed above (p.

170

f.).

c.

The Book of Enoch,

(1)

Of

have been written
(a)

etc.

the four parts of the
in the

Book

of

Enoch thought

to

second century B.C.

The Book of Noah, containing

all

or parts of sixteen

chapters, says nothing about a resurrection.

(b)
33

The only

reference to a resurrection in the First Sec-

In the Apocrypha and Pscudepig'rapha of the Old Testament

II. 170.
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tion of

Enoch

is

in the passage

(xxv) where
,

it is

fruit of a fragrant tree shall after the great

said that the

judgment be

given to the righteous and holy elect and they shall live a

long

life

(c)

on

earth.

The Second Section of Enoch

(lxxxiii-xc) contains

only a ‘‘veiled reference to the resurrection.” In xc. 33, it
is said that all that had been destroyed and dispersed assembled in the Lord’s house, and that the

they were

all

Lord

rejoiced because

good.

(d) The Third Section of Enoch (lxxii-lxxxii) does not

mention a resurrection.
(2) The Testaments of the XII Patriarchs (written, according to Charles, between 137 and 107 B.C.) speaks of
the resurrection oftener than any other pre-Christian book.
in Benjamin x. 6-8, we read: “Ye shall see Enoch,
Xoah, and Shem. Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, rising on the
right hand in gladness. Then shall we also rise, each over
our own tribe, and we shall worship the heavenly king. Then
shall we all be changed, some into glory, and some into
shame.” In Simeon x. 2. the patriarch says “Then shall I
arise.” In Zebulon x. 2, he says: “Then shall I arise again in

Thus

:

Judah xxv. 1, 4 we read: “And after these
things, shall Abraham and Isaac and Jacob arise unto life”
and "those who have died in grief shall arise in joy and

the world.” In

they

who

are put to death for the Lord's sake shall arise.”

(3) The Book of Jubilees has given up all hope of a resurAccording to Charles this book was written between

rection.

153 and 105 B.C.
(4) The parts of the Sibylline Oracles supposed to have
been written in the second century B.C., do not mention a
resurrection.

(5) The so-called Addenda to the Book of Esther the
Book of Baruch, the Epistle of Jeremiah, the Story of Zerubbabel, the Additions to the Book of Daniel, Tobit, Judith and
,

1

Maccabees make no reference

(6)
ence to

to a resurrection.

The Wisdom of Solomon may make
it

in

ii.

1.

where

it

a negative refer-

represents the ungodly as reason-

;
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ing within themselves but not rightly:

and

tedious,

was

neither

and

in the

there any

death of a

man known

man

“Our

life

179
is

short

no remedy;
have returned from the

to

there

is

grave.”

(7) Ecclesiasticus makes no reference to a general resurrection.

(8) Second Maccabees shows a highly developed view of
a resurrection. Thus in vii. 9 the second of the seven brethren

who were

slain

by Antiochus for not eating swine’s flesh
“The king of the world shall raise us

says at his last gasp:
up,

who have

died for his laws, unto everlasting life.” In

verse 14, the third brother says: “It

death by men, to look for help from

is

God

good, being put to

up again
by him; as for thee [meaning king Antiochus], thou shalt
have no resurrection to life.” In vs. 23, the mother exhorts
to be raised

her last child saying: “Doubtless the Creator of the world

you breath and life again.” In xii. 43-45 Judas is
have been mindful of the resurrection, “for if he had

will give

said to

not hoped that they that were slain should have risen again,

had been superfluous and vain to pray for the dead.” And
also, “he perceived that there was great favor laid up for
it

those that did godly.” Lastly, in xiv. 46 Razis “plucked out
his bowels, calling

them

to

upon

the

Lord of

life

and

spirit to restore

him again.”

(9) The Fifth Section of Enoch says merely that “the
righteous sleep a long sleep and have nought to fear” (c. 5.).

(10) The Sixth Section of Enoch says in li. 1 that “the
earth shall give back that which has been entrusted to it”

and

in lxi. 5 that the righteous

and the

elect “shall return

and

stay themselves on the day of the Elect One.”

(11) The Third and Fourth Books of Maccabees, the
Fourth Section of Enoch, and the Psalms of Solomon, do
not mention the resurrection.
d.

The

( 1 )

At

Literature from the First Century A.D.
least seventeen of the

of a resurrection.
large

upon

Two of

the nature of

them,

it.

New
1

Testament books speak

Cor. xv. and Rev. xx., en-

"
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The Testimony of Hezekiah

(2)

(iii.

18) speaks of the

resurrection of the beloved.

(3) The Vision of Isaiah mentions the resurrection of the
righteous, ix. 17.

(4) The Salathicl Section of Fourth Ezra (v. 37, 45),
written about 100 A.D., implies a resurrection.

The Zadokite Fragments (written about 40 A.D. ),
the Son of Man l ision, the Ezra Piece,
the Eagle Vision, the Martyrdom of Isaiah, the Assumption
of Moses and apparently Fourth Maccabees do not refer to
(5)

the

Ezra Apocalypse,

a resurrection.
2.

As

a.

Daniel speaks of a judgment only

to the

Judgment.
in vii. 10. 22, 26.

In

we read "The judgment was set and the books were
opened ’; in vs. 22, “The Ancient of days came, and judgment was given to the saints of the Most High,” and in
verse 10

:

-

vs. 26,

“the judgment shall

sit.

etc.”

The only references to a judgment in the other parts of
Old Testament are:
(1) Isa. xlii. 1-4 where it is said that Jehovah's servant
“shall bring forth judgment to the gentiles,” “shall bring
forth judgment unto truth," and “shall set judgment on the
b.

the

earth.”

(2) Ps. x. 7, 8 where we read that Jehovah “hath prepared his throne for judgment and he shall judge the world
in righteousness, he shall minister

judgment

to the people in

uprightness.”

(3) Ps.

i.

5,

(4) Joel

iii.

judgment on
(5)

Of

“the wicked shall not stand in the judgment.
9-17, Ps. lxxvi. 9, lxxviii.

13.

speak of a

the nations.

the fifty-seven psalms assigned by one or another

second century B.C., only Ps. lxxvi. 10 refers to

critic to the

a judgment.

(6) Ecclesiastes
said in

my

(iii.

heart that

wicked; and

in xii.

17! refers to

God

will

14, that

judgment and even-

it

in the

words. "I had

judge the righteous and the

he will bring every work into

secret thing

whether

it

be good or
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whether

it

be

dust and in

was and the

evil.

xii.

In

iii.

20 he says that men

181

shall return to

7 that the dust shall return to the earth as

spirit to

God who gave

it

it.

The Book of Enoch, etc.
(1) In the Book of Noah (x. 6) we read of “the day of
the great judgment” when Azazel “shall be cast into the
c.

and in x. 11, 12 that Semjaza and his associate angels
are to be bound fast till the day of their judgment, the judgment that is for ever and ever.
fire”;

(2) In the First Section of

Enoch

(xvi. 1)

it is

said that

day of the consummation,
the great judgment over the Watchers and the godless; in
xxv. 4, that no mortal is permitted to touch the fragrant
the giants shall destroy until the

tree of life until the great

judgment, when the Holy Great

One, the Lord of Glory, the Eternal King

shall sit on his
and bring everything to its
consummation for ever; and in xxvii. 2, there is mention of
an accursed valley which shall be the place of judgment (or

throne and take vengeance on

all

habitation).

(3) In Section
that “a throne

Two

of

was erected

Enoch

(xc. 20-27)

in the pleasant land

of the sheep sat himself thereon and one took

we

are told

and the Lord
all

the sealed

books and opened those books before the Lord of the sheep.”

“And the judgment was held first over the stars and they were
judged and found guilty and likewise the seventy shepherds

whom the sheep

had been delivered were judged and found
and last of all the blinded sheep were judged and found
guilty and all were cast into a fiery abyss and burned.”
(4) The Third Section of Enoch does not mention the
judgment.
to

guilty

(5) The Testaments of the XII Patriarchs mention the
judgment three times. Benjamin x. 8, 9 reads: “For the
Lord judges Israel first for the unrighteousness which
they have committed and then so shall he judge all the gentiles”; and Levi, iii, 3 says that “in the second (or third?)
heaven are the hosts of the armies which are ordained for the
day of judgment,” and in iv. 1 it is said that “the Lord shall
execute judgment upon the sons of men.”

1
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The Book of

(6)

Jubilees (xxiii.

n)

speaks of “the day

of the great judgment”; and apparently
the righteous “shall see

all

their

it is on this day that
judgments and all their

curses on their enemies,” xxiii. 30.

(7) The Sibylline Books (iii. 56) speak of “the judgment
of the great king, the deathless God.”

The Addenda to Esther,

(8)
tle

the

the

Book of Baruch,

the Epis-

of Jeremiah, the Story of Zerubbabel, the Additions to
Book of Daniel, Tobit and 1 Maccabees do not refer to

the judgment.

(9) Judith (xvi. 17) says:

“Woe

to the nations that rise

up against my kindred! The Lord Almighty
geance of them in the day of judgment.”
(10) The

Wisdom

of

Solomon

(iv.

8)

will take ven-

says that the

souls of the righteous “shall judge the nations.”

(11) Second Maccabees (vii. 35, 36) mentions a judgit is doubtful whether the passage refers to a judg-

ment, but

ment

in the present life or hereafter.

(12) The Fourth Section of Enoch (lxxxi. 4) speaks of
the day of judgment.

(13) The Fifth Section of Enoch speaks of a final judgment with the destruction of the present heavens and earth
and the creation of new ones (xci. 14-16).
(14)

The Sixth

Section of

Enoch

says there will be a

judgment of the righteous and the wicked, on angels and on
men. (xcvi. 2-4, xlviii. 2).
(15) Third and Fourth Maccabees are silent on the subject.
d. In the Literature of the First Century, A.D.
All of the Gospels, the Acts, the Revelation, and most
( 1 )
of the Epistles speak of a judgment.
(2) The Testament of Hccekiah speaks of the judgment
once in iv. 18.

The Vision of Isaiah mentions it in x. 12.
(4) The Assumption of Moses (x. 3-10) describes how
the Heavenly One will arise from his royal throne and amid
(3)

the disturbance of earth and sea and sun and stars will punish the gentiles

and

Israel shall be exalted.
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The Son of

(5)

Man

Vision

183

how God’s Son

tells

to

is

judge and to destroy the nations of the earth and to defend
the people of Israel (xiii. 37, 49).

(6) The Eagle Vision speaks of the Messiah’s making the
kings of Rome alive for judgment and then destroying them
(xii. 12).

The

(7)

Salathiel Section speaks of the

punishment and salvation after death
105,

viii.

judgment and of
102-

(vii. 67, 70, 73,

38, 61, x. 16).

(8) The Martyrdom of Isaiah, the Ezra Apocalypse, and
the Ezra Piece, do not mention a judgment.
(9) In Second Baruch, there is a long and detailed account of the judgment extending from xxiv. 1 to xxx. 1.

(10) In the Zadokite Fragments the judgment
ably referred to in ii. 4, where it says that with

prob-

is

God

are

“power and might and great fury with flames of fire wherein are all the angels of destruction.” (Compare i. 2 and ix.
12.)
( 1 1 )

Philo and Josephus are silent on the subject.

3.

As

a.

Daniel

to a Messiah.
ix.

26

25,

is

one of the two Old Testament pas-

sages where the expected Saviour of Israel

The

verses read

:

“Know

commandment

the going forth of the

is

called Messiah.

therefore and understand that from
to restore

and

to build

Jerusalem unto the Messiah the Prince shall be seven weeks,

and three score and two weeks the street shall be built again,
and the wall, even in troublous times. And after three score
and two weeks shall Messiah be cut off, but not for himself
:

or

.

.

In

viii.

25 the king of

fierce

countenance

is

repre-

sented as standing up “against the Prince of princes.” In
34, 45, the deliverer

is

ii.

likened to a stone cut out without

hands that smote and broke

in pieces the

image of iron and

25, he may possibly be the Son of God thus
spoken of. In vii. 13, he is likened to a son of man and comes

clay.

In

iii.

to the Ancient of days

a

kingdom which

shall

Michael the prince of

and

is

given dominion and glory and

not pass away.
x.

It is possible, also,

21 and the Michael of

other than the Messiah himself.

xii. 1 is

that

none
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The Rest

b.

Ps.

1.

of the Old Testament.

(which Driver thinks to be pre-exilic and which
W. Robertson Smith places as late

ii.

neither Reuss, Cheyne nor
as the

Maccabean times) agrees with Daniel

Son

God

of

in calling the

the Messiah.

(2) Already in the seed of the woman of Gen. iii. 15 and
in the Shiloh of xlix. 10 we have intimations of the coming

king

who

should bruise the head of the serpent. These pas-

sages are both assigned to

is

J.

(3) In Num. xx., which is assigned to JE, the Messiah
prefigured in the star which was to come out of Jacob, and

which should

the sceptre

arise out of Israel.

(4) The Prince of Peace of Isa. ix.
should come forth out of the stem of

out of his roots of Isa.

and the root that
Jesse and the branch

6, 7

xi. 1, also refer to

him. Both of these

passages are assigned by the critics to the genuine Isaiah.
(5) The ruler in Israel who, according to Mi.
come forth from Bethlehem of Judah must refer
siah, as must also the “Lord” of Ps. cx. 1.

v. 2,

should

to the

Mes-

(6) Of the writers contemporary with Daniel, the Branch
of Jer. xxiii. 5, 6 and xxxiii. 1 5-1 7 and the Shepherd of Ezek.

xxxiv. 23-31 clearly indicate the Saviour to come.
(7) Zechariah, who wrote but a few years after the time
of Daniel, speaks of him as the Branch (iii. 8, vi. 12), the

Shepherd
1), the
(xii.

(xi. 16, xiii. 7), the

fountain opened for sin

(xiii.

one from the house of David who was to be pierced
King who was to come to Zion (ix. 9) and

10) and the

the one

(8)

whose

Of

the critics

price

was

thirty pieces of silver (xi. 12).

by one or more of
to the Maccabean period only cx. 1, and cxviii. 22
the fifty-seven psalms assigned

refer to a Messiah. Dr. Driver

presumed
Smith class Ps.

34

thought that Ps. cx. “may be

Cheyne and W. Robertson
as Maccabean, to which date Cheyne

to be pre-exilic.” Reuss,
cxviii.

assigns Ps. cx. also.

Lord, ”
34

LOT,

etc.

p.

is

384.

The

verse

“The Lord

attributed expressly

by the

said unto

New

my

Testament
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36, Lk. xx. 42, Acts
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David. See Matt. xxii. 49,

34.

The Book of Enoch, etc.
(1) The Book of Noah and the First and Third Sections
of the Book of Enoch are silent as to a Messiah.
(2) The Second Section of Enoch (xc. 37) speaks of a
c.

white bull with large horns

and

whom

the birds of the air feared

all

petitions

all

all

the beasts of the field

and

to

whom

they

made

the time.

forth,

The Testaments of the XII Patriarchs says in Judah
5, 6: “Then shall the sceptre of my kingdom shine
and from your root shall arise a stem, and from it shall

grow

a rod of righteousness to the gentiles, to judge

(3)
xxiv.

save

all

that call

“And

read:

upon

and
Judah xxiv. 1-3, we
a star arise to you from

the Lord.” In

after these things shall

and a man shall arise like the sun of righteousness, walking with the sons of men in meekness and
righteousness and no sin shall be found in him,” etc. In Levi
viii. 14 we read that “a king shall arise in Judah and shall
be beloved as a prophet of the Most High,” etc. Dan., v. 10,
says that the salvation of the Lord shall arise from Levi.
Joseph xix. 1 1 says “Honor Levi and Judah, for from them
shall arise unto you one who saveth Israel.” Zebulun ix. 8
in peace

Jacob

:

reads
self,

:

“After these things

unto you the Lord

shall arise

a long and beautiful description of the
all

Him-

the light of righteousness.” In Levi xviii. 1-14 there

the

words of the Lord

new

priest to

is

whom

shall be revealed.

(4) One place only in Jubilees refers to the Messiah. In
xxxi. 18, 19, in a passage recording an alleged blessing of

Levi and Judah by Isaac,

it is

said of

Judah

in evident imita-

tion of Gen. xlix. 10 that one of his sons should be a prince

over the sons of Jacob and that in him should be the help of

Jacob and the salvation of

The

Israel.

Books have a long passage (Book III.
652-818) containing an account of a king sent by God from
the sunrise who shall give every land relief from the bane of
war in obedience to the good ordinances of the mighty God.
(5)

Sibylline
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(6) Ecclesiasticus, Wisdom, Tobit, Judith, and I
cabees, do not mention a Messiah.

The Fifth

(7)

where God and

Section of

his

Son

Enoch speaks

of a

dren of earth (cv. 2).
(8) In the Sixth Section of Enoch the Messiah

The Son of Man,

(a)
6,

lii.

liii.

6, 9,

kingdom

with the

will be united for ever

Mac-

chil-

is called:

xlvi. 2-4, xlviii. 2, 9, xlix. 2, 4,

li.

5,

6, lv. 4, lxi. 5, 8, lxii. 1.

(b) God’s Anointed,

xlviii. 10.

(c)

The

Elect One, xlv. 4.

(d)

He

will

have universal dominion,

on the throne

sit

of his glory, and judge angels and men.
(9) The Psalms of Solomon call the Messiah, the king,
the son of David and the servant of God, Ps. xviii. 6.

(10) The Second, Third, and Fourth Books of MaccaEnoch are silent on this sub-

bees and the Fourth Section of
ject.
d.

The

Literature of the First Century A.D.

(1) The Messiah
Testament.

>

mentioned

in

every book of the Neiv

The Testament of Hezekiah speaks

(2)

Lord”
9

is

(x. 4, 13)

and of the “Beloved”

(iii.

of “Jesus the
17, 18, iv. 3, 6,

13 )-

(3) The Vision of Isaiah mentions “the Messiah” (vii. 8,
12), “the Beloved” (vii. 17, 23), “His Beloved the Christ”
(viii. 18), “His Beloved the Son” (viii. 15), “the Only Be-

37), “the Elect One” (viii. 7), “Lord God the
Lord Christ who will be called Jesus” (ix. 5), “Lord who

gotten”

(vii.

will be called Christ” (ix. 13),

“That One”

One”

(ix.

(ix. 26,

“Lord Christ”

38), “This One”

(ix.

(ix. 17,

32),
31), “a Certain

27).

(4) The Son of Man Vision of Fourth Ezra calls the Messiah “God’s Son” (xiii. 32, 37) and says he is to judge and
to destroy the earth (xiii. 37,

49) and to defend the people of

Israel (xiii. 49).

(5) The Ezra Piece speaks of Ezra’s translation to be
with God's Son, but otherwise does not refer to the Son.
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(6) The Eagle Vision mentions a Messiah who
spring from the seed of David and make the kings of
alive for

judgment and destruction

(7) The Martyrdom of Isaiah,
the

Ezra Apocalypse, and

the

(xii.

is

to

Rome

32).

Assumption of Moses,
Salathiel Section do not menthe

tion a personal Messiah.

(8)

The Zadokite Fragments (ii. 10) say that God
will make known his Holy Spirit. Also,

through his Messiah

3 quotes Zech. xiii. 7 where the shepherd refers to the Messiah; and in ix. 8 the sceptre of Gen. 49, 10

in

Text B,

ix.

“appears to denote the Messiah.” In

sword of the Messiah
4.
a.

is

spoken

ix.

10 (B), 29 (B), the

of.

As to Angels.
The Book of Daniel.

Nebuchadnezzar says that he saw four men
fire and that the form of the fourth was
like to a “son of gods” ( cp Gen. vi. 3). In iii. 22, this fourth
man is called an angel.
(2) In iv. 17 we read of “the decree of the watchers and
the demand by the word of the holy ones”; and in iv. 23 it
speaks of “a watcher and a holy one coming down from
heaven” and announcing the decree.
(3) In vi. 22 God is said to have “sent his angel who shut
(1) In

in the

iii.

25,

midst of the

.

the

mouths of the

lions.”

(4) In vii. 10, “a thousand thousands minister unto the
Ancient of days and ten thousand times ten thousand stand
before Him.”
(5) In x. 5, Daniel
So, also, xii. 6, 7.

saw “one man” clothed

in linen, etc.

(6) In x. 16, one like the similitude of the sons of a

(Adam) touched

man

his lips, etc.

(7) In x. 18, one like the appearance of a

man (Adam)

came and strengthened him.
(8) In viii. 13, Daniel heard “one holy one” speaking to
another holy one.
(9) In viii. 16, Gabriel is mentioned. In
the man Gabriel {cp. Gen. xxxii. 24).

ix. 21,

he

is

called

:
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(io) In

x. 13, 21, xiii.

1,

Michael the prince or “the great

prince" or “one of the chief princes”

The angel of Jehovah, Gen.

( 1 )

Ex.

15,

mentioned.

is

In the other Books of the Old Testament

b.

iii.

35, Jud.

ii.

Num.

2,

1, 4, v.

17, 18, 20, 21,

2

we

xvi. 7, 9, 10,

1

find

1,

xxii.

1 1,

xxii. 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 31, 32, 34,

23,

21

vi. 11, 12,

2 Sam. xxiv. 16,

1

2
,

22 2

,

xiii. 3, 13, 15, 16,

Ki. xix.

7,

2 Ki.

i.

3, 15,

xix. 35, I Chr. xxi. 12, 15, 16, 18, 30, Ps. xxxiv. 8, xxxv.
6, Isa. xxxvii. 36, Zech. i. 11, 12, iii. 1, 5, 6, xii. 8, Mai. ii.

(2) The angel of God, Gen.

xxi. 17, xxxi. 11,

Ex.

2

5,
7.

xiv. 19,

Sam. xxi. 9, 2 Sam. xiv. 17, 20, xix. 23.
(3) The angels of God, Gen. xxxii. 2.
(4) Angel (alone), Gen. xxiv. 7, 40, xlviii. 16, Ex. xxiii.
2
20, 23, xxxii. 34, xxxiii. 2, Nu. xx. 16, 2 Sam. xxiv. 16 17,
Jud.

vi. 12, xiii. 9, 1

,

1

Ki.

Zech.

Mai.

xix. 5,

xiii. 18,

13, 14,

i.

ii.

1

Chr. xxi. 15 2 20, 27, 2 Chr. xxxii. 21,

2, 7,

,

iii.

3, 6, iv. 1, 4, 5, v. 5, 10, vi. 4, 5,

1.

iii.

(5) Angels of God, Gen. xxxii. 2.
(6) Angels (alone), Ps. xci. 11, ciii. 20,
(7)

(8) Angel of his presence, Isa. lxiii.
(9) Angel of the Covenant, Mai. iii.

9.
1.

(10) Angel of the Lord of hosts, Mai.
(11) Cherubim, Gen. iii. 24, Ps. xviii.
(

et

passim),

6,

ii.

7.

10, Ez. ix. 3, x. 1,

Isa. vi. 2, 6.

A man clothed with linen, Ez.

(14) Sons of God, Gen.
i.

ii.

xi. 22, xxviii. 14, 16.

(12) Seraphim,
(13)

civ. 4, xclviii. 2.

Evil angels, Ps. lxxviii. 49.

vi.

ix. 2, 3, 11, x, 2, 6, 7.

3 (?), Deut. xxxii. 19, Job

1.

(15) Gods, Ps. viii. 6.
(16) Twenty thousand thousands of angels (|M$),
Ps. lxviii. 18.

(17) Mighty (angels?), Ps. lxxviii. 25, Joel iii. 11.
(18) Holy Ones, Deut. xxxiii. 3 (?), Job v. 1, xv. 15,
Zech. xiv.

5,

Ps. lxxxix. 6, 8.

(19) Sons of the Mighty, Ps. xxix.
(20) Watchmen,

Isa. lxii. 6.

1,

lxxxix,

6.
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Isa. xxiv. 21.

(22) Morning Stars, Job xxxviii. 7.
(23) Members of God’s council, Job

i.,

Ps. lxxxix. 7,

1

Ki. xxii.

(24) Guardian Angels, Ps. xxxiv.
Intercessors, Job. v.

(25)

8, xci. 11.

1.

(26) Punishers of the wicked, Ps. lxxviii. 49.
2
(27) (The) Satan, Zech. iii. 1, 2 Job, i-ii {passim), Ps.
,

cix. 6,

(28)

1

Chr. xxi.

1.

Demons “shedim,”

Ps. cvi. 37.

(29) Satyr (? sa’ir), Isa. xxxiv. 14.
(30) Night Monster {Lilith), Isa. xxxiv. 14.
(31) Deep {?Tehom) Deut. xxxiii. 13, Ps. cxlviii.
(32) Rahab,

Isa.

9, Ps. lxxxix. 10,

li.

Job

ix.

7.

13, xxvi.

12, 13.

(33) Leviathan, Job iii. 8, Ps. Ixxiv. 14.
2
(34) Azazel, Lev. xvi. 8, io 26.
,

(35) Princes of God,

LXX version of Deut.

xxxii.

(36) Ecclesiastes and the Song of Songs do not speak of
all the fifty-seven psalms assigned by one or

angels and in

more

critics to the

ferred to only in

second century, B.C.,

Psalm

we

find angels re-

cxlviii. 2.

The Book of Enoch, etc.
The Testaments of the XII Patriarchs mention Satan
( 1 )
and Beliar by name. They speak, also, of the angel of God,
c.

of angels of the presence, of watchers, and archangels.

(2) The Book of Jubilees mentions by name Mastema
(Satan) and Beliar. It speaks, also*, of angels of the presence,

and of guardian angels and of angels of the wood, fire,
It describes the creation and circumstances of
the fallen angels, their marrying the daughters of men, their
judgment and punishment.
(3) The Sibylline Books mention the angel Beliar.
clouds, etc.

(4) The Book of Noah is almost entirely an imaginative
explanation of the “sons of God” of Gen. vi. 2, giving their

names, duties, teachings,
(a)

vi.

7,

sins,

judgment, and punishment.

8 gives the names of the eighteen chiefs of
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and lxix. 2,
hundreds and over
tens,

3,

the

names of twenty-one

chiefs over

and over tens. In alphabetical order
the eighteen are Ananel, Armaros, Arakiba, Asael, Baraqijal,
fifties

Batarel, Danel, Ezeqeel, Jomjael, Kokabiel, Rameel,

Sami-

Over
Semjaza was chief. In lxvi. 2, 3 the names are given
as, Armaros, Armen, Artaqifa, Azazel (two of this name),
Baraqiel, Batarjal, Busasejal, Danjal, Hananel, Jetrel, Kokabel, Xeqael, Runiael, Rumjal, Samjaza, Simapesiel, Tumael,
Turael, Turel (two of this name). To these are added in
verses 4-12 the names Asbeel, Gadreel, Jeqon, Kasdja, and
Penemue. Allowing for differences of spelling we have here
the names of thirty-seven fallen angels.
(b) In ix. 1 four good angels are named (Michael, Raphael, Uriel, and Gabriel), who are called “holy ones” (ix.
These intercede with the Lord of the Ages for the
3, lx. 4).
souls of men (ix. 3, 4). Another good angel, Phanuel, is
azaz, Samsapeel, Sariel, Satarel, Tamiel, Turel, Zaqiel.
all

these

named

in liv. 6.

(c)

The “angel of

(d)
(e)

An “angel of punishment,” lxvi. 1.
An angel (without name), lx. 4, 9, 11,

(f)

Spirits of the hoar-frost, hail,

peace,”

angels, lx. 17; also, spirits

liv. 4, lx.

24.

lxviii. 5.

and snow are called
of the mist, the rain, and the dew,

18-21.

(g) Angels (without names), x.

7, cvi. 6, lxvii. 4, 7, 11,

12, lxviii. 2.

(h) Watchers, x.
(i)

to have been
(j)

7, 9,

15.

“Angels, children of the heaven,”

The

two hundred

in

number

vi. 2.

These are said

(vi. 6).

angels are a thousand thousands and a thousand

times ten thousand,

lx. 1.

(k) “Satans” are mentioned in lxv. 6 where they seem
to be distinguished
(

l

)

The

from the

angels.

duties, or functions, of the

tioned at length in

(m) The

viii. 3,

duties of the

1, 4, x. I, lx. 2,

and of angels

bad angels are menin xx.

good angels are mentioned

21, 23, lxvi. 2, lxvii. 2, lxix. 4f.

in ix.

:
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(5) In the First Section of the Book of Enoch.
(a) Of the evil angels, Azazel only is mentioned,

xiii.

1.

(b) There are some holy angels “who watch” (xx. 2-8),
and whose names are Michael, Raphael, Uriel, and Raguel,
Saraqiel, Gabriel
6, xix.

(c)

and Remiel. See also xxiv.

6,

xx.

3, 6,

xxxii.

1, xxiii. 4, xxxiii. 4, xxvii. 2, xxi. 5, 9.

Watchers are mentioned

(xvi.

1),

holy (xv. 9), eternal (xiv. 1), heavenly
2
of heaven (xiv. 3, xii. 2, 3, 4, 10, 15 ).

who

(xii.

are called

4), children

(d) Holy one (xiv. 25), the most holy ones (xiv. 23),
seven holy angels (xx. 2-8).
(e)

Seven

stars of heaven, xxi. 6.

(f) Angels (alone), xxxvi. 4, prisons of angels, xxi. 10,
xiv. 21.

(=

evil spirits), xv. 8.
(g) Giants
(h) “Ten thousand times ten thousand” angels, xxi. 24.

(6) The Second Section of Enoch calls Azazel a star
(lxxxvi. 1), speaks of the angels of heaven (lxxxiv. 4) and
calls the angels “white men” (lxxxvii. 2). Probably, also,
the “seventy shepherds” of lxxxix. 59 are angels.
(7) In the Third Section of Enoch angels are mentioned

once (xci. 15) and holy angels once (xciii. 2).
(8) The Song of the Three Children speaks twice of the
angel of the Lord, vss. 26, 37.

(9) Susannah mentions the angel of the Lord
and the angel of God (vss. 55, 59).
(10) Bel and the Dragon mentions the angel of

(vs.

the

45)

Lord

in vss. 36, 39.

(11)

Tobit mentions

(a)

Raphael by name,

(b)

Guardian angels,

(c)

Holy

17, xii. 15.

angels, xi. 14.

Seven angels,
(e) Asmodeus, an
(d)

iii.

v. 17, 22.

xii. 15.

evil

demon,

iii.

8,

and elsewhere.

(12) Ecclesiasticus refers to angels in xxxix. 28, xii. 2,
1, but only in passages cited from the canonical

45, xlviii.

books of the Old Testament.

:
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(13) The Addenda

to

Esther represent Esther as saying

that the king of Persia appeared to her as an angel of God,

xv. 13.

(14) The Epistle of Jeremiah mentions an angel in
(15) Th eBook of Baruch mentions devils, iv. 7.

(16) The Book of Wisdom mentions the devil,
speaks of angels’ food, xvi. 20.

ii.

vs. 7.

24,

and

(17) Judith, 1 Maccabees, the Prayer of Manasseh, and
the Story of Zerubbabel are silent as to angels.
(18) The Sixth Section of Enoch (xxxvii-lxxi) speaks
of
(a)

A

(b)

Four angels of the presence (Michael, Raphael,
and Phanuel), xl. 9.
Thousands of thousands and ten thousand times ten

Sahiel,

(c)

thousand,

righteous angel, xxxix.

xl.

5.

1.

(d) The angel of peace,

xliii. 3, Hi. 3, liv. 4.

(e)

Angels of punishment,

(f)

Satan,

liii.

liii.

3, lvi. 1.

3, 6.

(g) Azazel, liii. 5, lv. 4.
(h) The host of God, Cherubim, Seraphim, and Ophan-

nim,

lxi.

(i)

10.

The holy

ones,

lxi. 10.

(19) Third and Fourth Maccabees, and the Psalms of
Solomon are silent on the subject of angels.
(20) In Second Maccabees “the terrible rider” and the
two men notable in strength who smote at and scourged

Heliodorus were probably angels
“the five comely

white clothing” of

who smote

(iii. 25, 26), as were also
horses” of x. 29, and “the one in
Judas, in xv. 22 refers to the angel

men upon
xi. 8.

the host of Sennacherib and prays for

God

to

“send a good angel” to go before the Jewish army.
(21)
terrible

Third Maccabees speaks of two angels glorious and

who

appeared to Eleazar the high

priest.

(22) The Fourth Section of Enoch speaks of seven holy
ones (lxxxi. 5) and gives the names of the four leaders who
divide the four parts of the year and their three followers.
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These seven are named Milkiel, Heremmelek,
Narel,

The

Adnar’el, Ijasusa’el, ’Elome’el.

them are

called

Birka'el,

Zelebs’el,

Mel’ejal,

leaders under

Hilujaseph,

Gida’yal,

and Asfa’el (lxxxi. 13-20). Uriel also is mentioned in lxxiv. 2, lxxv. 3, 4, and is the one who shows things
to Enoch.
Ke’el, He’el,

(23) The Fifth Section of Enoch

mentions

(xci-civ)

and the wicked

the holy angels (xci. 2)

(xci.

15). Angels

are said to place the prayers of the righteous for a memorial

before the Most

judgment

(c.

High

4) and

(xcix. 3,

c.

1) to gather the

works for

to be guardians over the righteous (c.

5).

The Literature of the First Century A.D.
Martyrdom of Isaiah speaks of the angel Samii. 1, Sammael Malchira, i.8, Beliar,
8, 9, ii. 4,

d.

(1) The
mael, i. 11,

and Satan,

II, 51,

iii.

(2)

the angels

(b)

ii.

2, 7,

and of Satan’s angels,

ii.

2.

The Testament of Hczekiah mentions Sammael,

13, Beliar,

(3)
(a)

i.

iii.

13, iv. 2, 16,

Beliar and his armies,

and armies of the holy ones,

iv. 14,

iii.

and

iv. 14.

The Vision of Isaiah mentions:
By name, Sammael, vii. 9, and Satan, xi. 43, vii. 9.
An angel who was sent to make the prophet see, vi.

3, vii. 11, 21, 25.

(c)

A

glorious angel,

(d) Angel of death,

vii. 2.

ix. 16, x. 14.

(e)

Angels about the throne,

vii.

(f)

Angels of

x. 10.

fire

and Sheol,

14-16, 19.

(g) Angels of the air, x. 30.
(h) Angels of Satan, vii. 9.
(i)

Sammael and

his hosts, vii. 9.

(j) Angel of the Holy
xi. 4,

(k)
(

l

)

33-

Princes, angels, and powers of the world, x. 12.

Princes and powers of this world, x. 15.

(m) Angels
viii. 2,

(4)

Spirit, vii. 23, ix. 36, 39, 40, x. 4,

(alone),

vii.

22, 27, 37, ix. 6, 28, 29, 42,

15, 19, x. 19.

The Zadokite Fragments mention

the angels of de-

,
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struction,

35
ii.

Belial, also, is

4.

named

in vi. 9, 10, vii. 19,

ix. 12.

(5)

The Assumption of Closes mentions Satan and an

angel, x. 2.

(6)

came

The Ezra Apocalypse mentions only

the angel

who

to speak to him.

(7) The Son of Man Vision the Ezra Piece, and the Eagle
Vision and the parts added by the Redactor do not mention
angels.

(8)
(a)

The Salathiel Section mentions:
The angel who had been sent unto him,

v.

31,

vii.

vii.

85,

10, 29.

(b) Armies of angels,
(c)

95

vi. 3.

Angels who guard the souls of the righteous,

-

(d)
(9)

By name Jeramiel, iv. 36, and Uriel, v. 20, x. 28.
The Apocalypse of Baruch speaks of the creation

the angels, xxi. 6, of their
xlviii.

10,

li.

11, lix.

fall, lvi.

of

11-13, of armies of them,

10, of the angel of death, xxi. 6,

names Ramiel, lv. 3, lxiii. 6.
The New Testament books mention Michael,
( 10)
36
Satan, and Beelzebub.

and

Gabriel,

Special Conclusions
In view of the evidence given above

it

will be

obvious to

who makes

a resume and a comparison

That of the books put by

the critics themselves in the

the attentive reader

of the documents,
1.

37
second century B.C., only three out of the seventy-nine

make any kind of reference to a resurrection.
a. The Testaments of the XII Patriarchs
which

distinctly

mentions a resurrection.

references, of which only that in
35
36

It

Benjamin

is

the only one

has four such
x.

6-8 refers to

Said by Charles to be an interpolation.

For further information, see Bernard in Hastings’ Dictionary.
37 In this total the
57 O. T. Psalms assigned by the critics to this period
and the three additions to Daniel, Susannah, Bel and the Dragon, and
the Prayer of the Three Children each count as one.
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some to shame. Since the critics place the
composition of this work between 137 and 105 B.C., it canthe resurrection of

not have influenced the author of Daniel, even

if

he wrote as

164 B.C. On the other hand, the author of the Testaments may have been influenced by Daniel, whether the latter
late as

was written

As

b.

in

164 or 535 B.C.

to the testimony to a resurrection of the parts of

Enoch, assigned by Prof. Charles to the second century B.C.,
it will be observed that the Third Section contains only a
veiled reference to

it,

and that the First Section says of

it

only that the righteous shall after the judgment live a long
life

on

life in

earth, the implication being that they shall live this

the resurrected body.

That the statement of Daniel is nearest in form and
sense to that of Isa. xxvi. 19, which even the critics do not
c.

place later than the fourth century B.C.

That Daniel and Enoch are not the only books which
and that their statements are not iden-

2.

refer to the judgment,
tical.

That there

a.

will be a

judgment

Daniel and the Book of Enoch but
9-17, and in Pss. x.

That

b.

Enoch but
That

c.

and

it

7, 8,

is

5, Ixxvi. 9,

i.

stated not merely in

also, Isa. xlii. 1-4, Joel

and

iii.

lxviii. 13.

merely in Daniel and
4 and Ps. x. 7.
be opened is stated only in Daniel

will be set is stated not

also in Isa.
the

in Section

books

Two

xlii.

will

of

Enoch which

is

assigned to the

first

century B.C.

That

d.

the Ancient of days will

come

is

stated in Daniel,

but not in Enoch.

That judgment

e.

High
f.

is

will be

given to the saints of the Most

stated in Daniel, but not in

Enoch.

In Daniel the kings and nations of earth will be con-

demned, whereas

in

Enoch

it is

the evil angels and the god-

less.
3.

That, with regard to the Messiah the ideas of Daniel are

distinctive
a.

The name “Messiah”

as applied to the future redeemer

:
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of Israel,

found

is

in the literature

only in Daniel and Ps.

2.

ii.

The phrase “Messiah

b.

up to the year 100 B.C.,

the Prince”

is

found nowhere

except in Daniel.

The phrase “Prince of

c.

else,

princes”

though Prince of Peace occurs

of Ezekiel xxxiv. 24 renders a
that

found

d.

The

e.

The

Messiah
/.

is

found nowhere

Hebrew word

The

prince

differing

from

in Daniel.

title

xxviii. 16

is

in Isa. ix. 6.

“stone”

and Ps.
title

found outside of Daniel only

is

“son of gods” occurs nowhere

called

God’s son

“Son of man” as a

outside of Daniel

in Isa.

cxviii. 22.

till

in Ps.

title

the

ii.

else,

but the

7, Isa. ix. 6.

of the Messiah does not occur

first

century B.C.

In Ezekiel

it

is

appropriated to the prophet himself.
g.

If

Michael the prince be the Messiah, he

elsewhere only in the Revelation of

St.

is

so

named

John.

That Messiah was to be “cut off” is stated also in Isa.
liii. 8, but nowhere else except in Mk. ix. 12, Lk. xxiv. 26.
The statement and figure of the breaking of the image is
i.
found nowhere except in Daniel.
j. The glory and the kingdom find their best analogy in
h.

Zech.

ix. 10.

Of the early parts of Enoch, the fragments of the Book of
Adam, and the First and Third Sections are absolutely silent
with regard to a Messiah. The Second Section (from the
first century B.C.) refers to him but once and that under the
figure of a white hull

whom

all the beasts of the field and all
and to whom they made petitions
the only “approximation” of Enoch to

the birds of the air feared
all

the time

!

This

is

Daniel concerning the doctrine of the Messiah.

It will

be seen

that Daniel approximates to Isaiah four times, to Zechariah

once, and to the Second
titles

Psalm

twice.

The

used of the Messiah by Daniel are

other phrases and

all

peculiar to him-

self.

4.
a.

With regard

Angels it will be noted
In the books of the Old Testament outside Daniel,
to

;
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They

are mentioned in Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus

Numbers,

(?),
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Deuteronomy,

Joshua,

Samuel,

Judges,

Kings, Chronicles, Isaiah, Joel, Zechariah, Malachi, Psalms

and Job.
(2) That,

we have

if

we

take demons, or evil spirits, to be angels

Lilith, Sa’ir,

and Rahab mentioned by name

in Isai-

ah; Shedu in Deut. and Ps. cxlviii; Leviathan in Job and Ps.

Rahab in
(H) Satan

lxxiv;

Isa., Ps. lxxxix.,

cus

in

1

and Job; Azazel

in Leviti-

Chron., Zech., Job, Ps. cix.

(3) That classes of angels seem to be denoted by the Seraphim, Cherubim, Shedim and by the Princes of God.
(4) That angels are distinguished as holy, guardian,
mighty, watchers, intercessors, sons of God, punishers of the

wicked, members of God’s council, and as evil and tempters
of mankind, and that they are practically innumerable, being

a host and thousands of thousands.
b.

That the

New

every particular.

It

Testament agrees with Daniel

in

almost

speaks of the angels as mighty and strong,

as guardians, as mediators, as punishers of the wicked, as

surrounding the throne of God, of

evil angels,

of the Devil

as a tempter, of ten thousand times ten thousand,

sands of thousands, and
Diabolos, Beelzebub and

and thou-

names Michael, Gabriel, Satan
Abaddon or Apollyon.

it

or

That the treatment of angels differs in the four sections
of the Book of Enoch and that in no one of the sections can
it be fairly said that there is an “approximation” of the
treatment of angels with that of Daniel. Thus,
In the Third Section of Enoch the angels are men( 1 )
c.

tioned but twice, once with the epithet “holy.”

(2)

In the Second Section of Enoch, angels are men-

tioned only three times certainly and possibly four times.

They are called “angels of heaven,” “white men,” one of
them “Azazel,” and “seventy shepherds” are spoken of. Not
one of these phrases, nor the name Azazel, occurs in Daniel.
(3) The First Section of Enoch and the Book of Noah
both agree with Daniel and other books of the Old Testa-

ment,

:

.
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(a)

In expressing a belief in angels.

(b)

In giving names to some of them.

(c)

In arranging them in classes, or ranks.

(d) In mentioning “watchers.” This designation of angels
is

found also in

Isa, lxii. 6.

Further, Daniel agrees with the

(e)

Book of Noah

in speaking of angels as a thousand thousand

sand times ten thousand.

The

A

similar phrase

Enoch has

is

found also

Rev.

v.

this

phrase “ten thousand times ten thousand”

lxviii.

ii.

First Section of

alone,

and ten thouin

the latter part of
(

cp

Ps.

18).

(f)

Daniel agrees with the First Section alone of Enoch

in designating angels as “holy.”
also, in

Job

v.

1,

Deut. xxxiii. 3

This designation

xv. 15, Zech. xiv.

found,

is

5, Ps. lxxxix. 6, 8,

and

( ?).

(4) The First Section of Enoch and the Book of
disagree with Daniel in the following particulars

Noah

(a) Daniel introduces angels merely incidentally, whether
as messengers to communicate the will of

God

or as agents

for the deliverance or strengthening of His servants; whereas in both the

Book of Noah and

the First Section of Enoch,

the angels are the subject of the discourse

ration

Gen.

is

and the whole nar-

taken up with the story of the “sons of God” of

vi. 2, 3.

(b) Daniel mentions good angels only, whereas the

of

Noah and

the First Section of

entirely with the angels

who

Enoch

Book

are concerned almost

fell.

(c) Daniel names two good angels alone, whereas the
Book of Noah mentions four good angels and thirty-seven
wicked angels, and the First Section of Enoch mentions by
name one bad angel and seven holy ones.
(d) The Book of Noah speaks of two hundred “angels,

children of heaven,” of spirits of hoar-frost, hail, snow,

and dew, of an angel of peace and of an angel of
punishment, and of Satans. Daniel never refers to any of
mist, rain

these.

(e)

The

First Section of

Enoch

“giants.” Daniel never does this.

calls

angels “stars” and
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both good and

duties, or functions, of the angels

bad are given at length and specifically both in the Book of
Noah and the First Section of Enoch. Daniel never refers
to their duties as such and leaves us to infer them from the
words which they spake and the actions they performed.

General Conclusions
The following general
the above discussion

and

may

conclusions

be

drawn from

special conclusions.

by Dr. Driver it cannot
be fairly said that the teachings of Daniel approximate to
those of the early parts of the book of Enoch, seeing that no
1.

That of the four doctrines

cited

one of these parts expressly mentions
2.

That on

all

of the doctrines.

the doctrine of the resurrection, Daniel approx-

imates most nearly the teachings of Isa. xxvi.

;

on that of the

judgment, he makes a slight advance on the teachings of

and certain of the psalms, but agrees in only one
particular with any one of the Sections of Enoch alone that
Joel, Isaiah

;

on the matter of the Messiah, his closest approximations are
to Isaiah, Zechariah and certain of the psalms; and that on
the doctrine of angels he

is

concerned and

literature is

unique as far as the pre-Christian
is

approximated only by the Book

of the Revelation of St. John.
3.

It is

asserted by Dr. Driver that whether or not, in one

or two instances, the development of the four doctrines of
the resurrection, judgment, Messiah,

and angels “may have

been partially moulded by foreign influences, they undoubtedly

mark a

later

phase of revelation than that which

is set

before us in [most of] the other books of the Old Testa-

ment.” 38

by “revelation,” Dr. Driver had meant what the New
Testament and the Christian Church have always meant by
it (that is, a making known to man by God of certain ideas
If

in accordance with his

God

good pleasure), we cannot

see

why

could not have revealed the ideas of Daniel in the

sixth century B.C., as well as in the second. If the old view
38

LOT,

p.

508.
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of the dates of the books

is

taken, Daniel

would

still

repre-

sent a comparatively late view of these four doctrines.

Moreover there is no doubt that the doctrine of angels is more fully
developed in Daniel than in any other book of the Old Testament, the nearest approximation being in Zechariah, another

prophecy of the sixth century. As to the resurrection, Isaiah
xxvi. 29, and, as to the judgment, Joel

iii.

are as fully de-

veloped as Daniel; and as to the Messiah, the teachings of
the other books of the

Old Testament such as Isaiah, Zechaand certain of the psalms, though different in some respects from Daniel, are in the view of the New Testament
writers, (and we think of any fair minded critic) more explicit, and just as important and highly developed as anything in Daniel. Dr. Driver, and those who agree with him,
think and say that God must have revealed his ideas in a
certain order of time and in the midst of certain circumstances and temporal conditions. Having assumed this order
and these conditions, it seems "undoubtedly” true, that this
or that prophecy must have been written or spoken at a certain place and time. “Undoubtedly,” if the doctrines could
all be proven to be late, the books containing them would be
riah,

late.

“Undoubtedly,”

if

the books, or parts of books, con-

taining the doctrines could be proven to be
also

would be

late.

But undoubtedly,

late,

also,

the doctrines

is

it

say without positive proof that the doctrines are

not fair to
late

because

they are in certain books or parts of books, and that the books

or parts of books are
This, however,

is

late

because they contain the doctrines.

exactly what the critics do.

principal reasons for putting Isa. xxiv.-xxvi.

is

said to be late because of

its

of their

and Job

the fact that the doctrine of the resurrection

them. Joel

One
is

late is

taught in

prophecy on the

judgment and the kingdom.
Lastly, might I be pardoned for asking a question to
which I would like to have an answer? If the absence of any
reference to these doctrines

is

a proof that the earlier proph-

and psalmists did not know anything about them, how
about the fifty-seven psalms, Ecclesiastes, and other parts of
ets
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the Old Testament which the critics put in the time of the

Greek domination and many of them as

Why

cabean times?

is

First

late

even as the Mac-

Maccabees altogether

silent

on

all

of them and Ecclesiasticus substantially so? If the absence

of

all

reference to a resurrection in Zechariah, Haggai, Mala-

and Chronicles proves that Daniel was written later than
they were, why does the silence of the Third and Fourth
chi

Book of Enoch, of Jubilees, of the Sibylline
Addenda to Esther and Daniel, of Tobit,
First,
Third
and Fourth Maccabees, the Book of
Judith,
Baruch, the Book of Wisdom, and the Psalms of Solomon
not show that Daniel was not written till after they were?
Sections of the

Oracles, of the

Finally, since

Haggai, Malachi, Chronicles, and Ezra-Nehe-

miah, are absolutely silent on most, or
doctrines,

how do

the critics

all,

of these four

know what were

the views of

upon these doctrines? Or, if
we hold that the doctrines as expounded in Daniel are not
his own opinions on these doctrines, but are really revelations from God, do the critics mean to insinuate that God
could not have revealed them to the authors of these books,
if He had thought it well so to do? Is it necessary to suppose
that every author of a book must have told all he knew on
every subject, or that God must have given the same message
to every writer of the same period, no matter what may have
been the purpose of his writing, or the work he had to do?
the authors of these books

Princeton.

R. D. Wilson.
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GOD ALMIGHTY?

II.

Omnipotence and Religious Experience

was

a remark of the late Theodore L. Cuyler that

reigns, even

if

the devil

reigns brings confidence
devil

is

trying to.”

The

fact that

and assurance, while the

“God
God

fact that the

trying to (and trying very hard today) should lead

is

to watchfulness, prayer and the putting

on of the whole

armor of God. To say that God reigns in history and nature
and over the destinies of men is practically to say that God
is

omnipotent

is

to bring

;

while to say that the devil

up the problem of

evil

is

trying to reign

which has always been an

obstacle to belief in omnipotence.

Following a previous review of the Biblical data 1 we wish
this paper to consider the relation between the doctrine of

in

omnipotence and religious experience, keeping especially

in

two points of the value which the doctrine may have
religious
for
experience and the confirmation it may receive
in the religious life and achievements of those who believe

mind

in

the

it.

In his Varieties of Religious Experience William James
contends that certain “metaphysical attributes” of Deity such
as aseity, necessariness, immateriality, simplicity, indivisi-

make no

bility, etc.,

and that
difference to a man's

definite connection

their truth or falsity
religion.

With what he

the case

is

makes no
calls the

vital

with

life

“moral attributes,” however,

otherwise. “Pragmatically, they stand on an en-

tirely different footing.

They

positively determine fear

and

hope and expectation, and are foundations for the saintly
life. It

how

needs but a glance at them to show

significance.

God’s holiness, for example

:

great

is

their

being holy,

God

can will nothing but good. Being omnipotent, he can secure
its

triumph. Being omniscient, he can see us in the dark.

Being

just,

he can punish us for what he

he can pardon too. Being unalterable,
securely.
1

These

sees.

Being loving,

we can count on him

qualities enter into connection with

In this Review, October, 1922.

our

life,

1

;
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we should be informed concern-

highly important that

ing them. If dogmatic theology really does prove beyond
dispute that a

God with

characters like these exists, she

well claim to give a solid basis to religious sentiment.”

pragmatic principles one would think that the admitted

them

On

utility

is

the strongest possible reason

to be true.

James contents himself with

of belief in these doctrines
for holding

may
2

with the dogmatic proof

saying, however, that

it

stands as

of these attributes as

it

does with the arguments for the ex-

istence of

ill

God. 3

Instead of discussing in the abstract the relation between
religious experience
profitable

and

belief in

omnipotence,

and interesting to seek for

it

will be

more

illustrations of this con-

nection in the lives of some outstanding saints and heroes of
the faith.

To

turn to the Scriptures for these illustrations

would be to traverse again in part the ground we have already
gone over. Because they all had faith in the almighty power
of God,

Abraham believed

in

a

God who

could raise the dead.

Moses led the children of Israel through the Red Sea, and
Joshua through the Jordan; Deborah sang that the stars in
their courses fought against Sisera, and Gideon led his band
against the hosts of Midian; David went against Goliath in
the

name

of the

Lord crying

that the battle

is

the Lord’s,

and Jonathan went to the camp of the Philistines saying,
“There is no restraint to the Lord to save by many or by
few” (1 Sam. xiv. 6) Asa went into the battle crying, “It
is nothing with thee to help, whether with many, or them that
have no power” (2 Chron. xiv. 11, A. V.) Hezexiah prayed
;

;

against Sennacherib, “Save us out of his hand that

all

the

kingdoms of the earth may know that thou Jehovah art God
alone” (2 Ki. xix. 19) Elijah called down fire from heaven,
saying, “The God that answereth by fire let him be God” (
Ki. xviii. 24) Isaiah saw across the centuries the kingdom
of righteousness and of peace; Jeremiah, against the background of doom and disaster, caught the gleams of a mighty
;

2

Pp. 445-448, condensed.

3

Pp. 448.
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hope; Ezekiel foresaw displays of almighty power which

would convince the world that God is the Lord the Hebrew
from the fiery furnace and Daniel
from the lions’ mouths; Mary became blessed among women
believing that no word of God was void of power (Luk. 1.
37) John the Baptist declared that of these stones God could
raise up children to Abraham (Matt. iii. 3)
the early disciples at Jerusalem spoke the word of God with boldness
(Acts iv. 22, 31) and the Apostle Paul could say, “I can do
all things in him that strengthened"! me’’ (Phil. iv. 13). With
;

children were delivered

;

;

;

all

these heroes of the faith their belief in the omnipotence of

God was no perfunctory assent to a creed, but was a mighty
dynamic bringing courage to their hearts and strength to
their arms. In this faith they “subdued kingdoms, wrought
righteousness, obtained promises, stopped the mouths of
lions, quenched the power of fire, escaped the edge of the
sword, from weakness were made strong, waxed mighty in
war, turned to

Without

armies of

flight

this faith there

aliens’’

(Heb.

would have been a

xi.

33, 34).

radical difference

not only in their religious experience but in the issue of their
lives

and

in the

without this

whole course of Biblical history. In fact

faith, to

Biblical history at

put

it

bluntly, there

would have been no

all.

In the religious convictions of the Biblical characters the
attribute of

omnipotence was of course not abstracted from

the other Divine attributes.

We may

say that the

two

pillars

upon which their faith was supported were the omnipotence
and the faithfulness of God God is able and God is faithful.
When the promise of a son, humanly speaking impossible of
fulfilment, was given to Abraham and Sarah, Abraham believed that what God had promised he was able also to perform (Rom. iv. 21), while Sarah counted him faithful who
had promised (Heb. xi. 11). Faith in the case of both was
dependence upon a God who in his character and resources
:

could be absolutely depended on.

may

be said, apart from

the halo of sainthood which tradition has

thrown about them,

These characters of the

Bible,

it
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lived in the golden age of faith, in the age of special revela-

and of dramatic and unexampled displays of Divine
power. It is otherwise with us upon whom the ends of the

tion

The

ages have come.

supernatural, admitting

its

has receded into the background; our emphasis

existence,

is

properly

and almost necessarily upon the orderly processes of spiritual development and upon the ethical and social elements in
religion.

Whether God

question which

no

may

is

almighty or not

vital relation to religious experience.

verdict

we may

is

an academic

be discussed in the schools but has

Before accepting

now
this

remark made by Dr. Wilbur
studied the lives of men like Abra-

well ponder a

Chapman. When he first
ham, Moses and Paul he thought that these men were the
favorites of heaven and that they had a monopoly of God,
but on deeper study he saw that God had a monopoly of
them. Perhaps if we can find in modern life men of patriarchal faith, of prophetic vision and of apostolic devotion,
we might discover that with them also belief in the Divine
omnipotence bulks large in their experience and is in fact the
secret of their power.

Fortunately

we do not have
men who in

biography to find

to look far in recent religious

character, zeal

were cast in the apostolic mold.

If

we were

and usefulness
to seek for the

union in one person of a lofty type of personal

suming

zeal to

preach or

to'

piety, con-

send the gospel to the regions

beyond, abundant and unremitting labors continued beyond
the limit of three-score and ten, executive talent
the

management of

shown

in

large enterprises and the administration

with scrupulous care of large sums of money, devotion to

God combined with sympathy

for suffering humanity,

we

could find no better examples of the union of these qualities

Hudson Taylor, the founder
Andrew Murray of South
Africa and General William Booth of the Salvation Army.
Wherever the gospel is preached in the whole world the example of these men of God has quickened faith and caused
men to give glory to God. The lives of all four, which may
than George Muller of Bristol,

of the China Inland Mission,
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now

be studied in excellent biographies, afford an inviting

field

for the student of religious experience.

The

life

of George Muller of Bristol (1805-1898) almost

spans the century. 4 Born in

Germany he was

boy and a
student, even as a student for the ministry, careless and indeed vicious

in

already a

and

liar

backward could

his habits.
thief,

say,

As

as a

a boy of sixteen he “was

swindler and drunkard,” and looking

“What
!” 5

a bitter thing

The turning

is

the sendee of

when as
young man of twenty he attended a meeting of devout believers and for the first time in his life saw a man on his knees
praying. Light came to his soul through the “little gospel” of
John iii. 16. The stages of his preparation for his life’s work
were rapidly passed. He learned to pray; he came to read and
love the Bible; he learned to seek guidance from God rather
than to trust to the judgment of men, even of his own relaSatan, even in this world

point came

a

tives

;

he read with intense interest missionary biography and

decided to devote himself to missionary work; he learned the

young
missionary enthusiasm and in

secret of renunciation in giving

woman who
the last

did not share his

two years of

up

his attachment for a
;

his theological studies he learned to trust

God for temporal support. Dr. Tholuck at this time recommended him as tutor to certain American students at Halle,
in

one of them being Dr. Charles Hodge.
It is said to
life

obeys and

be a

mark

fulfils a

of genius “if the

work of

a man’s

plan which seems to have been

not by him but for him.”

It

was more than

made

coincidence that

George Muller enjoyed for two months the free hospitality
offered to poor theological students by the great Orphan
House at Halle, founded by A. H. Francke (died 1727) in
sole dependence for support upon the instrumentalities of
faith and prayer. This great institution was an object lesson
* The life of George Muller may be studied in his journal, The Lord’s
Dealings with George Muller (5 vols. Loudon, Nisbet & Co.), or in
the briefer form of this in The Life of Trust (final edition with introduction by J. R. Miller, 1898) also in A. T. Pierson’s George Muller of
;

Bristol and
5

Pierson,

His Witness
p. 20.

to a

Prayer-hearing God, 1899.

;
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later
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study of Francke’s

life

longing to become himself “an Elijah to his

and

to

have something to point to “as a

our God and Father

is

+

he same faithful

awakened the

own

generation”

visible

God

proof that

as ever he was

as willing as ever to prove himself to be the living God, in

our day as formerly,

The

steps

which

to all

who

led to the

Bristol need not be dwelt upon.

tion

from military

disability; his

service in

put their trust in him .”

6

founding of the orphanage at

They include Muller’s exempGermany because of physical

removal to England hoping to be sent out to

the foreign field

by a London missionary society;

his break

with the management of the society because he believed some
of their methods to be unscriptural

Teignmouth relying upon

at

his

;

his preaching for a time

unsolicited gifts for his support;

removal with his friend Henry Craik

to Bristol,

and

his

preaching in the Bethesda Chapel; his gathering in of poor
children

from

the streets to teach

and

to

feed them; his

example of John Newton, of an autobiojournal, “The Lord’s Dealings with George

starting, after the

graphical

Muller,” which has been called a
his

new Acts of

the Apostles;

founding of the “Scriptural Knowledge Institution, for

Home

and Abroad,” whose work attained later world-wide
proportions; and finally in his thirtieth year, after a study of
the life of Francke and a prolonged period of prayerful
waiting upon God, a definite decision to ask from the Father
of the fatherless but from no human being for a site and
funds and workers and finally for orphans in order to establish a

home

for “God’s orphans.”

Coincident with these outward events there was a diligent
searching of the Scriptures, a growing independence of conventional opinion, and a growing dependence upon

God

alone

and for temporal support, a decision with
his new bride to obey literally the command, “sell what thou
hast and give alms,” and a burning desire to strengthen the
faith of believers and to convince unbelievers by providingin his generation an object lesson and an ocular proof of the

alike for guidance

6

Pierson, p. 396.
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power and

faithfulness of

joyfully dedicated
ject of

my

exemplifying

prayer and faith.” 7

God

whole

in

answer

to prayer. “I

he said

life,”

how much may

It is interesting to

have

“to the ob-

later,

be accomplished by

note that in this period

he became through study of the Scriptures an ardent believer
in the doctrine

and he found

of election which he had previously rejected,
in this doctrine

powerful support to his

with that of perseverance a

faith.

The story of the Ashley Downs Orphanage, of which
George Muller was the founder and the director from his
thirtieth to his ninety-third year,

is

too familiar to need to be

retold. This enterprise, through which ten thousand orphans
were supported and trained for usefulness, was born, baptized and continued in prayer. The significant thing in each

annual report

is

the statement that “without any one having

been personally applied to for anything by me, the sum of
pounds,

was given
God.” The

etc.,

to

me

for the orphans as the re-

voice of A. H. Francke, he said,
and he learned from Francke the twofold principles upon which the Bristol work was conducted

sult

of prayer to

had spoken

to his soul,

God

faith in

as the great Provider

and Promiser, and love

for destitute children especially far the orphans.

In times of

difficulty

and

trial

8

of faith he wrestled with

God like Elijah on
Carmel, he even argued with God like Abraham on behalf of
Sodom, setting forth the explicit reasons why it would be
for the glory of God to continue and maintain the work
God

like

Jacob at Peniel, he pled with

which was begun

in faith for the glory of his

name.

new orphanage was called for, involving
an outlay of 35,000 pounds, Muller knew that “naturally”
the project of securing this sum without asking any human
being for it was preposterous in a high degree and opposed
to reason and common sense. He knew that to attempt such
In 1851,

thing

a

when

a

— “naturally” —would,

glory of God,

make

7

Pierson, p. 293.

8

See Life of

T rust,

instead

the projector of

p. 360.

it

of

promoting the

a laughing stock and

:

:
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bring religion into disrepute. But hear him as he sets forth

without rhetoric or emotion but
ter-of-fact

way

true, but I

Is

it

am

calmest and most mat-

the arguments pro and con

There must be a
is

in the

limit to

my work and service. Answer That
I am come as yet to God’s limit.
:

not sure that

not like “tempting God,” to think of building another

Orphan House for seven hundred more orphans ? Answer
“Tempting God” means according to the Holy Scriptures, to
limit him in any of his attributes. I, by his grace, do not wish
to limit his power or his willingness to give to me, his poor
servant, simply in answer to prayer, all the means and every
other help and blessing which
large

and

Orphan House. You

fitting

I

shall

need to build another

means for building
up so large an Orphan House. Answer Looking at
will not get the

:

the matter naturally, this is indeed a weighty objection. I might,
therefore, well tremble, looking at the matter naturally, for
where is this large sum of thirty-five thousand pounds to come
from? But whilst thus, naturally, I have no hope of succeeding,
I am not in the least discouraged spiritually, for by faith in the
living God I say this He has the power to give me these thirty:

thousand pounds, and much more were it needed and he
has the power in the meantime, to give me also all the large
sums required, week after week, for meeting the current expenses for the present state of the work. Moreover, I delight in
the greatness of the difficulty as it respects the large sum needed
for building and fitting up such an establishment for I desire to
be most fully assured, from the very outset, that I go forward
in this matter according to the Lord’s bidding. If so, he will
give me the means; if not, I shall not have them.
How
blessed is it to trust in God, and in him alone, and not in circumstances nor friends
I find the great help, the uninterrupted help which the Lord has given me for more than
fifteen years, a great reason for going forward in this work. 9
five

;

;

.

!

All this

.

.

.

.

was written January

14, 1851,

and that deliberate

was at work is shown by the
fact that for some time he told no one, not even his wife, of
the new plans, and that for about six months he was never
led to pray for means but only for guidance as to whether he
should undertake the work. At last when he could go forward
reflection,

not fanatical impulse,

in full assurance of all the will of

“The greatness of

the

sum

God he

writes,

required affords

me

May

24:

a kind of

secret joy; for the greater the difficulty to be overcome, the
9

Life of Trust, pp. 354-359, condensed, and

p. 363.
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more

will

be seen, to the glory of God,

it

how much can

be

done by prayer and faith.” 10

With George

Hudson

Muller, as with

Taylor,

God was

the

“Great Circumstance,” the great environment and the controlling factor in his life.

he depended not on

nor even on people

For

known

in

the support of his enterprises

friends,

nor on previous donors,

England, but on God

who

possessed

all

the wealth of the world and could influence as he willed the

minds of men

in all parts of the world. In his report in

—

1872

steadily on
we want nothing. No
no water, no mercantile panic, no loss of friends,
no death, can touch it. It goes on its own steady course. It

he says

“The work goes

:

war, no

fire,

triumphs over
If

all difficulties.”

Muller had “limited”

11

God

in his attribute of

entertained the conception of a finite Deity which

power or
is

popular

and his
life-work would would have been vastly different from what

today,

it

clear that both his religious experience

is

they were. It

certain that he never

is

would have had the

audacity to attempt or the ability to perform his great work
unless he had taken a

God

of infinite resources as his “busi-

ness partner” and had believed, as he said, that he “could

not overdraw his account on the Almighty.” This

man who

who burned behind him all the
human help, who made
God before the sons of men and through sixtywas never put to confusion, who raised about

delighted in difficulties,

bridges of worldly methods and of
his boast in

three years

$7,500,000

12

for his various enterprizes without asking the

aid of a single

human

being,

who sometimes

purposely with-

held the publication of reports in time of special need,

though
life

faith

was

who

tried yet never lacked for the necessities of

for himself or for his orphans, has given to his generation

a convincing “prayer test” and has thrown out a challenge
10

Life of

11 Ibid,

p.

T rust,

p. 367.

xxvii n.

His entire personal estate at his death was appraised at £169 9s. 4d.
of an institution in this country who has been remarkably successful in raising funds attributes his success in great part, it is said, to
a visit to Bristol, England, and to a study of the methods of George
12

The head

Muller.

1

:

GOD ALMIGHTY?

IS

21

that unbelief has never answered. Until unbelief, or belief in
finite God, can produce similar results we may say with
Spurgeon, “The God that answereth by orphanages, let him

a

God .” 13
The autumnal fruit in the life
dant. From his seventieth to his

be

of George Muller was abuneighty-seventh year he trav-

elled in forty-two countries and over two hundred thousand

miles, addressing,

His biographer

it is

estimated, over three million people.

says, “It

man of this century
man .” 14 The secret of

may be doubted whether any other
much for God and

accomplished as

and the witness of his experience and work to the omnipotence and faithfulness of God is
well summarized in the inscription on his tombstone in Arno
his life

Vale Cemetery

HE TRUSTED IN GOD WITH WHOM
“nothing shall be impossible.”
AND IN HIS BELOVED SON JESUS CHRIST OUR LORD
WHO SAID “i GO UNTO MY FATHER,
AND WHATSOEVER YE SHALL ASK IN MY NAME
THAT WILL I DO THAT THE FATHER
MAY BE GLORIFIED IN THE SON.”
AND IN HIS INSPIRED WORD WHICH DECLARES THAT
“ALL THINGS ARE POSSIBLE TO HIM THAT BELIEVETH.”
AND GOD FULFILLED THESE DECLARATIONS IN
THE EXPERIENCE OF HIS SERVANT BY ENABLING
HIM TO PROVIDE AND CARE FOR ABOUT
TEN THOUSAND ORPHANS 15
.

The

brightest chapter in

modern Church

history

is

the rec-

ord of foreign missionary work, and one of the most notable
13 W. James in his Varieties
of Religious Experience speaks of the
case of George Muller but dismisses him with some impatience. Muller’s

prayers are said to have been “of the crassest petitional order” (p. 467),
but James ignores the question whether they were really answered. Muller is

described as a sturdy beggar, narrow in intellectual outlook, whose

conception of Deity “continued the traditions of the most primitive hu-

man

thought.”

“Muller,

in

short,

was absolutely unphilosophical”

(P- 47i)14 Pierson, p. 264.
15

A

photograph of the stone

is

given

in

Pierson, facing

p.

290.
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names

chapter

in this

is

that of J.

of the China Inland Mission. “It

Hudson Taylor, founder
was the witness of Mr.

Muller to a prayer-hearing God,” says Pierson, “which en-

Hudson Taylor, in 1863, thirty years after
great step was taken, to venture wholly on the

couraged Rev.

Mr. Muller’s

J.

Lord, in founding the China Inland Mission.” 16 In the
of Taylor as in that of Muller,

we can

trace the

life

working out

of a Divine plan, and the gradual growth and strengthening

Hudson Taylor

of faith until

takes his place with George

Muller as one of the outstanding heroes of faith in his age

and

in the ages.

The conversion of Hudson Taylor, 17 while reading in a
tract as a young man the words, “the finished work of
mother was praying for his conversion with such assurance that her prayer was turning into
praise. Going to London to prepare for foreign missionary
work, he had the choice of looking to his father or to the
missionary society for support, but he refused support from
Christ,” took place as his

each source without letting
ceiving
test

from

it

and

to trust in

could say later

God’s

the other.

Word

:

God

“I think

I

be

it

He

known

that he

was not

re-

resolved to put the Bible to the

alone for temporal needs, and he

may

say that since then

to the test. Certainly

I

have put

has never failed me.

it

I

have never had reason to regret the confidence I have placed
18
Facing the difficulties of missionary work
in its promises.”
he questioned whether his faith was sufficient to

in China,

carry him through.

“How important,”

learn, before leaving

prayer alone.”

he said to himself, “to

England, to move

men through God by

19

His faith was strengthened by what he deemed three notable
16

answers to prayer. The
P- 354
the life of

first test

came when with only a

-

17

For

Hudson Taylor consult Hudson Taylor in Early
Howard Taylor, 1912, and Hudson Taylor and

Years, by Dr. and Mrs.
the

China Inland Mission, by the same authors, 1918. For conventwo volumes are referred to as I and II respectively.

ience these
18

19

1, p.
I,

p.

66.

131.
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half-crown piece
a

pocket he was called at night to

in his

woman who was

213

desperately

ill

visit

and was without money or

food. If only the half-crown had been in change so that he

was a
half-crown from his

could keep a shilling for the next day’s needs
case of

all

or nothing.

pocket and give

To

take the

!

But

it

up under these circumstances was, he says,
the greatest struggle of his life, and he looked back upon it
as the turning point of his career. But the thought came to

him

that he

was

it

trusting in a shilling rather than in God.

gave the coin, thus helping as

and as he

life,

my

as

provided. Again

He

proved to save the woman’s

“My

house, he says,

left the

20
pocket .”

it

heart was as light

In the morning means were unexpectedly

when weak from

a serious illness and with-

seemed necessary for him to go to a distant part
of the city, and he believed that strength was given him to
walk the distance in answer to his prayer. Once more a harddrinking man was converted through his efforts and prayers.
out funds

The

it

case seemed incorrigible, but, says Taylor, “with

God

things are possible, and no conversion ever takes place

all

Holy Ghost .” 21
The principles upon which his life-work was to be based
are already indicated in quotations from his letters and journal during this period. He says of God: “His love is unfail22
ing, his word is unfailing, his power is ever the same .”
save by the almighty power of the

“Nothing certain

yet,

except

—

I

will

never leave thee nor

foresake thee.” 22 “ While unbelief sees only

God between

sees

in the

as

if I

He
in

itself

Lord always have something
could not live

if

learned “to think of

whom we

live

difficulties, faith

and them .” 23 “Those whose
something

God

to

is

as the

depend on.”

2*

trust

is

“I feel

not done for China .”

25

One Great Circumstance

and move and have our being, and of

all

lesser circumstances as necessarily the kindest, wisest, best,

because either ordered or permitted by him .” 26
20 1 p. 134.
,

21

1, p.

178.

23 1 p.
159.
,

24

1,

p.

160.

22 1
p. 149.
,

25 1
130.
, p.

22 “

20

I,

p.

158.

1,

pp. 387, 388.

,
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We see the growth of the mustard

seed of faith as

Hudson

Taylor goes to China as a missionary, returns to England
invalided home and is told that he could return to China only
at the cost of his life.
ical studies

and

For four years he was engaged

medNingpo
study of the Bible and its
in

in revising the translation of the

Testament. But for the intensive

promises, which he examined “under a microscope” in the

work of

he never would

this translation, he declared that

have had the faith to launch out upon the great enterprise of
the China Inland Mission.

The impelling convictions at work
shown by the statement, “They

in his

mind

perish

—a thousand every hour of

in this

this while to
in

period are

me, as to every believer,

prayer whatsoever

name

of Jesus .”

27

we

is

Lord of
it

all

is

will; to ask

—and

given power to ask

without limit

in the

In his China’s Spiritual Needs and Claims

written at this time, he says

that

the day and night

:

“We

have to do with One

power and might, Whose arm

is

cannot save, nor His ear heavy that

it

Who

not shortened

cannot hear;

with One Whose unchanging Word directs us to ask and receive that our joy may be full, to open our mouths wide that
He may fill them; and we do well to remember that this
gracious God, Who has condescended to place His almighty

power at the command of believing prayer, looks not lightly
on the blood-guiltiness of those who neglect to avail themselves of

for the benefit of the perishing .”

it

28

In founding the China Inland Mission, for the purpose of

sending the Gospel into the eleven unoccupied provinces of
China,

Hudson

not that

it

was

Taylor’s conviction, as frequently stated, was
unscriptural or far less sinful to solicit funds

(the Apostle Paul asked contributions

but that

God would

from

the churches),

be glorified by a missionary agency

founded upon the avowed principle of dependence upon God
its support and its workers. The faith of the
founder was severely tried but was always triumphant. He

alone for

used to say that, “there are commonly three stages
27 II,
p. 27.

28 II,
p. 40.

in

work

—
IS

for God,

first
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impossible, then difficult, then done .”

he in need of anything, he would say,

“We

are children of a

very rich Father,” and he often added: “Before

my own

God

Was

29

I

had

chil-

me;
but when I became a father I learned something more
God cannot forget me .” 30 Was he enduring what he declared
dren of

used to think,

I

will not forget

to be the greatest hardship of missionary life, daily contact

with the dead mass of heathenism, he would say,

God’s grace

man

is

triumphant

in

my

soul

and

I

“When

can look a China-

‘God is able to save you, where and
have power. How else are you go31
In
ing to deal with a man under the craving for opium ?”

as

in the face

you

and

are,’ that is

say,

when

I

time of persecution he taught his fellow-workers to say,

“God

“We

is

—we know that He can keep His own

almighty'

are in God’s hands, and

of discouragement
leaving the

field

He

is

.” 32

almighty .” 33 At a time

when funds were low and workers were

Taylor and his associates in China waited

upon God in prayer, and instead of deciding upon retrenchment or a change of method they prayed definitely for seventy more workers
“other seventy also” 34
and funds for

—

—

their support to be provided within the year. Before the year

was ended seventy new missionaries
later

sailed for China,

and a

prayer offered with similar assurance and audacity of

faith for

an additional one hundred missionaries met with

answer 35
That the China Inland Mission was founded upon no transient enthusiasm or quixotic impulse is shown by its steady
growth during the forty years of its founder’s life and by

as striking an

.

were one thousand mission
and that a total of nine hundred
missionaries had been sent out to China coming from every
evangelical denomination and from every Protestant country,
the fact that after fifty years there
stations under

its

control,

20 II,
p. 276.

33 II,
p. 578.

30 II,

34 II,
356.
3D II,

p.589.

31 II,
p. 405.

32 II,
p. 576.

pp. 423- 433-
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and that the sum of 1,500,000 pounds had been raised with36
out solicitation of funds from any human source.
The parallel between the life of Hudson Taylor and that of
George Muller is remarkably close. Both formed the habit of

men of affairs
men of prayer. For many years it
could be said by Hudson Taylor, “The sun has never risen
upon China without finding me at prayer.” 37 Both adopted a
mode of life which kept them in peculiar dependence upon
God, and with both God was the great reality of their existreading the Bible on their knees. Both were

but in a peculiar sense

ence.

“Never

enter your minds,” said Muller, “a

let

shadow

of doubt as to the love of the Father’s heart or the power
of the Father’s arm.” 38

Muller engraved upon the window-pane of his bedroom
with a diamond ring donated for his work the motto, “Jehovah-Jireh,” and Taylor took the same text as a motto of

The

his mission.

grew

faith of both

Hudson Taylor

Divine resources;

as they

said,

“It

is

drew upon
upon past

Ebenezers we build our Jehovah-Jireh.” 39 Both men based

upon the Bible and

their faith solidly

its

promises.

Thus

Taylor said: “To be unsettled on the question of inspiration

overcome by temptation, and to be unable to accom40
plish God's work.”
In the institutions they founded and in
the world-wide influence of their work both became object
lessons of the power of prayer. If the deep things of God
to be

is

can be revealed in the
can be proved by
the successful

— for

lives

its utility

work of

these

of his sen-ants, or

and

if

a doctrine

verified in experience, then

men and

sixty-three years in one case

the steady coincidence

and forty years

in the

For some years nearly 2.000 pounds a year came from George Muland his Scriptural Knowledge Institution. II, p. 183 n.

36

ler

37 II, p. 624.

38

Pierson,

p. 287.

39 II,
P- 4440 II,
p. 404 n.

He

says elsewhere: “Forty years ago

verbal inspiration of the Scriptures.

and

my

ises to

true

belief

is

the test:

stronger
I

now

than

I
it

was

have been compelled

and trustworthy.”

(II, p. 518.)

I

believed in the

have proved them for forty years,
to

then.

do

so,

I have put the promand have found them

IS

other
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firmation of the hypothesis that
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answer afford a striking con-

God

has “placed his almighty

power at the command of believing prayer.” 41
The most popular and influential devotional writer of the
past generation was Andrew Murray whose biography by

Du

his associate J.

Plessis,

42

a devotional classic, has

itself

The keynote of Andrew Murray’s
life was full devotion to Christ and unbroken communion
with Christ. The central theme of his thought and writing is
recently been published.

prayer, which he says
the channel of

Of

all

is

“the very essence of true religion.”

blessings, the secret of

book “With Christ

his

in the

power and

life.”

School of Prayer” Dr.

Alexander Whyte, himself an authority on the subject, wrote
to him, “Your book goes to the joints and to the marrow
of things.

Happy man! you have been chosen and ordained

of God to go to the very heart of things.” While most widely
known as a devotional writer Andrew Murray was a man of

a beloved pastor, an indefatiguable evangelist, six

affairs,

Synod of South Africa,
number of schools, honored in 1907 by the
University of Good Hope with the degree of Litt.D. for his

times chosen as moderator of the
the founder of a

services to national education, a missionary statesman,

and

a Christian patriot deeply concerned for the welfare of the

Dutch-speaking and English-speaking and native population
of the country.

an

is

genial

people

:

‘The

fullest exercise

famous

The testimony

On his last

of these men,

promises of his word.

No

“He

definition of hap-

end.’ ”

His advice to his
steadfast and large faith
birthday, 1916, he said, “Think

if it is

worth anything
God and to

a testimony to the personality and power of

to the

:

of our highest energies in a con-

medium to the proportioned
was, “Open your hearts to a

God’s power.” 43
41

is

Catholic friend wrote of him

ideal instance of Aristotle’s

piness

in

A Roman

in the premises,

his faithfulness

theory of coincidence, of telepathy, of

drawing by auto-suggestion,
upon the resources of the subconscious mind is adequate here to explain

pantheistic union with the infinite, or of a

the facts.
42

The Life of Andrew Murray of South Africa, by

Marshall Bros., London, 1919.
43 P. 326.

J.

Du

Plessis.
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God can do

not of what you can do but of what

in

you and

through you. 44
In an account of a convention in London in which Andrew
Murray was the principal speaker, the British Weekly of November 28, 1895, said: “Perhaps the most striking and profoundly spiritual of Mr. Murray’s addresses was that delivered on Friday morning from the words, ‘Kept by the
power of God through faith.’
‘The keeping of God,’
.

.

he said in the course of his sermon,
ing. I

want

to get linked

.

‘is

an omnipotent keep-

with the Omnipotent One.

Why is

it

know so little of what it is
to walk step by step with the Almighty God ? I can experience
the power and goodness of God only so far as I am in fellowthat we, the children of Pentecost,

ship with
est thing,

Him. Omnipotence was needed
and Omnipotence

thing.

You must

godly

life is a life full

learn to

is

to create the small-

needed to keep the smallest

know and

trust

Omnipotence.

of God. This keeping

is

A

continuous

and unbroken. All life is an unbroken continuity, and the
of God is His Almighty power working in us. Let us make

life

” 45

God's Omnipotence the measure of our expectation.’
It would be interesting to pursue our theme still further
in the field of recent religious biography.

example, of the
tion

Army was

life

The

secret,

for

of General William Booth of the Salva-

power of God. When foundLondon slums he was asked where he

his faith in the

ing his mission in the

would get his Christian workers and he replied, “From the
saloons and dance halls.” As an apostle to the down-and-out
he had a sublime confidence in a Divine grace and power that

One of his mottoes was, “God loves with a
man
whose heart is bursting with a passion
great love the
46
for the impossible.”
The love and the power of God were
could save them.

44 P.
507.
45 P.
The writer adds that “the words in italics are a prominent
446.
and characteristic part of Mr. Murray’s teaching.”
48 Hudson Taylor, II,
On the same page is quoted the remark
p. 216.
of Rev. F. B. Meyer that “you do not test the resources of God until you

try the impossible.”
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the foci around which the thought of William Booth re-

At

volved.

old trust

am

is,

the goodness of God.

Him”; and
“The promises of God are

me, and

I

sure

I

love

—

were,
lieve.”

my

the end of his life he said, “I cast anchor in

—that

I

believe

He

his last rational

sure

—

you

if

loves

words
be-

will

47

would be tempting for a moment to venture outside the
bounds of religious biography for an illustration of the relation between belief in the omnipotence of God and human
experience and achievement. The example which naturally
suggests itself is that of Abraham Lincoln whose fame now
transcends all sectional and even national boundaries.
Lincoln was not a man of religious vocation who cultivated
the devout life in the sense of the other men we have mentioned, but he was a man of rugged common sense and of
It

The impression grows, as his latest
Lord Charnwood, has said, that this man “did

clear spiritual intuition.

biographer,

of set purpose drink and
fiery

refill

and drink again as

a cup of sacrifice as ever was pressed to the

and

full

lips

of hero

or saint.” 48

When
said,

home

Lincoln was leaving his

“Without the assistance of
him (Washington),

that

ever attended

that assistance, I cannot fail.”
liance

49

I

in

Springfield he

Divine Being

who

cannot succeed. With

This same thought of

re-

upon the power and wisdom of God was repeatedly

expressed during his journey to Washington.

Thus

Legislature at Albany he said, February 18, 1861

:

to the

“I

still

have confidence that the Almighty, the Maker of the Uni47

Life of General Booth, by Harold Begby, vol.
Lincoln, 3 p. 155.

48

Abraham

49

This

is

Ill,

p.

vol.

the

form of the address given

291.

As

Nicolay and Hay’s History,

in

reported in the Illinois State Journal, Feb.

same Omniscient Mind and Almighty
directed and protected him shall guide me and support me, I

1861, Lincoln said, “If the

that

not

fail

—

I

shall succeed.”

In

still

words are reported to be, “I feel that
same Divine Aid which sustained him and

my

pp. 70, 71.

reliance

for support.”

shall

I

cannot succeed without the

same Almighty Being
Dodge’s Selections from Lincoln,
;

place

13,

Arm

another version of the speech Lin-

coln’s

I

II, p. 403.

in the
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verse, will,

through the instrumentality of

telligent people,

and

in-

bring us through this as he has through

all

the other difficulties of our country.”

this great

That these expressions

were not merely those of a popular orator appealing to religious sentiment and making use of stereotyped language
is

shown abundantly by
by

as president,

Lincoln’s state papers and speeches

his private notes

his closest friends.

In his

first

and by the testimony of

inaugural address Lincoln

Almighty Ruler of Nations, with his eternal
on your side of the North, or on yours
of the South, that truth and that justice will surely prevail
by the judgment of this great tribunal of the American people.” In his Thanksgiving proclamation of July 15, 1863, he
said, “It is meet and right to recognize and confess the presence of the Almighty Father, and the power of his hand
equally in these triumphs and in these sorrows.” And in his
second inaugural he said, “The Almighty has his own pursaid, “If the

truth and justice, be

war he wrote, “The
am almost ready to say that God

poses.” In one of the darkest hours of the

God

will of

prevails.

—

I

and wills that it shall not end yet” and
to a delegation of Quakers in 1862 he said, “We cannot but
believe that he who made the world still governs it.” The
wills this contest,

author of

known

Abraham

that

after he

;

was

Lincoln, the Christian says, “It

is

well

Mr. Lincoln seldom made even a short speech
elected President without referring to the

om-

50
nipotence and providence of God.”

The proof

is

abundant that Lincoln was a

man

of prayer.

Just after the battle of Gettysburg he told Generals Rusling

had not been anxious about the battle, beroom one day, and I locked
the door, and got down on my knees before Almighty God,
and prayed to him mightily for victory at Gettysburg.
And after that (I don’t know how it was, and I can’t ex-

and

Sickles that he

cause, he said

:

“I went to the

.

plain it), soon a sweet comfort crept into

my

Almighty had taken the whole business into
50

Rev. William

J.

Johnson,

p. 121.

.

God
own hands

soul that

his

.
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and that things would go all right at Gettysburg .” 51 To a
friend the President wrote “I have been driven many times
to my knees by the overwhelming conviction that I had nowhere else to go. My own wisdom and that of all about me
seemed insufficient for that day .” 52
:

Lincoln in fact could not have expressed himself more
strongly

if

he had been writing a theological polemic or

main purpose of

his public utterances

defend the doctrine of omnipotence.

own

It

if

the

had been to affirm and

was the assurance

that

and the destiny of the nation were under the
sovereign control of God and were linked with Omnipotence
that gave him the calmness and courage that he needed for his
great task. Without this faith we may safely say his own
experience and career and to that extent the history of the
country would have been different.
The prayers and labors and lives of these men do not fit
in well with the scheme of a pluralistic universe or harmonize
his

life

with the doctrine of a

God. They furnish rather an

finite

eloquent commentary upon the scriptural truths that nothing

is

impossible with

God

or with

him

have read aright the lesson of their

that believeth. If

they have

lives

we

shown

anew in a skeptical and materialistic age that God is not only
the God of Abraham who can raise the dead, or of Moses

who
by

can lead through the

of

who

can answer

but a living

take

spiritual
it

or of Elijah

God who hears and answers prayer today.
away from these great believers their faith in a God
infinite wisdom and power would have been to stunt their
fire,

To

sea,

growth and

to blunt the

weapons of

their

warfare;

would have been to quench that audacity of faith which
them to attempt great things for God and to limit materi-

led

ally the

range of their usefulness. The study of their lives

suggests that belief in the omnipotence of

a barren assent to an obsolete creed but

God

is

not merely

gateway to a
rich experience of God’s grace and power and a dynamic for
51

W.

This extract
J.

is

taken from

Abraham

Johnson, where the source of this and

is

Lincoln,

many

given.
52

J.

G. Holland, Life of

Abraham

Lincoln,

the

p.

435.

the

Christian, by

similar utterances

is
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a fruitful service. Considering the issue of their
life

we may

well imitate their faith, and

Elijah seems far off

may

say,

Where

is

when
the

manner of
the

God

of

Lord God of

George Muller and of Hudson Taylor?
In a concluding paper we hope to consider the doctrine of
omnipotence

in the light of recent philosophic discussion.

Lincoln University, Pa.

Wm. Hallock

Johnson.

ADOPTION
Adoption is one of the chief constituent doctrines of the
New Testament Theology. The vlothoia of the believer is the
climax of the redemptive process in its objective aspect.
Some strategic and wonderful biblical passages contain the
whole doctrine in essence. Gal. 4 4-7, “When the fulness of
:

Son made of a woman,
made under the law, to redeem them that are under the law,
that we might receive the adoption of sons. And because ye
are sons, God hath sent forth the Spirit of his Son into your
the time

was come, God

hearts, crying,

sent forth his

Abba, Father. Wherefore thou

servant, but a son;

and

if

art

a son, then an heir of

no more a

God through

8:14-15, “For as many as are led by the
God, they are the sons of God. For ye have not

Rom.

Christ.”
Spirit of

received the Spirit of bondage again unto fear; but ye have

received the

Father.
that

we

Spirit of

The

are the children of

and

heirs of God,

we

cry,

Abba,

God; and

if

children then heirs;

we may be also glorified together.”
God and Father of our Lord

“Blessed be the

:3~6,

1

whereby we

joint heirs with Jesus Christ; if so be that

suffer with him, that

Eph.

adoption,

Spirit himself beareth witness with our Spirit,

Jesus Christ,

who

hath blessed us with

all

spiritual blessings

in the heavenly places [in the heavenlies] in Christ: accord-

ing as he hath chosen us in him before the foundation of the
world, that
in love

;

we should

be holy and without blame before

by Christ Jesus

to himself, according to the

good pleasure of

his will, to the praise of the glory of his grace,

hath

him

having predestinated us unto the adoption of children

made

wherein he

us accepted in the beloved.” Every one of these

sublime passages revolves around the central doctrine of
vloOecria, which is the supreme illustration of
and the highest reach of glory for the redeemed.

adoption, of
grace,

In order to analyze adoption into

its

ultimate elements,

we

must understand the dual relation to God which Adam and
Christ and all redeemed men sustain. The two Adams were
both alike, God’s servants or subjects and were also as well,
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God's sons. The redeemed saint

is

given the status of a con-

firmed subject or servant, and also of a confirmed or legal
son.

The two

relations are both blessed in their nature, but

are quite different in essence or character.

God might or might

The

servant of

not have the status of son. Justification

title to God’s rectoral regards and
While adoption gives the son a title to
God’s paternal regard and immutable fatherly love.
We must also observe and distinguish the three kinds or
species of sonship. First, natural sonship conferred by the
creative act by which God made Adam a free personal spirit
after the pattern of God’s own being. He endowed him with
reason, emotions, and will, faculties similar in kind to those
immanent in God Himself. He created Adam an immortal
spirit, fashioned in the likeness of the Divine Spirit by which
he was originated. Second, Spiritual sonship or likeness not
simply in faculty and endowment, but likeness also in charac-

gives the servant a legal
everlasting favor.

ter or holiness.

Adam was made

not only in God’s natural

image, but in God’s moral and spiritual image as well. The
righteousness and holiness of

God were

copied in the right-

eousness and holiness of the newly fashioned man. Third,
legal sonship

by which the law of God recognizes

his status

as not only that of a sen-ant but also that of a son,

the case of adoption, gives a
ly love,

title

which can never be

God’s Son

in all three senses,

to God’s

lost.

At

and

in

unchanging father-

creation,

Adam was

but his legal confirmation or

adoption as a son was conditioned upon his

filial

obedience,

just as his legal confirmation or justification as a servant

was

conditioned upon his loyal obedience as a servant.

By

his fall

Adam

lost his spiritual

sonship or the moral

image of God and became “corrupt according

to the delight-

ful lusts”; he lost also his legal sonship, or title in

law to

God’s fatherly favor; but he retained his natural sonship

which

is

an inalienable possession which can never

lapse.

His

descendants are born in the same condition, without moral
or spiritual likeness to God, and “children of wrath” without legal

title

to God’s fatherly grace; but they are

by crea-
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bonds and

tion the natural children of God, by

ties

which can

never be dissolved. According to our Lord, the prodigal in

my

the far country said, “I will arise and go to

The whole teaching of

Father.”

men

are by naHis character
and are without a legal title to His paternal regards. Paul
speaks on this same wise, when in his famous apologetic on
Mars Hill, he quotes with endorsement from Aratus and
Cleanthes, “As certain also of your own poets have said,
the Parable

is

that

all

ture God’s children, although they do not have

For we are

also his offspring.

God we ought not

spring of

to

Forasmuch as we are the
think that the Godhead is

offlike

unto gold or silver or stone, graven by art and man’s devices.”

The

implication of course

spring of God,

He

wood

a block of

us a

is like

that

is

free,

if

we

are the off-

personal Spirit, and not

or marble, a crocodile or sacred bull, or

carved and cunningly wrought golden figure. The natural

God and

Paternity of

man

the natural sonship of

are im-

mutably and eternally fixed and not even hell itself can alter
or modify this unchangeable relation. If lost forever, the
lost

man

forever and ever God’s lost child. This

is

pathos and tragedy of the ruin of a

human

soul

;

is

made a

the
free

personal spirit in God’s natural likeness and destined to wear
that likeness

and bear that relation of sonship forever.

In the process of applying redemption, the steps which precede adoption, or the bestowment of a legal and indefectible
title

to God’s eternal

and

infinite

fatherly love

by which the
restored. Eph. 4:22-24,

are, First, Regeneration,

image of God
is

in Jesus

:

is

that ye put off the old

and grace,
moral

spiritual or
.

man which

as the truth

.

is

corrupt ac-

cording to the deceitful lusts; and be renewed in the
of your mind; and that ye put on the

God

is

new man, which

spirit

after

created in righteousness and true holiness.” Second,

Justification,

by which the servant,

clared to be free

from

favor which can never be

lost.

A

could scarcely be

is

also a son,

is

de-

title

to God’s

servant or subject

who was

under condemnation or without a
of, the ruler,

who

and to have a

all guilt

fair legal title to the favor

made a son and

heir of the
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Our Lord's presentation of us to His Father
and His claim that we now have conferred upon us the status

king. Third,

of sons upon the basis of His

obedience and suffering

filial

“For Christ is not entered into holy places
made with hands, which are the figures of the true, but into
for us. Heb. 9 124,

heaven

Then

itself,

now

to appear in the presence of

legally recognized as God's sons
is

God

for us/’

follows the adopting act of the Father by which

and

we

heirs with a status

are

which

inalienably ours.

The Grounds of Adoption make up a great section of Biblical Theology.
They are, first, the purpose of the Father. Eph.
1 15, “Having predestinated us unto the adoption of children

—

by Christ Jesus to Himself. Second, the natural union with
Christ through the incarnation by which He became the Son
of Man. Heb. 2 14, “Forasmuch as the children are partakers
"

:

He

of flesh and blood.

same.”

also himself likewise took part of the

Third, the spiritual or vital union, established in

regeneration by God's Spirit and faith on the believer’s part.
John 15:5, “I am the vine, ye are the branches.” Fourth,
the Federal Union by which He is the representative of His
people, both as servant and Son. As a Son, He both suffered
and obeyed for us filial suffering and filial obedience in
:

order to our adoption through

“Though He were a Son,
things which

He

Him

yet learned

suffered.” Heb. 9 :26,

is

of Himself.”

He who

is

who being

5 :8,

sin

by the

sacri-

The person who obeyed and who

suffered,

whom He

hath ap-

declared to be God's “Son,

pointed Heir of

Heb.

He obedience by the
“Now once in the end

away

of the world hath he appeared to put
fice

sons.

as

all

things,

by

whom

also

He made

the worlds,

His glory and the express image
of His person, and upholding all things by the word of His
power, when He had Himself purged our sins, sat down
on the right hand of the Majesty on high; being made so
much better than the angels, as He hath by inheritance obtained a more excellent name than they. For unto which of
the brightness of

the angels said

have

and

I

He

at

begotten thee?

He

shall be to

me

any time, Thou

And
a

again,

I

art

will be

Son" (Heb.

1

my Son, this day
to Him a Father,

:2*5L
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a servant and a son and sinned both as

a servant and a son, the Lord Christ became both a servant

and a son and suffered and obeyed both as a servant and a
son, and provided through His obedience and suffering a
righteousness which secured the justification of the servant
or subject, and the adoption of a son. The imputation of
Christ’s perfect and finished righteousness as a Son, both His
active and passive righteousness, His obedience and suffering as a Son,

and

essential

is

the meritorious or procuring cause, the real

ground of adoption. Hence our Confession of

Faith asserts, “All those that are justified,

God

vouchsafeth,

and for His only Son, Jesus Christ, to make partakers of
the grace of adoption by which they are taken into the number and enjoy the liberties and privileges of the Children of
God.” 1 The Larger Catechism states that “Adoption is an
act of the free grace of God, in and for His only Son, Jesus
Christ, whereby all those that are justified are received into
in

:

the

number of His children, have His name put upon them,
His Son given to them, are under his fatherly

the Spirit of

care and dispensations, admitted to
leges of the sons of

all

the liberties and privi-

God, made heirs of

all

His promises, and

fellow heirs with Christ in glory.” 2
affirms,

“Adoption

is

an act of

The Shorter Catechism
God’s free grace, whereby we

are received into the number, and have a right to
leges of the sons of

God.”

all

the privi-

3

The condition or instrumental cause of Adoption is faith;
fdes specialis or saving faith in the Lord Jesus Christ. John
1 :i2-i3, “As many as received Him, to them gave He power
to become sons of God, even to them which believe in His name
:

which were born not of blood, nor of the will of flesh, nor
of the will of man, but of God.” Gal. 3 .’26, “For ye are all
children of God by faith in Christ Jesus.” Faith sustains exactly the same relation to adoption, which it does to justification

ness
1
2
3

;

viz
is

:

it is

the condition

upon which Christ’s righteous-

imputed, in the one case, Christ’s righteousness as an

Chapter XII.
to Question 74.
to Question 34.

Answer
Answer
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obedient and suffering servant which obtains our justification;

on the other

an obedient

case, Christ's righteousness as

and suffering Son which secures our adoption.
Spiritual or

filial

sonship

is

bestowed

regeneration or

in

Adam

lost for himself and his posterity this
which consists in the ‘‘new nature,” or the

effectual calling.
spiritual sonship

possession of righteousness and true holiness.” This sonship
is

new birth by which we are reborn as God’s
having His holy character communicated to the spirman. Eph. 5 :i-2, “Be ye therefore followers of God as

restored in the

sons,
itual

dear children, and walk in love as Christ also hath loved us

and hath given Himself for us an offering and a

God

We

for a sweet smelling savor.”

or

spiritual

witnesses;

filial

sacrifice to

know we have

the

sonship by the concurrent testimony of two
the testimony of our consciousness to the

first

existence of the faith by which

we

accept Jesus Christ; and

then the testimony of the Holy Spirit to this sonship which
faith expresses. I

of

God hath

John

“He

5 :io,

beareth witness with our spirit

itself

of God.” Gal. 4:6,

“And

Rom. 8
that we

16,

:

into

“The

Spirit

are the children

because ye are sons,

Son

forth the Spirit of His

Son

that believeth on the

the witness in himself.”

God hath

sent

your hearts, crying, Abba,

Father.”

The
will

theological

and

Biblical situs

appear from contrasting

tral doctrines to

which

it is

it

and nexus of adoption

with some of the other cen-

closely related.

Adoption must be

On the one hand, adoption
and authorization of legal sonship,
while on the other regeneration is the Divine bestowment

distinguished from regeneration.
is

the Divine recognition

and creation of
(a)
tion

is

spiritual sonship.

Regeneration therefore

is

a creative

act,

while adop-

a legal and forensic. In regeneration or effectual

calling there

is

a re-creation which issues in the

ture in Christ Jesus.”

A

new or holy nature or

restored or originated in the fallen and sinful
irresistible

adoption

is

grace of the Holy Spirit in the

new

“new

crea-

character

man by

is

the

birth, while

the formal declaration of the fact that upon the
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basis of Christ’s perfect satisfaction of the law for

people by His
infallible title

lasting love
viodecria

(b)

filial

before God’s justice and law, to God’s ever-

and favor,

know no

can

His own

obedience and suffering that a just and

is

now conferred

once and for

all.

The

repetition or additions or subtractions.

Regeneration certainly ensures the resulting faith

which is its necessary issue and therefore the new birth can
know nothing of faith as condition or instrumental cause.
The result can in no sense be the condition or the instru-

ment of the procuring cause, on the other hand adoption has
for its unvarying and necessary condition, or instrumental
cause, the saving faith which accepts Jesus Christ in all his
offices. “Ye are the children of God by faith in Christ
Jesus.”
(c)

Regeneration

who were
was

a real translation by which those

is

the children of Satan,

in the Devil, are

whose

now transformed

spiritual paternity

in nature

and charac-

God. John 8:44, “Ye are of your
father the devil and the lusts of your father, ye will do.”

ter into the children of

Adoption

is

and

the formal

legal translation of the citizen-

from the kingdom of Satan to the citizenand sonship of the heavenly kingdom. Col. 1 :i2-i3,
“Giving thanks unto the Father which hath made us meet to
ship and sonship
ship

be partakers of the inheritance of the saints of light:

who

hath delivered us from the power of darkness and hath trans-

kingdom of His dear Son.” I John 3 9-10,
born of God doth not commit (practise) sin,

lated us unto the

“Whosoever

is

:

for His seed remaineth in him, and he cannot sin because he

born of God. In this the children of God are manifest,
and the children of the devil whosoever doeth not righteousness is not of God, neither he that loveth not his brother.”
is

:

(d) Regeneration fits us for our place in God’s family
and kingdom, for the high and holy service we are to render
as God’s children. While adoption introduces us into His
family and kingdom, and authorizes our permanent residence
in the divine

household

:

it

“in the heavenlies.” Eph. 2

establishes our position or status
:

1-7,

“And you who were dead
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and

in trespasses

sins

wherein

in time past ye

walked accord-

ing to the course of this world, according to the prince of the

power of the

air, the spirit that

among whom

of disobedience;

now worketh in the children
also we all had our conver-

sation in times past in the lusts of our flesh fulfilling the desires of the flesh

and of the mind, and were by nature the

—

But God who is rich
His great mercy wherewith He loved us, even
when we were dead in sins, hath quickened us together with
Christ; and hath raised us up together and made us sit tochildren of wrath, even as others

:

in mercy, for

gether in the heavenlies in Christ Jesus, that in the ages to

come he might show the exceeding riches of His grace in
His kindness toward us through Christ Jesus.” This is regeneration and
service here

and

its

rich

transcendent

in “the ages to

come.”

results

Now

in

glorious

for the legal or

formal recognition of our sonship: Eph. 2:18-19, “For

through
Father.

Him we both
Now therefore

have access by one Spirit unto the
ye are no more strangers and for-

eigners, but fellow-citizens with the saints,

and of the house-

hold of God/' Phil. 3 :20, “For our citizenship is in heaven;
from whence also we look for the Savior, the Lord Jesus
Christ.”
(e)

new

Regeneration would not necessarily confer a holy or

which was an indefectible and inalienable posby any contingency to be possibly lost or forfeited, for Adam had a holy nature and character, a true
spiritual sonship, which he forfeited and lost by his free and
nature,

session, never

guilty act in committing his first sin. Adoption,

on the basis

of the “righteousness of God,” wrought out for us through

and suffering of God's own Son, in our behalf,
and imputed to us upon condition of faith, gives us an indefectible title to the immutable and changeless love and
grace of God the Father, which in the nature of the case can

the obedience

not suffer change or

loss.

The shadow of

a possible defection

disappears before the splendor of a passage like Eph.

“Blessed be the

who

hath blessed

God and Father
11s

with

all

of our Lord

1

13-5,

Jesus Christ,

spiritual blessings in the heaven-

ADOPTION
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in Christ

:

according as

He

23I

hath chosen us in

Him

in love;

be-

we should be holy and

fore the foundation of the world, that

without blame before

Him

having predestinated us

unto the adoption of children by Jesus Christ to Himself,
according to the pleasure of His will.” In Christ we are “holy

and without blame before Him in love, and being predestinated unto viodeoLa through Jesus Christ, our legal status as
God’s sons is as sure as God's purpose and grace and power
can make

The

it.

difference between justification

and

adoption opens

before us as one of the most profound and interesting de-

partments of Biblical theology.
Justification has regard to the legal status of a servant

or subject of the divine government.

Adam

as God’s rebel-

and servant brought himself and his posterity
under condemnation. Jesus called Himself a servant, Luke
22:27, “I am among you as he that serveth.” Paul declared
that Jesus Christ took upon Him the form of a servant.
Phil. 2 :5, “Let this mind be in you which was also in Christ
Jesus, who, being in the form of God, thought it not robbery
to be ecpial with God, but took upon Him the form of a
servant, and was made in the likeness of man, and being
found in fashion as a man He humbled Himself and became
lious subject

obedient unto death.”
ant,

which imputed

It is the

obedience of this divine serv-

to us, secures

our justification or

as servants to the everlasting favor of

and Lord. Adoption has respect
is

God

was

Adam, which was

the son of

therefore,

was

as our Sovereign

to our status as sons.

declared by Scripture to be God's son,

Luke

Adam
“which

3 138,
the son of God.” His sin

the sin of a son, which brought

him and

descendants under the Father's righteous and

The

title

his

holy dis-

Son of God Himself assumed the legal
status of these sinning human sons of God, and thus through
the obedience and suffering of God’s only begotten Son,
was perfect satisfaction to divine justice and law rendered,
and a title earned to the Father’s everlasting favor and grace,
pleasure.

for

all

divine

those to

whom

this perfect satisfaction

is

imputed.
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Gal. 4:4-5,

“When

the fulness of the time

was come, God

His Son made of a woman, made under the law,
to redeem them that were under the law that we might resent forth

ceive the adoption of Sons."

The contrast between Sanctification and adoption is
worthy of comment. Sanctification is the process by which
the work begun in regeneration is carried to its completion in glorification.

op the

The purpose of

sanctification is to devel-

by the new birth

spiritual sonship created

until

it

reaches sinless and absolute perfection in the attainment by
the saint of the measure of the stature of the fulness of
Christ. Paul declares,

“One thing

forgetting the things which

are behind and reaching forth unto the things which are
before,

I

calling of

press

God

on toward the

goal, for the prize of the high

in Christ Jesus,” (Phil.

which shone resplendent

3:13-14).

The

prize

was a completely demade him like to his glorious

at the goal

veloped spiritual sonship, which

Lord Jesus Christ Himself. Adoption, on
the other hand, is ipso facto and essentially complete and perfect in the one act by which is gloriously given the status of
a son, upon the basis of Christ’s perfect filial obedience. Rom.
8 16-17, “The Spirit Himself beareth witness with our spirit
that we are the children of God; and if children, then heirs;
elder brother, the

:

heirs of God,

and joint heirs with Christ.”

It is

evident that

nothing can be added to this legal status of our sonship, with
its

sublime corrolaries of heirship to
is

subtraction can be

made

joint-heirship

since this legal status rests

the perfect obedience of God’s

The

God and

nothing which can be added, and no

with Christ. There

own

upon

Son.

Privileges of Sonship through adoption are entitled

to careful statement. Analysis of the Confession,

Chapter

XII, yields the following results:
1.

They have His name put upon them.

II Cor. 6:18, “I

will receive you and will be a Father and ye shall be my sons
and daughters, saith the Lord Almighty.
2. “They receive the spirit of adoption and are entitled to
cry, “Abba. Father.” Rom. 8:15. “For ye have not received

:

ADOPTION
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the spirit of bondage again to fear, but ye have received the
Spirit of adoption,

They have

3.

whereby we

cry,

Abba, Father.”

access to the throne of grace with boldness.

Eph. 3:12, “In whom we have boldness and access with confidence by the faith of Him.”

Are

4.

provided for, and chastened by

pitied, protected,

Him as a Father. Heb. 12 6-7, “For whom the Lord loveth
He chasteneth and scourgeth every son whom He receiveth.
:

If ye endure chastening,

for

what son

is

he

God

whom

dealeth with you as with sons

the Father chasteneth not?

ye be without chastisement, whereof
ye are bastards and not sons.” Ps. 103
pitieth his children, so the

Lord

all
:

pitieth

Prov. 14:26, “In the fear of the Lord

and His children

They

5.

ises,

and

shall

if

“Like as a father

13,

them
is

that fear him.”

strong confidence,

have a place of refuge.”

are the heirs of

shall

But

are partakers, then

God; and thus

never be cast

inherit the

prom-

but sealed to the day of re-

off,

demption. Heb. 6:12, “That ye be not slothful, but followers
of them

who through

faith

Lam. 3:31, “For

ises.”

Eph. 4

:3c),

the

“Grieve not the

and patience inherit the promLord will not cast off forever.
Holy Spirit of God, whereby ye

are sealed unto the day of redemption.”

The Duties

of Sons, thus crowned with vioOtma, deserve

exposition.
1.

They owe

their Father trust, love, obedience, imitation.

Heb. 11:6, “Without faith it is impossible to please God,”
Matt. 22 :37, “Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy
heart, soul, strength

and mind.”

better than to sacrifice.” Matt. 5

your Father which
2.

To

is in

heaven

Sam. 15:22, “To obey is
:48, “Be ye perfect even as

is

I

perfect.”

receive the Spirit of adoption. Gal. 3:14,

“That ye

might receive the promise of the Spirit through Faith.”
3.

To

God by
13 :34,

love with a unique love our brethren, the children of

who share with us in the vloOtaia. John
commandment
I give unto you, that ye love
“A new
faith in Christ,

one another; as
other.”

I

have loved you, that ye also love one an-
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In closing

two

the

it

will illumine the

relations of servant

whole subject to

and son may co-exist

recall that

in the

same

was both a servant and a Son. Heb. 2:7, “He
took the form of a servant.’’ Heb. 1 :2, “God hath in these
last days spoken unto us by His son.” The believer in Christ
has the same status. Rom. 6 :22, “Now being made free from
sin and become servants to God.” Matt. 10:25, “It is enough
for the servant to be as his Lord.” Gal. 3 26 “Ye are all the

person. Jesus

:

children of

We

must

God by
also

,

faith in Christ Jesus.”

remember

is

no longer un-

now

solely both as

that the believer

der God's retributive government, but

is

The
demands of

servant and son under God's disciplinary government.

work of Christ

for his brethren has met

all

the

and while God exercises a retributive government over rebellious and wicked
servants and sons, the believer's spiritual and legal status
have both been so changed that he is no longer under the
God's distributive or retributive

retributive

government but

is

justice,

solely

and exclusively under

God’s disciplinary government over His servants

who

are

and over His sons who have the blessed relations,
immunities, and privileges conferred by vloOema. The believer
is therefore under the diciplinary government of an all gracious Sovereign and Judge; and also of a loving, all gracious
Heavenly Father whose eternal purpose finds its chief fulfilment in bestowing upon His children the sublime and transcendent rights which adoption confers.

justified

The

history of the doctrine of adoption

and adequately written. Both

spiritual

and

is

yet to be fully

legal sonship

affirmed by the church fathers, and this doctrine
tial in

the thought

was

influen-

and theology of Augustine. Calvin's views

theme are not so adequately given in his
earliest work, as in his Commentaries, where
on

was

this

Institutes, his

his fully

ma-

tured views on this as on other themes, are more adequately
expressed. Turretine recognizes the central place of adoption in the application of redemption.

of Dr.

Hodge and Dr. AY. G. T. Shedd alike on this subject
more thoroughly wrought out in their respective com-

Charles
are

The views

ADOPTION

Romans

mentaries on

Two

of the strongest
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than in their volumes of theology.

modern

discussions of this doctrine,

and quite singularly almost identical in construction and exposition, are to be found in Dr. E. Y. Mullen’s The Christian
Religion in

its

Doctrinal Expression (pp. 401-416), and in

Dr. John L. Girardeau’s Theological Discussions (pp. 428521). Dr. A. A. Hodge’s Commentary on the Confession of

Faith (Chapter XII)

and condensed.

is

rich

and illuminating, but

A complete and well-rounded, and

presentation of the Biblical

meaning of

theological significance of adoption

is

vioOevla,

still

is

brief

systematic

or of the

a desideration.

Dr. Girardeau’s discussion, while unsystematic,

is

the most

complete exposition extant in theological literature, and

it

a great misfortune that his exposition of the doctrine

is

so

contained

is

is

little

known and

now

out of print.

Louisville ,

Ky.

that the

volume

in

which

it is

Thornton Whaling.

“THY THRONE, O GOD, IS FOR EVER AND EVER”
A Study in Higher Critical Method
It

would be a

mine which

even an impossible task to deter-

difficult,

most disputed verse in the Bible but that
the late Dr. Driver was entirely correct in calling Ps. xlv. 7 1 a
“much controverted passage” no one will deny. The possibilities of Hebrew syntax have been explored, the ingenuity
the

is

;

of the critic has been taxed to the utmost, in the endeavor to
find a translation or
ficulties

an emendation which

terpretation of the passage

O

God,

is

grammatically.

It

in this

avoid the dif-

not entirely connected with the in-

difficulties are largely, if

throne,

will

presented by the “ordinary rendering.” That these

is

many

this point

seems to

The

obvious.

is

“Thy

rendering,

perfectly justifiable,

the “doctrinal” implications involved

make it improbable or impossible in
Thus Giesebrecht remarks “On

rendering which

the eyes of
it

is

for ever and ever,”

scholars.

me

:

that

things considered there can-

all

not be any doubt that (as Olshausen also asserts) grammat-

LXX

2

is the only correct one and
would have to be accepted without qualification were it not
that the most significant internal (sachlich) difficulties
emerge against it.” 3
Among the various emendations which have been proposed
for this passage there is one which, although by no means

ically the translation

of the

1 The references
to the Old Testament are usually to the Massoretic
Text (MT). In the English version this is of course vs. 6.
2 ‘0 dpovos <rov
6 debs, els rbv aiGiva toO aiwvos.
Cf. Hebrews i. 8,
where this passage is quoted, apparently from the LXX with which it
corresponds exactly. It may be added that Giesebrecht understands the
6 debs as vocative, as is done by most scholars [cf. p. 259].
,

3

Zeitschrift fur die alttest. Wisscnschaft, (1887)

ment by one who,

as

we

shall see presently, insists

to escape the internal difficulty,

a confession that Ed. Bohl

is

is

noteworthy.

correct

when he

p. 290.

on

This state-

altering the text

amounts to
“Far rather let us

It practically

says

:

with Hengstenberg, Delitzsch and the entire exegetical tradition, hold
to ‘Thy throne, O God.’
And it would occur to no one to translate
otherwise, were it not for the danger of being obliged to acknowledge
here the Deity of the Messiah” ( Zzvolf Messianischen Psalmen, p. 277).

;

“thy throne,
new,

is

o god,

is

for ever and ever’’
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of special interest at present because of the fact that

has recently been advocated in “popular” text-books with

it

a tone of finality which indicates a tendency in influential
critical circles to treat

Thus,

in Peake’s

it

as an assured result of criticism.

Commentary on

the Bible

we

find

it

stated

O God,’ the original text must
Yahweh,’ ‘God’ being due to the
editor of the Elohistic Psalter. But ‘Yahweh’ was itself a mistake of the scribe for ‘will be' (yih eyeh being changed into
‘Yahweh’). 4 Read therefore, ‘Thy throne will exist forever
”
and ever.’ 5 Professor G. A. Barton in his Religion of
as follows

:

“For ‘Thv throne,

have had ‘Thy throne,

O

Israel, in discussing the Elohistic Psalms, definitely attributes

Elohim instead of Jehovah to the redactor who, he
“changed Yahzveh everywhere to elohim” and he

the use of
tells us,

says further regarding the
this

[i.e.,

he sometimes

poem

work of

this redactor:

changed Yahweh to Elohim] with such

made

As

throne shall be forever and ever.’

its

place.”

6

little like

did

mistakes. In Ps. xlv, a non-religious

written on the marriage of some king, vs.

Hebrew, a

“He

zeal that

‘shall

6, read,

be"

‘Thy

looks in

Yahweh,’ the editor inserted elohim in
McFadyen in his The

Finally, Professor J. E.

in Modern Speech (1916) boldly renders the verse:
“Thy throne shall stand forever and ever,” without inserting
a question mark or adding a single word of comment or ex-

Psalms

planation.
4

Such unqualified 8 endorsement of this emendation

In the consonantal

or, as

it is

the verbal
5

7

P. 380.

7

the divine

form “(he) shall be” is written
The section on “The Psalms” in

of the late Professor
6

Hebrew Text

often termed, the Tetragrammaton,

W.

name Jehovah (Yahweh)
is

written

YHWH,

while

YHYH.
this

Commentary

is

the

work

E. Addis.

P. 198, footnote.

Second edition, p. 68. In an earlier work, The Psalms of the Old Testament arranged in their natural grouping and fully rendered in paraphrase (1904), which appeared in “The Messages of the Bible” series
(edited by Saunders and Kent) where the same rendering is given, a
footnote adds: “In v. 6, for ‘O God’ probably the original was simply
Apparently Professor McFayden felt that the rendering
‘shall be.’ ”
advanced as “probable” in 1904 might in 1916 be regarded as so certain
as to require no explanation.
8 In Dummelow (The One Volume Bible Commentary,
p. 347) this
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in

books intended for the general reader who

is

frequently,

indeed usually, not in a position to examine the evidence at
first

hand, could be justified only by the conviction on the

part of the critic that the evidence in

amounts

to a demonstration, all the

its

more

favor practically
since this verse

is

one of the “great texts” of the Old Testament, a verse of
very precious Messianic content. The aim of this article is
to

examine the evidence.

The view

that the text of this verse originally read “shall

“O God” was

be" instead of the vocative

first

proposed by

Bruston in his Les Psaumes traduits de I’Hebreu (1865),
and re-affirmed in his Du Texte Primitif des Psaumes
( 1873). According to Bruston the change from “shall be” to
“O God” was the result of a misreading. The redactor clearly
mistook the word “shall be” (YHYH) for the Tetragrammaton (YH\YH), and according to his “usual custom”
substituted for

it

the

word “God” (Elohim). 9 In 1887

the

same view was independently proposed by Giesebrecht, except that he attributed the change to mistaken “zeal” on the

part of the redactor,

who

while apparently aware that the

text read “shall be,” nevertheless changed “shall be” to

(Elohim) because
“looks in

Hebrew

brecht’s statement

“God”

“shall be,” to use Dr. Barton’s phrase,

a

little

is

like” the

Tetragrammaton.

(almost verbatim) as follows:

Giese-

read by a diaskeuast to replace
his ‘zeal” to

rected a

YHWH.

2.

is

was

But he erred

in

remove the unutterable name of God, and cor-

YHYH

instead of

YHWH

into Elohim.

according to this view the words originally read
view

As

1.

frequently in the Elohistic Psalms, so also here, Elohim

“Thy

3.

If

throne

advocated, but less positively. After stating that the rendering of

RV

margin “Thy throne (is the throne of) God’’ “gives a good sense
and meets the difficulty that the human king who is addressed in the first
instance could hardly be called ‘God,’ the commentator adds, “There are
textual reasons for believing, however, that the original reading was
the

’’

simply, ‘Thy throne shall be for ever.’
9

To

’’

is added:
(Jehovah) au lieu de IHIH (il
cru bon de remplacer ce nom par celui

the rendering “ton trone sera eternel!” the footnote

“Le compilateur,
sera), aura

de Dieu.”

lisant sans

comme

doute

a l’ordinaire,

IHVH

:

“thy throne, o
shall

(YHYH)

be

god,

also gained.

is

4.

“TJ? )

(

(YHYH)

be

shall

,” cf.

Lam.

v. 19.

established

For

(

is

not

This expression

supported by a parallel passage, 2 Samuel

throne
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Elohim

for ever and ever,” the

only removed, but the verb
is

for ever and ever”

is

vii.

|132

16,

“Thy

forever

)

the use of “forever”

(

)

in the simple accusative, cf. Ps. xlviii. 15, hi. 10, lxi. 8, lxvi.
7,

lxxxix. 2,

3, 38, civ. 5.

10

Since these two scholars are agreed in their fundamental

“Thy
“God”

contention that the original reading of this verse was,

throne shall be

was

(YHYH)

substituted

and

for ever and ever,” and that

for the verb by

differ only in the account

tution, their views

may

the

redactor,

this substi-

be considered together. There are

questions to be investigated, the

five

Elohistic

which they give of

three of which are

first

and Giesebrecht, the last two only by
Giesebrecht. They may be summarized as follows: 1. The
raised by both Bruston

question of the Text.

words

the

2.

“ shall be ”

(YHWH).

3.

The orthographic

similarity between

(YHYH)

and the Tetragrammaton
The “preference” shown by the Elohistic

name “Elohim” instead of the TetragramThe syntax of the verse, (a) the alleged need of a
verb; (b) the predicate “ever and ever.” 5. The dogmatic
redactor for the

maton.

4.

difficulty

presented by the verse in

Taking up
1.

these points in order,

The Question of

the Text.

question which underlies

a given passage.
considered

it

all

its

we

present form.
will consider

—This

is

the fundamental

discussion of the emendation of

Before any revision of the text

is

even

would seem to be a natural and necessary pre-

liminary to investigate the evidence in support of the existing
text with a view to ascertaining whether the theory of textual

corruption
is

is

a likely one. This should be the case

if

the critic

really desirous of “restoring” the text. If his object

“improve upon”

it,

on his

own

authority, that

is

is

to

a very dif-

Zeitschrift fur die alttest. Wissenschaft, VII (1887), P- 29of. Subsequently (Vol. VIII, p. 176) he acknowledged the priority of Bruston’s
Cf. p. 264 where J. C. Mathes states that this conjectural
discovery.
emendation had also occurred to him independently, and that he had
taught it publicly before it was announced by Giesebrecht.
10
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ferent matter. Bruston and Giesebrecht (and those

who have

accepted their conjecture) in their eagerness to remove the

“dogmatic” objection to the accepted reading do not seem to
have paid much attention to the evidence which can be cited

On

in its favor.
is

unreliable. It

the contrary they apparently
is

evidence in support of the

readings in the

assume that

it

to be carefully noticed therefore that the

MT

is

MSS

Hebrew

unusually strong.

No variant

have been cited by Kennicott;

and the versions are unanimous in supporting the present
text. According to Dr. Briggs “All the versions regard Elohim, God, as vocative;

refer

all

it

to

the

King, except

T [=Targum]

which thinks of God .” 11 The textual evidence for an Old Testament passage as such is therefore
strongly against the theory that the text is corrupt. But in
this instance

we have

Testament. This verse
brews.

It is

quoted in the Epistle to the He-

is

quoted apparently from the

strictly literal

New

in addition the witness of the

LXX

which gives a

rendering of the Hebrew, and investigation of

Text of the New Testament has produced no variations
which favor the proposed emendation.
the

This testimony to the correctness of the
portant in view of the tendency of the

MT

critic to

is

very im-

emphasize the

A

negative rather than the positive side of his task.

example of the onesidedness of
dency to ignore the evidence
the interest of

or plausible,

is

in

his

method and of

good

his ten-

favor of the existing Text

in

any conjectural emendation which is ingenious
12
In the
furnished by Kittel’s Biblia Hebraica
.

‘Prolegomena’ of this

critical edition

it is

stated: “It

is

char-

acteristic of this edition of the Biblia Hebraica that both the

most important variant readings of the Hebrew codices
hand of writers and ancient versions, and proposals

at the
(

con -

silia ) for emendation of the traditional text are added to the
Massoretic Text in notes.” We turn to Ps. xlv, and find that

although Professor Buhl
11

The Psalms, Vol.

12 Biblia

I, p.

cites

two out of

half a dozen con-

387.

Hebraica, adjuvantibus professoribus G. Beer, F. Buhl, G.

Dalman, S. R. Driver,
Rud. Kittel (1905).

W. Nowack,

I.

W.

Rothstein, V. Ryssel, edidit

“thy throne, o

emendations proposed for verse

jectural

“O God,” and

for

“rjn

),

(

god, is for ever

“is established”

7,

1^0

(

and ever"
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namely “shall be”
)

for “and ever”

the fact that the versions and the Epistle to the

brews support the

MT

is

not referred

to. It is to

He-

be recog-

added by Professor Buhl are
intended primarily to call attention to variations and where
no variations are referred to, it is to be assumed that the evidence in favor of the
is good; but if the editor deems it
advisable to call attention to two conjectural emendations of
nized, of course, that the notes

MT

the text,

it

might be regarded as at

—what

New

is

of the

Testament

first

also.

proper for him to

MT has the support of the versions

allude to the fact that the

and

least

importance to the Christian

To

cite

— of the

variants only and give promi-

nence to conjectural emendations, while passing by the positive evidence in

support of the text as

it is,

creates a false im-

pression and lays the emphasis on the negative side. It

methods as

this

is

which justify the phrase “destructive”

such
criti-

cism.
2.

be”
is

The Orthographic

(YHYH)

Similarity between the words “shall
It
and the Tetragrammaton (YHWH).

—

obvious that orthographically these two words are very

Three of the four letters are the same and occur in
same relative order, and the letters which differ (W and
Y) are the two letters which are perhaps more than any
13
others the subject of confusion in the Old Testament Text.
similar.

the

This fact clearly gives strong
jecture

we

having suggested
brecht.

probability to the con-

initial

and doubtless accounts for its
independently to Bruston and Giese-

are considering,
itself

14

It is

important therefore to observe that this emendation

as proposed by Bruston and Giesebrecht and as stated

recent advocates referred to above
13

We

know

that there

is

was a time when

by

its

a purely “conjectural”

W and Y,

originally clearly

distinguished orthographically, were written practically or exactly alike.

But aside from
badly damaged

this

MS.

it

must be admitted that in a poorly written or
two so similar words might

the danger of confusing

be considerable.
14

And

also

to-

Mathes as stated above.
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emendation. Not a single instance of the confusion of these
words has been cited by them in support of their theory. This
is

significant because both of the

words under discussion are

of frequent occurrence in the Old Testament.

grammaton

The Tetra-

found nearly 7000 times, the verbal form
be ” (YHYH) about 400 times. Hatch and Redpath

“ shall

is

Concordance of the Septuagint give twenty-four

in their

ferent

words (not counting

“lord”

(

Kvpto ^

)

in the

several variants)

LXX. Of

these the

Tetragrammaton

of course by far the most frequent; but “shall be”

among them. And the
Divine Names in the Pentateuch
not found

is

dif-

rendered by
is

(YHYH)

recent discussion of the
(especially Genesis)

by

Wiener, Dahse, Skinner and others has not apparently produced a single proved example 15 of

No

change.

evidence in

And

aritan Pentateuch.

found
15

in the parallel

LXX

Kvpios 6 debs per

be taken to

LXX

the

there

this alleged

that the

Textkrit Materialien,

I,

.

LXX

concerned, there

in this instance.

The

is

is

Sam-

but a single example to be

16
passages in the Old Testament.

It

).

confusion or

furnished us by the

MT

reads “if will be

renders, “if will be the

ipou

mean

is

is

It is

(YHYH) God

Lord God with me

(

ta?

v

has been suggested that this variant should

Hebrew

text originally read

has preserved the correct reading. This

testimony of the
is

favor

In Gen. xxviii. 20 where the

with me,” the

(

its

While

49, 96).

it is

is

YHWH

not to be denied that the

W and Y

of great value where a variation of

good warrant

and that

the view of Dahse

for regarding the

MT

as correct

Hebrew is more
The Samaritan-Hebrew text and the
support the MT. The LXX rendering

construction of the sentence in the

natural with the verb expressed.

Samaritan and Peshitto versions
and as there are other examples of the rendering of the simple “Lord” in the Hebrew by “Lord God” in the
LXX, it is probable that the explanation is to be found in this fact,
and not in any difference between the Hebrew text used by the LXX
and the MT. In Hosea xii. 6, however, we have what seems to be a
clear example of the alleged confusion on the part of the Greek transalso contains the verb

lation.
rial.”

The MT reads “The Lord of hosts, the Lord (is) his memoThe LXX has “the Lord of hosts shall be his memorial.” Here the

translators have apparently read YHYH instead of YHWH.
But that the reading of the MT is better is indicated by the analogy

LXX

of Ex.

iii.

xlviii. 15,

my

15 (cf. Isa. xlvii, 4, xlviii.
li.

57). [I

am

2,

li.

15, liv. 5, Jer. x.

16,

xxxi. 35,

indebted to Professor R. D. Wilson for calling

attention to this latter passage.]

16

Professor Wilson has called

my

attention to the fact that in the

“thy throne,

o god,

is

for ever and

ever’'’
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remarkable that this should be the case, in view of the close
resemblance between the two words, but being the case

way toward

goes a long

it

disproving the accidental confusion

which forms the basis of the theory as stated by Bruston. It
also militates against the theory of intentional change as advocated by Giesebrecht. For if such accidental or intentional
change were a probable explanation of this passage, we might
certainly expect that out of about

7250 occurrences of the
two words, a number of instances of the alleged confusion
would actually be found.
It must be carefully ob3. The Preference for Elohim.
served that the marked preponderance of Elohim over Jehovah in the Elohistic Psalms indicates at the most a relative
and not an absolute preference. The name Jehovah has not

—

been completely “eliminated”; 17

Psalms

in

xlii-lxxxiii,
in nearly

times,

i.e.,

While

this ratio

18

it

appears forty-three times

against

as

Elohim two hundred

twenty per cent of the

total instances.

may, and apparently does, indicate a decided
it can not justly be claimed that it

preference for Elohim,

points to a positive aversion to Jehovah.

In proof of this

two psalms
recension,”

we

turn to Psalm lxx which, as one of the

what

that appear in

regarded by the

is

is

claimed to be a “double

critics as

furnishing the strong-

proof of an Elohistic redaction of this group of psalms.

est

Yet

in

it

we

find nothing to justify so drastic

as Giesebrecht’s theory requires.

an inference

Jehovah occurs twice and

Elohim three times in Ps. lxx, as against Jehovah three times,
Adonay (Lord) once, and Elohim once in Ps. xl. 14-18. If
as

is

claimed the change

is

due

to the editor, he has

changed

Edict of Cyrus as cited in 2 Chron. xxxvi. 23 the closing words are
the Lord
his God with him and let him go up,”

(YHWH)

“(let be)

whereas

in

Ezra

i.

3

we

read, “let be

In both cases the reading of the

LXX

(YHY)
is

his

God with him,” etc.
God with him.”

“shall be his

This would seem to indicate that in Chronicles “shall be” has been
misread as the Tetragrammaton.
17 It has been pointed
out above that Dr. Barton states that the
redactor “changed Yahweh everywhere to elohim.'’
18 Cf.

Driver,

five of the

Introduction,

p.

371.

It

forty-two psalms of this group.

is

distributed

over twenty-
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Jehovah or Adonay three times

Elohim and Elohim once
into Jehovah. This certainly indicates no very strong aversion on his part to the use of the word Jehovah. On the contrary, the testimony of this Psalm favors the view that the
reason for the change was, at least in part, literary and not
dogmatic. The Deity is referred to by name twice in the first
verse, once in the fourth verse, and twice in the last verse.
In the first verse of Ps. lxx, one of the two Jehovah’s of xl.
19
14 is changed to Elohim; in the fourth verse, the Jehovah
is changed to Elohim in the last verse in which Ps. xl. 18 has
Adonay in the first part and Elohim in the second, in Ps. lxx,
Elohim 20 takes the place of Adonay in the first part and
Jehovah is substituted for Elohim in the second part. This
would seem to indicate that the redactor or better the author 21
aimed at variety and that having changed the Adonay to
Elohim, he preferred to change Elohim to Jehovah in the
last clause, rather than to have two Elohims so close to22
gether.
It would seem then that his “zeal” was by no means
blind, but was frequently tempered by other considerations.
Hence while it must be admitted that this collection shows
decided preference for Elohim and that consequently the possibility of a substitution of Elohim for Jehovah must be reckoned with, 23 there is not the slightest warrant for making the
into

;

19

In the

20 It

MT

it

is

the first

;

according to the

should be noted that Kennicott

LXX

the second.

cites thirty-one

MSS.

as reading

—

Jehovah (and one, Jehovah Elohim) instead of Elohim an array of
evidence which ought not to be ignored by the advocates of an Elohistic
redaction.
Ps. lxx is a variant form of Ps. xl. 14-18 seems clear, but that
merely an Elohistic redaction can be definitely denied in view of the
facts cited above. There are nine variations (not all supported by the
LXX) between the two texts aside from the Divine Names. There is no
good reason why these changes should not go back to the author himself.
It is easier to attribute “editorial” changes to David than to believe that
a later redactor ventured to “edit” a Davidic psalm.
22 Such alternative use of the Divine Names is by no means unusual.
21

That

it is

In this so called Elohistic group of Psalms
lv.

17, lvi.

23

we

find

it

in Pss. xlvii. 6,

11, lviii. 7, lxviii. 17, lxix. 14.

Giesebrecht, Uber die Abfassungszeit der

Psahnen

(ZATW.

I,

p.

317) calls attention to “God thy God” in verse 8 as a clear example of
this change. Like many other scholars, he is certain that the text origin-

“tjty throne, o god,
“editor” a blind fanatic,

is

who

for ever and ever"
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could not endure the presence

of the Tetragrammaton and

removed it and everything
Such a contention is absolutely incompatible with the fact which the critic should not
allow himself to forget that the Tetragrammaton does occur
43 times in this Psalm collection.
If the redactor allowed the Tetragrammaton itself to remain 43 times, it would be surprising, to say the least, were he
to remove a “shall be” from this verse just because it “looked
like” the Tetragrammaton. The improbability of such an intentional elimination of “shall be” is increased by the folwhich suggested

it

at all costs.

lowing considerations.
the verb “to be”
ter,

24

is

It is to

be noted in the

place that

first

used relatively infrequently in the Psal-

and that the form “shall be”

(YHYH)

is

found only

four times in the entire Psalter. It is still more remarkable
that one of these four rare occurrences (lxxxi. 10) is found
very group of Elohistic psalms, from which the “zeal”

in this

of the redactor
ally

is

supposed to have eliminated

read “Jehovah thy God”

it.

Further

(cf. Driver. Introduction, p. 372,

frequently elsewhere in the Old Testament. It

to be

is

it

note) as so

observed there-

fore (1) that while this same expression occurs a few times elsewhere
group of Psalms (xliii. 4, 1 7, li. 16, lxvii. 7, lxviii. 9; cf. xlviii. 15,

in this
lxiii.

.

2), the expression “Jehovah,

God”

is

found

slightly oftener (lix. 6,

and (2) that
document in which the name Jehovah occurs about
four times as often as Elohim (cf. Article by Prof. R. D. Wilson,
“Names of God in the Old Testament,” in this Review, July 1920, p.
461), this same expression occurs (though unsupported by the LXX) in
xxxiv. 32, facts which confirm us in the contention that in this group of
Psalms the preference for Elohim is a relative and not an absolute one,
and that the alleged Elohistic redaction does not satisfactorily account
for the facts before us. Whether in this instance it is due to the Elohistic
character of the Psalm or whether there is another reason cannot be
determined with certainty. The repetition of the same word might be
for the sake of emphasis, or the first Elohim may be intended as a vocative like the Elohim of verse 7, a view which has been defended by
Ixxii. 18, lxxvi.

12,

lxxx.

5,

20, lxxxi.

11; cf. lxviii. 19)

;

in 2 Chronicles a

able scholars.
24 It

its forms only about one hundred times in the
than half the average frequency for the Old Testawhich this verb occurs about 3500 times in all. The imperfect

occurs in

Psalms, which

ment

in

is

all

less

occurs in the Psalms fifty-seven times of which thirteen follow
conversire and twenty-two are recognizable as jussives.

waw

;
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is

to be noted that

it

does not once occur in

Book

of the

I

Psalter, a collection of about equal length with the Elohistic

and preponderatingly Jehovistic. This is especially
For if the critic were to argue that the infrequent occurrence of this word in Psalms xlii-lxxxiii is due to

collection,

significant.

the “zeal” of the Elohistic redactor,
total

non-appearance

in

Book

how would

he explain

its

rather to be regarded

I ? It is

as characteristic of the Psalter as a whole. Consequently

while the fact that there are but four occurrences of this

word

our present text of the Psalms does not make

in

possible
verse,

25

it

word may have

that the

make

does

and when we

it,

it

im-

originally stood in this

to say the least, decidedly improbable

set this faci alongside of the other

two

stated

above that one of the four actual occurrences of the word
“shall be”

the

very group of Elohistic psalms, and that

is in this

Tetragrammaton appears 43 times

in this collection, the

theory of an intentional alteration of the text of this verse
for the purpose of “eliminating”
probable.

To

say the least

it

it,

becomes extremely im-

would make the redactor such

a

bungler that his action must be regarded as practically unaccountable.

While admitting ourselves

at a loss to account for, or to

find convincing proof of, the alleged “zeal” of the Elohistic

editor of this group of Psalms,

it

may

not be amiss to con-

whose activities the
often attach great importance, and one of whose al-

sider the policy of another “editor” to
critics

leged “peculiarities”
gation. It

is

is

of importance for our present investi-

a fundamental of criticism that according to the

P document
fore the

the name Jehovah was not known in Israel beExodus (Ex. vi. 3.). Since on this interpretation, its

appearance in the Genesis narrative of
25

The

(YHY)

be an “anach-

plural occurs in verse 17 of Ps. xlv. and the apocopated form
occurs four times in this group of Psalms and fourteen times

Of

in the entire Psalter.

course

if

the plural appears in verse 17 the

singular might equally well appear in verse
fact that the singular
Psalter, should

that this

P would

word

make

(YHYH)

7.

But none the

occurs only four times

the critic hesitate to assert as a

originally occurred in this verse.

in

less the

the entire

mere “conjecture”

“thy throne, o
ronism,"

we can

dactor of

god, is for ever

and ever"
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readily understand that both writer and re-

P might

be careful to avoid it up to this point of
and as a matter of fact the name Jehovah is
26
carefully “eliminated"
by the critics from the document P
the narrative,

in Genesis.

Now

according to Giesebrecht the editor of the

Elohistic Psalms, despite the fact that Jehovah occurs forty-

three times in his collection,

showed such “zeal"

in the avoid-

ance of the Tetragrammaton that he even eliminated the form
“shall be" in Psalm xlv.7 because it “looks like" Jehovah.
Might we not expect to find traces of a like zeal on the part

who

of the writer of P,

shared his aversion to the use of the

Tetragrammaton? Yet when we turn to P in Genesis we observe the striking fact that the word “shall be" (YHYH)
occurs seven times in this document. It

is

found only twenty-

times in the entire book of Genesis, yet seven of these

five

instances are in P, which indicates that

P

or the redactor of

apparently had no objection to the use of this

our Psalm redactor

Furthermore

it is

is

word

at

supposed to have taken such offence.

to be noted that while the critics,

Exod.

P

which

if

their

3 be adopted, can give a very evident reason for the avoidance of the Tetragrammaton in the

interpretation of

vi.

P document in Genesis, they can give no convincing
why the psalm editor was so zealous as they claim.
The attempt has been made
later

show

to

reason

that already in the

books of the Old Testament that tendency to avoid the

use of the Tetragrammaton, which

is

characteristic of later

Judaism, can be traced. Thus Professor Konig in the Encyclopaedia Biblica (Col. 3321) makes the following statement “As early as the beginning of the third century B. C.
:

miT seems

to have been regarded as apprjTov at least beyond

the sacred precincts.

Thus

is

to be explained to a considerable

extent the avoidance of the Tetragrammaton in the latest

books of the Old Testament, as
ix), to

some extent

e.g., in

in Chronicles,

and

Daniel, (except chap,
in

consequence of edi-

torial revision in Ps. xlii-lxxxiv, as well as in the
26
vii.

“Eliminated”

is

16 (last clause).

the only

word which

fits

Apocrypha

such a passage as Genesis

—
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All of which seems

viiL 19

an author or redactor preferred,

for whatsoever reason, to use the divine
or the Tetragrammaton, there

is

name Elohim

instead

nothing to show that he

would have

intentionally avoided the use of the verbal

“shall be"

YHYH

1

enant name.

because of

When we remember

its

form

resemblance to the Cov-

that, as has

been stated, the

preference of the Elohistic Psalms for Elohim

is

a relative

and not an absolute preference, the Tetragrammaton ap-

word

pearing forty-three times in this collection, that the

“shall be" while occurring but four times in the entire psalter

The suggestion of Ifeinhtid and Be -run Straok. Gnur.matik des
BibKtch-AramaiickcK p 34 that the use of ~ wr± the third masc. of
the imperfect of the verb ‘‘to he” in 3 fbl£ us.i Arana:: is intended to arc id
the possibility of the confounding of the third ma.sc. sing. w:th the
T etragrammaton should be mentioned in this connection. It is to he observed. however, at the outset that the cases are not strictiy analogous.
In the Arama: : the two words might be -written exactly alike
while in the Hebrew the one is written wide V.’ and the other with Y.

YEWH

The suggestion
-

itself is

questionable for several reasons

The

:

fact

used with the imperfect as a coho-mauve or jussive particle
in Aramaic. Assyrian and .Arabic and is found ‘‘without distinctive

that

is

jussive force” in later

Arama::

indicates that

ie

teaser

may

be a more

2) Since the 3 nus. imperfect is in the Biblical A-ramai:
written both with “Aleph" and “He” as Fra- letter the ccnfnsi-rn might

general one.

'

have been avoided more easily by simply adopting uniformly the » ~ -g
with “AJepL.” (3 The plural forms are clearly distinguished from the
Tetragrammaton by the ending -an or yen. yet they have the This
also points to a broader reason although it might of course be explained
as due to a tendency toward uniformity. (4 Since the Tetragrammaton
does not occur in Biblical Aramaic, it is not certain that any such confusion would have arisen as this usage is supposedly intended to avoxL
’

In the Elephantine
written

YHW

both of the

(no:

letters to

Sachau

Papr.ri.

YHWH
Eagoas

and

ie

righteousness unto thee before

it

the covenant
is

name

is

-

regularly

especially signed can: tea:

phrase -occurs

*

and

it

shall be

YHW the God of heaven."

in

'YHWH

Titis indicates

name was not written in Biblical Aramai: in the same
way as in the Hebrew of the Old Testament and does not support the
theory that the use of the “ was due to disinclination to use a form of
the verb ":o be" whim was written in the same way as the Tetragramrnaron. While it may be claimed of course that Daniel might be expected
to be more pa.ru tuiar in this regard than the Jews of Elephantine, this
also is far from certain. The theory seems oc the whole more ingenious

that the covenant

than probable.
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found once

is

in this collection,

and

no evidence

finally that

has been produced to show that an Elohistic writer would

avoid the use of the word “shall be,” while on the contrary
evidence strongly favoring such a use

would seem that there

is

very

little

is

easily obtainable,

it

to say for the theory of

an intentional avoidance of the word “shall be,” except what
Kilpatrick has said of Bruston’s theory
4.
a.

The Syntax of the Verse.
The “need” of a Verb. It

—

will

—“most ingenious.”

be recalled that Giese-

brecht in arguing for “shall be” as the original rendering,
says that by this change “the Elohim

but the verb

is

is

not only removed,

also gained.” This statement

imply that the sentence as

it

stands in the

would seem to

MT

is

incomplete,

or at least that the literary form or the sense of the passage

would be improved by the presence of a verb. It is important
to notice, therefore, that the emendation proposed by Giesebrecht would make a fundamental change in the character
of the sentence. As it stands, verse 7 is a simple nominal sentence, composed of the subject, “Thy throne,” and the predicate, “ever and ever.” The predicate, according to the usual
rule of the nominal sentence, follows the subject, and the two
would be in immediate juxtaposition, but for the vocative,
“O God,” 30 which is inserted between them.
That in the nominal sentence the verb is superfluous is
According to
too generally recognized to require proof.
Albrecht, who has made a careful and complete investigation
of the nominal sentence in Hebrew, the usual order of words
simply Subject

is

—

Predicate, and he regards the absence of

the copula as an “essential difference” between the Semitic

and the Aryan noun sentences. 31 The nominal sentence
30

Elohim occurs as vocative

God),
13,

in: xlii. 2, xliii.

xliv. 2, 5, xlv. 7, xlviii. io, 11,

lvii.

2, 6, 8,

Iviii.

12,

7,

lx. 3,

li.

12, 2

1,

xliii.

4

is

de-

(O God, my

3, 12, liv. 3, lv. 2, lv. 24, lvi. 2, 8,

lxi.

2,

6,

lxii.

2,

lxiv. 2, lxv. 2,

lxvi. 10, lxvii. 4, 6, lxviii. 8, 10, II, 25, 29, lxix. 2, 6, 14, 30, lxx. 2 6, lxxi.
,

12, 17, 18, 19, 2 lxxii. 1;
8, lix.

12 (?),

lxii.

13;

Lord (Adonay)
Jehovah appears

31 Cf. Zeitschrift fiir die alttest.

found

in lix.

4,,

in: xliv. 24,

lv. 10, lvii.

lxx. 2, lxxi.

1.

Wissenschaft, VII,

2i8ff.,

VIII,

249ff.,

on the contrary it be contended that the nominal
contained a verb, which seems to be the view of Ed.

especially p. 249. If

sentence originally

is

—

“thy throne, o
and

scriptive
text.

is

for ever and ever"

25 1

from the conupon the action,

timeless, deriving its time value

In the verbal sentence the emphasis

and the verb

is

the sentence.

The

(is)

god,

therefore usually placed at the beginning of

“Thy

difference between

and ever,”

for ever

is

throne,

O

God,

as a descriptive statement of that

which is to be regarded as characteristic of thethroneassuch,
and “Thy throne shall be 32 for ever and ever,” as a declaration or promise of the eternal duration of that throne,
must be obvious to the reader. Numerous examples might be
cited and the difference between the two constructions is very
marked. A few must suffice: Ex. xxix. 28, “For it (is) a
heave offering: and it shall be a heave offering from the
children of Israel of the sacrifice of their peace offerings,

even their heave offering unto the Lord.” Here the descrip-

and

tive sentence precedes

and

offering,
to

states the essential nature of the

followed by a declarative sentence which has

do with the observance of the

Ex. xxx. 32
it

is

it is

unto you.” Ex.

shall be holy

cease, neither shall there be

know how

rite

ix.

“It (is) holy

29 “And

and

the thunder shall

any more rain that thou mayst
the events which are

to take place will simply demonstrate
is

Israel. Similarly in

oil,

:

the earth (is) the Lord’s”

“that the earth

by

said of the anointing

the Lord’s.”

—

what

is

actually the case

A “shall be the Lord’s” would

not merely change the meaning materially, but also greatly

weaken

the impressive climax

inal sentence.

Ezekiel,

“And

In the Psalms

Compare

ye (they) shall know, that

we

find frequent

tence used to describe
viii. 1

:

“O

(

what

Lord, our Lord,

the earth.” Ps. xxiii.

Konig

produced by the simple nom-

the phrase which

Lehrgebdude,

1

:

is

326

I

(am)

the Lord.”

characteristic of the subject. Ps.

how excellent
i,

characteristic of

examples of the nominal sen-

“The Lord

III. §

the omission of the copula

is

is

k),

it

so frequent

(is)

must

(is) thy

my

name

shepherd,

in all

I shall

at least be admitted that

—we may even

say, so usual

cannot occasion surprise. And Konig expressly denies that the absence of a verb in Ps. xlv. 7 is at all suspicious (§ 277f).
32 Even if this sentence is regarded as “closely approximating”
the
nominal because the subject precedes, “shall be” is a better rendering
than “is.” An examination of the more than 400 occurrences of
that

it

YHYH

shows that

it

usually speaks of a future, actual or potential.
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(is) my light and my salT o change the nominal sentence into a verbal sentence
and say “How excellent shall be thy name,” “The Lord will
be my shepherd,” “The Lord will be my light,” would not

not want.” Ps. xxvii.
vation.'

i

:

“The Lord

'

merely change the thought but weaken
Psalmist

is

it

very greatly. The

thinking of an existing condition or state not of a

future event. Contrast, for example, Ps. xxiii,

my

I,

“The Lord

is

shepherd,” with Ezek. xxiv. 23 “I will set up one shepherd over them, and he shall feed them,” cf. Ezek. xxxvii. 23:

them for God, and my servant David
be) king over them, and one Shepherd shall be to all of

“And

24:

(shall

will be to

I

them.” These examples will

suffice to illustrate the fact that

the difference between the verbal

and the nominal sentence

is

very marked and the following statement
;

strong:

“The above

sentences

—

distinction

especially

indispensable to the

is by no means too
between different kinds of

between noun and verbal clauses

more

delicate appreciation of

—

is

Hebrew

syntax (and that of the Semitic languages generally) since

by no means merely external or formal but involves
fundamental differences of meaning.” 33 If then the critic is

it

is

prepared to assert that the verb “shall be” originally stood
in the place of
this

“O God,”

he should not ignore the fact that

change in phraseology involves a very important change

in the nature of the sentence

:

the change of a descriptive

nominal sentence, which asserts the nature of the throne,
that eternity

is

its

characteristic,

sentence, asserting that

it

shall

viz.

into a predictive verbal

endure forever. 34 This

is

a

no warrant in the Psalm itself, as
in it both verbal and nominal sentences occur frequently.
And while it is to be recognized that the predictive and hortachange for which there

tory element

is

is

prominent

in this psalm,

remembered that the descriptive element
nent. Indeed

it is

is

it

should also be

hardly less promi-

the description of the transcendent great-

ness of this king and the splendor of his “court,” which

Hebrew Grammar (1898), § 140 e but cf. § 142 a.
Value of Prophecy, p. 252) rejects the emendaEvidential
(
tion on the ground that the emphasis is on the nature not the duration
33

Gesenius-Kautzsch,

34

Edgehill

of the throne.

;

“thy throne,

o god, is for ever

and ever”

furnishes the warrant for the predictions regarding

253

him and

the exhortations addressed to him.

Giesebrecht, as

we have

Sam.

seen, cites 2

vii.

16 as favor-

ing the theory that this sentence was originally verbal.

It is

to be noted, therefore, that in the verse referred to the phrase

not

is

“Thy throne

‘Thy throne

shall

important.

The

same construction as here

(i.e.

shall be for ever,” but

be established for ever.”

word “throne” occurs

The

in the

difference

is

as subject of the sentence) only about a dozen times in the

Old Testament. In eight of these instances the verb “establish”

is

)

(

used, three times in combination with the

YHYH)

35

In Psalm xciv.
20 another verb “to have fellowship with” is used (cf. Isa.
xlvii. 1 where the substantive verb r« occurs). In the five
remaining instances (2 Sam. xiv. 8, Ps. xi. 4, xlv. 7, lxxxix.
36, Lam. v. 19) no verb is expressed, though in the last two

verb “to be”

(

five

times without

the verb of the preceding sentence

is

it.

probably to be regarded

as supplied. In one of these last the verb of the
“shall be”

anything

(YHYH). 36

clause

is

This does not indicate that there

is

first

usage to require the view that a simple “shall

in the

be” originally occurred in this verse. This statement finds
further confirmation

when we

consider the predicate “(for)

ever and ever.”

The Predicate “(for) ever and

b.

ever.”

— As they stand

MT, the words “(for) ever and ever” (literally “eterniand continuance”) are two nouns, which are apparently to
be regarded either as (1) a direct predicate, or (2) an adin the

ty

verbial accusative.
35

J12J

(Psalm

rrrr
xciii.

(2
2)

;

Sam.

vii. 16, 1

Kings

JO' (Prov. xvi.

12,

ii.

45,

xxv.

1

5,

Chron.
xxix.

xvii. 14)

;

pirn

14)

J13J

(Isa.

;

xvi. 5).
38

The verb

“established”

(

J13 )

is

also used in five other passages

where throne (not as subject) occurs (Ps. ix. 8, ciii. 19, 1 Chron. xvii.
Dip
(1
12, xxii. 10). Other verbs which are used with “throne” are
Kings ix. 5, 2 Chron. vii. 18), D'tJ? (Ps. lxxxix. 30, cf. 1 Kgs. iii. 19, Jer.
xliii, 10, xlix. 38,

1W

(Ps. cxxii.

in Ps. xix. 8,

cii.

Esth.
s,

iii.

1),

cf. ix. 8, cii. 13,

(Prov. xx. 28), DJ 3 (Ps. lxxxix. 5),
cxxv. 1). Cf. also the use of nnjt

26, cxi. 3, 10, cxii. 39,

lxxii. 17, lxxxi. 15,

lxxxix. 36, civ. 31.

and of the jussive of irn

in Ps.

—
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(i) In favor of “ever and ever” as predicate

standing in the nominative case)
fact that a

noun may take

is

as

( i.e .,

the generally recognized

the place of an adjective as predi-

The grammarians tell us that,
mode of expression

cate of a nominal sentence.

“Specially characteristic of the Semitic

are the cases in which both subject and predicate are sub-

thus emphasizing their identity

stantives,

“The employment of

that

clause

is

when

or

phasis.”

when no corresponding

is

and
noun

adjective

.

.

.

.),

intended to receive a certain em-

Not merely do we

my

“For

4,

.

mostly with words expressing material

the attribute

38

,” 3T

.

a substantive as predicate of a

especially frequent

exists, (so

.

find expressions such as Ps. cix.

my

love they are

adversaries, while

(am)

I

prayer ”; Ps. xix. 10, “The judgments of Jehovah (are)

—sentences

which nouns are
used for which there are no corresponding adjectives. But we
also find the noun used in preference to the adjective e.g.,
truth” (cf. Ps. cxix. 160)

;

in

:

Ezra

viii.

28,

“Ye

are holiness

17)

;

Ps. cxix. 172, “All thy

ness” (pTf for p'Tf)

Ps.

;

.

.

the vessels are holiness also

Ex. xxix. 33, xxxi.

tSHp for trnp, cf. also

(

.

commandments
cxx. 7, “I (am)

speak, they are for war”; Prov.

I

(are) pea-ce”] Eccles. x. 12,

mouth (are) grace.”

iii.

17,

Numb,

14,

peace, but

“And

“The words of

all

it

when

her paths

a wise man’s

Cf. Ps. xxv. 10, Prov. xxiv. 9. In

at least of these sentences

xviii.

(are) righteous-

seems clear that there

is

some

special

emphasis on the predicate. 39 “That the language, however
especially in poetry

—

is

not averse to the boldest combinations

order to emphasize very strongly the unconditional rela-

in

tion between the subject

and predicate,

is

shown by such

ex-

amples as Psalm xlv. 9 myrrh and aloes and cassia are
37

Gesenius-Kautzsch,

§ 141 b.

38 Ibid,
§ 141 c.
39 Closely akin to

such examples as are cited above are the cases
which the figurative or pictorial idea is prominent. E.g. Isa. lvi. 3,
(am) a dry tree.” This expression seems much stronger than Ps. i.

“And he
hand

it

shall be like a tree” (cf. Isa. lxv. 23, Jer. xvii. 8).
is

Canticles,

to be

simile

vious difference

all

On

in

“I
3,

the other

remembered that in a highly figurative work such as
and metaphor alternate frequently, without any obin

emphasis.

.

“thy throne,

o god,

for ever and ever”

is
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perfumed with them that they seem to
be composed of them) .” 40 This last example is especially valuable because it occurs in the same psalm with the phrase
under discussion. We have good warrant then for accepting
the rendering “Thy throne, O God, (is) ever and ever.”
thy garments

(

so

i.e

Both of the reasons stated above would then account for the
use of nouns as predicate. On the one hand, there are no adjectives in the Hebrew of the Old Testament formed from the
roots from which these two nouns are derived, and there are
no other adjectives which would suitably express the idea. 41
On the other hand, the predicate nouns may justly be regarded as not merely asserting but emphasizing the fact that
eternity

is

of the very essence of this throne.

In favor of the view that “ever and ever”

2)
(

is

to be re-

garded as an adverbial accusative, the equivalent of a prepo-

we have

sitional phrase,

the well

known

fact that

an ad-

verbial accusative can take the place of the preposition with

noun. Thus, to confine ourselves to the matter in hand, not

its

merely do we find “ever and ever” 42 used adverbially instead
of the somewhat more frequent “for ever and ever.” 43 but

we

also find “ever”

44

used several times instead of the very

frequent “for ever.” 45

any sense the

Whether

adverbial use

this

is

in

result of the frequency of the similar expres-

sions for “continually,” etc.
40 Ibid,
§ 1 41 d.
41 [D'K would probably

come

( [

D'OTI

DViT^3

]

the nearest to

it,

and “PDA

)

but hardly seems ap-

propriate.
42

“Ever and

(Tjn obiy

ever’’

)

occurs aside from the passage under

discussion only five times in the Old Testament. In three of these
is

used adverbially in a verbal sentence (Ps. xxi.

Ps. x. 16, xlviii. 15,
43

Mic.
it

is

“For ever and

it is

ever’’

civ.

it

5). In

used adverbially in a nominal sentence.
(Tpi DTJtb) occurs only nine times (Ex. xv.

18,

Ps. ix. 6, xlv. 18, cxix. 44, cxlv. 1, 2, 21, Dan. xii. 3). In all
used adverbially in a verbal sentence (in Dan. xii. 3 the verb of the
is

to be supplied).

44 Ps. lxi.
8, lxvi. 7, lxxxix. 2, 3, 38.

Kings
45

10,

iv.5,

preceding sentence

1

lii.

6,

viii.

So, too,

nyjS

13

[=

nXJ

is

2 Chron.

Amos

without preposition

Ps. cxix. 33.

The

plural

Ps. lxi.

is

used three times,

5.

used a few times instead of the more frequent

(Jer. xv. 18 (?),

mi in

vi. 2],

in

i.

11,

Ps.

Ps.

xiii. 2, xvi.

lxxii.

5;

11). Cf. the use of

and the use of apy

in

.

.
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which never take the preposition,

is

uncertain, but not unlike-

The fact of the adverbial use of “ever and ever,"
ever way we account for it will be admitted by every

ly.

question at issue

is

what-

in

one.

The

whether as the predicate of a noun clause

a noun can be used adverbially as the equivalent of a prepositional phrase.

Hitzig and Ewald both held that “ever and ever”

is,

to

quote the words of the former, “always a modifier of the
predicate, but never the predicate itself.” Partly

on

count they claimed that Elohim

instead

is

predicate

this ac-

of

and rendered “Thy throne is God [ i.e (the throne)
of God] for ever and ever .” 46 Delitzsch accepted this convocative,

tention regarding “ever
time, that

it

and ever,” but claimed,

words are “As Hitzig remarks
frequently as an adverbial adjunct ( e.g in

Delitzsch’s

whereas

:

in the predicate

common. In

this

DV1JJ7

*TJ?1

T>‘

same

occurs

xlviii. 15, x.

(e.g. in cvi. 1) is

passage also 1J?1

...”

cusatival

at the

could be regarded as an adverbial accusative.

is

16),

more

thought of as ac-

Let us consider the facts a moment. Since

“ever and ever” occurs as

we have

seen only five times (not

including Ps. xlv. 7) and “for ever and ever” but nine times,
and since both are used adverbially, it does not seem that either

Hitzig or Delitzsch could have been thinking solely of these

two phrases. And as a matter of

fact Delitzsch’s second ex-

cvi. 1) does not contain the words “for ever and
ever,” but merely “for ever.” Yet if we turn to the phrases

ample (Ps.

“ever” and “for ever”

we

find that the

former as stated

above occurs only five times, which does not correspond any
better with the

“frequently”

(

gewohnlich )

statement than does “ever and ever.”

As

of

Delitzch's

to “for ever"

46 In this connection we may remind ourselves that “ever” ( DTl*
)
occurs very often as a genitive after a noun (especially in the expressions
“covenant of eternity” and “statute of eternity”). This suggests that

and Ewald maintained it were necessary to assume that the
would not necessarily follow that “Elohim” is to
be regarded as a genitive. It might be possible to render the verse as
if

as Hitzig

expression
follows,

is elliptical, it

"Thy

throne,

that the genitive

O

God,

would then

(is

objection to this interpretation.

The fact
two nouns would be no serious

a throne of) ever and ever.”

consist of

“thy throne,
47

)

(

it

may

o god,

is

for ever and ever"

be remarked that

it is
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used quite frequently

(nearly seventy times) in nominal sentences and in a majority

of these instances as sole predicate; but

to be noted that

it is

about forty of these instances occur in the one oft-repeated
is his mercy,” which is found twentyPsalm (Ps. cxxxvi). Aside from this

phrase “(for) for ever
six times in a single

phrase examples of the nominal sentence with “for ever” as
the sole predicate are rare (Ps. cxvii. 2, cxxxv. 13, Prov.
xxvii. 24, 2 Chron.

ii.

3). In verbal sentences

used some-

it is

what more frequently (about one hundred times) than in
nominal, and with many different verbs, the verb “to be” being found about a dozen times.
Since then the use of “for ever” as predicate
the familiar refrain “for ever
rare one,

it is

is

not strange that

But that

his

aside

is,

from

mercy,” a comparatively

we do not

find “ever” used as

might be thus used adverbially as
An example of
such an adverbial predicate is Ps. lii. 3, “The mercy of God
(endureth) continually” ( DITTOS,
cf. 2 Chron. xii. 5).”
“Continually” is always used adverbially elsewhere, though
sole predicate.

it

the equivalent of “for ever” seems probable.

never with a preposition, and sometimes stands in parallelism

with “for ever.” Another example

is

2 Sam.

ii.

32,

“and they

took up Asahel and buried him in the sepulchre of his father

which

(is in)

Bethlehem.” Both of these examples seem to

prove that a predicate noun
bial accusative

and

may

be regarded as an adver-

be, at least syntactically, the equivalent of

a prepositional phrase.

As we have

seen, Hitzig

view that “ever and ever”

and Ewald, though rejecting the
is

predicate,

do not

sary to alter the text, and Delitzsch construes

But
47

find
it

it

neces-

adverbially.

since this contention of these scholars regarding the

The

construction with

ment; the one with 1J7

is

S

occurs about 160 times in the Old Testa-

not included in the above discussion.

It

occurs

Books it
is the more frequent expression of the two, it is only rarely found
(xlviii. 9, lxxxix. 5) in the Psalms, aside from the phrases “from now
and for ever” (cxiii. 2, cxv. 18, cxxi. 8, cxxv. 2, cxxxi. 3) and “from
and while

only about half as often as

everlasting to everlasting”

(xc. 2,

ciii.

16).

in the Historical

—
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use of “ever and ever’’ might be regarded as at least favoring
the view that the sentence

was

originally verbal

well for us to return to this question for a

it

will be

moment.

It

has

been pointed out above that there are about a dozen cases in

which “for

ever’’

these instances

is

it is

used with the verb “to be.” Regarding
important therefore to note that in only

one of them (Eccles.
tion

we

iii.

14) does the verb stand between

and the predicate as

the subject

is

the case with the

are considering. In four instances

emenda-

stands before the

it

subject: as indicative (2 Chron. xxxiii. 4) or jussive (Ps.
lxxii. 17, lxxxi. 16, civ. 31). In six it stands after the prepositional

phrase “for ever” (Isa.

6, 8, lxxxix. 37, Job

vii.

16).

xlvii. 7, Ps.

The

xxxvii. 18,

li.

infinitive construction is

used four times (2 Sam. vii. 29, 1 Chron. xvii. 27, xxviii. 4,
Ezek. xxxvii. 28). Obviously then there is here in the case of
the predicate “ever and ever”

little

to favor

and nothing

to

require the altering of the text and the introducing of a verb,

not to specify the verb “to be,” into the sentence.

To sum
(is for)

up, as

it

stands the sentence,

ever and ever,"

is

“Thy

throne,

a simple nominal sentence

properly to be regarded as descriptive, like a
others in the same psalm.

The reading

in the verse itself

or the context.

God,

and

is

number of

“shall be"

change the character of the sentence, and for

no warrant

O

would

this there

is

The words “ever

and ever" are most naturally to be regarded as a predicate
nominative, nouns being used instead of adjectives partly
because there were no adjectives to express the idea appropriately, but

still

more perhaps,

for the purpose of phrasing

as strong a statement as possible of the fact that eternity

is

of the very essence of Messiah’s throne. That “ever and ever"
is

the adverbial equivalent of “for ever and ever" seems less

probable but there
;

an explanation.

is

some warrant,

A verb is not

as

we have

needed; and

if

seen, for such

a verb had been

would probably not have been the one proposed by
Bruston and Giesebrecht.
The Dogmatic Difficulty and its Messianic Solution.
5.

used

With

it

a view to

commending

the emendation of the text

:

“thy throne, o

god,

is

for ever and ever”
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of Psalm xlv. 7 which we have been considering, Giesebrecht
introduced his brief presentation of it with the remark “The
:

following interpretation

is

perhaps on this account of general

through the use made of

interest, because

it

in

Hebrews

i.

8,

9 the passage belongs to the better known passages of the Old
Testament.” That it is there cited as a Messianic passage, does
not require proof.

It is

one of several Old Testament citations

adduced to show the peculiar glory which properly belongs
to the “Son”; and it is both the longest of them and the one

which the directly Messianic reference may be said to be
most obvious. “Thy throne, O God” is the natural rendering
48
of the Greek as it is of the Hebrew and it accords admirably
with the context in which it appears, i.e., with the argument
in

of the writer.

49

Weiss’ statement, “The attempts to avoid

the construction as vocative

thy throne
48

is

In proof of this

Commentary,

it

in loco)

may

Grotius and also Ewald

(cf.

God) cannot be

carried out without arbitrary

be pointed out that Liinemann (cf. Meyer’s

adopted

this

rendering for Heb.

i.

despite the

8,

fact that he preferred to translate Ps. xlv. 7 “thy throne of God,” i.e.
“thy divine throne,” or “thy throne is (throne) of God, or divine,”

how strongly he felt the superiority of the renAnd it may be added that Dwight in his “Notes”

which indicates clearly
dering as vocative.
to this

commentary (Funk and Wagnall Ed.), while carefully

objections

to

this

interpretation

admits

“the

greater

stating the

simplicity

and

naturalness of the construction in the Greek, and perhaps, also, in the

Hebrew,

if

the

word

is

thus understood

matically the construction as vocative

[i.e.,

vincingly argued by Lindsay as follows

:

as vocative].”

‘Undoubtedly 6 6 eo<; is here the
‘Thy throne, O God !’

vocative case, applied as an address to the Messiah

And

let it

be remembered that this

is

That gram-

the natural one has been con-

is

the

form

in

:

which the vocative of

0 eos' appears almost invariably throughout the whole of the Septuagint
and the New Testament: the other form
only occurs about four or

whole Scriptures. And it is important to remark that
Psalms of the LXX, whereas 6 0 eos as a vocative
is to be found on almost every other page. In a passage, therefore, quoted
from the Psalms, as the one before is, no other vocative than 6 6eo<; was
at all to be expected. The true meaning, therefore, beyond all possibility
of doubt is: ‘Thy throne, O God, is for ever and ever’ ” ( Lectures on the
Ep. to the Heb. (1867) I, p. 6if.).
49 “It is seldom that the sacred writers undertake
to prove what they
teach. The first chapter of the Epistle to the Hebrews is an exception to
this general rule. The divinity of Christ is here formally proved.”
(Hodge, Systematic Theology, I. p. 519.)
five times in the

Oil never occurs in the
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change of meaning

now

(

Umdeutung

generally given up,"

is

dcs Wortsinnes ) and are

too sweeping in view of the

advocacy of the rendering “thy throne
Westeott. But none the less

it

to the

God

,’’

word “God"

Messiah”

is

is it

by Bishop

as vocative

the one which has

been generally held by Christians in every age.
tain

50

cannot be successfully de-

nied that the interpretation of the

and as an “apostrophe

is

No

less cer-

that the general acceptance of this interpretation of

Hebrews has been very largely responsible for
on the part of Christians generally both of the past
and present that the Psalm is itself to be regarded as directly
the verse in

the belief

King referred

Messianic, and that the
siah." Because of this

it is

to in

it is

significant that the

“King Messame view is

a very ancient one in Jewish circles also, as the

Targum

shows.

That there

is

involved in the directly Messianic interpreta-

and typical conception of
Old Testament history follows at once. But this constitutes
no difficulty to those who accept at its face value that supernatural conception of the religion of the Bible which is its
most pervasive and consistent feature. The details of interpretation may indeed occasion some difficulty; it may be hard
to distinguish satisfactorily between the typical and the anti51
typical
the essential and the accessor}-. But that an inspired
tation of this passage a prophetical

,

50

This rendering is comparatively old. Bleek connects it with Erasmus.
These difficulties have impressed scholars in various ways. Thus
Oehler remarks, “It is only by doing some violence to the language
that the allegorical meaning can be regarded as originally intended by
the author.
How entirely, to bring forward only one point, is the
thought found in ver. ii, that Israel, to unite with Messiah, must forget
its people and father’s house, opposed to all the teachings of the Old
Testament!” (O. T. Theology, p. 525.) Regarding Oehler’s first point
we may ask the question, If the allegorical interpretation would be
forced if ‘intended by the author,’ is it any less forced if read into
the psalm by a later collector? Yet most scholars will admit that it was
as a Messianic psalm that this poem made good its right to a place in
the Psalter. Should we not therefore endeavor to find an interpretation
which will do equal justice to author and collector? Turning now to the
“star example” which Oehler cites, can we not see in it a reference to
51

.

that

.

.

complete identification

of

herself

with her husband’s

interests,

“thy THRONE,

0 GOD,

FOR EVER AND EVER

IS

'’

26 i

some royal marriage,
52
kingly glory of Messiah’s reign
is no

Psalmist, probably on the occasion of

should foretell the

,

more surprising than

when danger

that an Isaiah in an evil time, a time

threatened, should point

men

“Mighty God.” To those who regard

the

“O God !”

rectly Messianic the address

The extreme

to
this

“Emmanuel,”
Psalm as di-

occasions no difficulty.

New

opposite of the view just described (the

Testament view as we feel in this instance entitled to call it)
is the one which regards this poem as a purely secular ode,
an epithalamium on the marriage of some king. The tendency

which so interpreted no

in critical circles is to set this psalm,

longer deserves that name, off by

From

poem.

poem

this standpoint the

non-religious

“exaggerated” diction of the

explained by some as due to poetic license, since the

is

ascription of deity to a
spirit

itself as a

human king

is

so contrary to the

and teaching of the Old Testament. Thus we

find that

while Staerk does not hesitate to assert that “the address

meant

‘thou divine being’ [Is this

God”?]

as a toning

to a king of the ancient Orient

is

down

in the

“O

of

mouth of

a

singer,

who

which

natural to every true wife, but especially necessary in a royal

is

uses the language of courtly flattery, something

consort, and above all in Messiah’s bride,
the chief
52

among

While

this

who must

find in her Lord,

ten thousand, the one altogether lovely?

Psalm

is

in

many

that practically all the elements

respects unique,

which enter

it

is

to be

observed

found

into the picture are

elsewhere in the Old Testament:
a)

The Covenant made

will dwell in her midst, as

b)

at Sinai that

Jehovah

her King (cf. Ex.

The Messianic Kingship of

will be Israel’s

ix. 6,

Judges

House

the Davidic

viii.

(2 Sam.

God and
23).

vii, cf.

the

other Royal Pss.)
c)

The Deity of

the Messiah (cf. esp. Isa. vii-ix,

d) Israel and the nations

personified

Micah

women

as

(cf.

v.

1).

phrases

the

‘daughter of Zion,’ ‘of Babylon,’ ‘of Egypt,’ ‘of Tyre’).
e) Israel, Jehovah’s bride, or wife (Isa.

lxii. 4, 5,

Hosea

ii.

16,

Ezek.

xvi).
f)

Messiah’s kingdom universal, including

all

nations (cf. Isa.

ii.

2, 3,

ff,

Jer.

and the “Blessing of Abraham’’).
g) Messiah’s reign to be righteous and glorious (Isa. xxxii.
Zech. ix).

1

xxiii. 5, 6,

h)
i)

To endure for ever (Isa. ix. 7,
He shall have a numerous seed

xv. 5)-

Zech.

ix.

(Ps. cx.

9
3,

ff).

Ezek. xvi. 20,

cf.

Gen.
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perfectly natural,”

“Yahwe

God ” 53

thy

he yet points out that the expression
is

tionship in which this

“intended to express the special rela-

man

ough-going comparative

mann

55

stands to God.” But such thor-

religionists as

boldly affirm that this

poem

Gunkel 54 and Gress-

preserves for us a clear

example of the practice in Ancient Israel 56 of that “emperorworship” which is the natural by-product of polytheism, and

was widespread

in the ancient Orient.

Thus

thorough-

to the

going evolutionist, as to the advocate of the directly Messianic interpretation, this verse occasions

no

difficulty.

But

it satisfactorily only on the basis of a theory
which while rendered “probable” by his “comparative”
studies is utterly opposed to the clear teachings of the Old
Testament as to the uniqueness of the religion of Israel in its

he can explain

as in many other respects.
who are unable to accept either of the
positions just referred to, who are unable to see in this King
of Ps. xlv. the Messiah and who are unwilling to recognize

monotheism

lofty ethical
It is

those scholars

polytheism, even under the guise of “poetic license” in the

Psalmody of
throne,

O

Israel,

God,

is

who

find difficulty

for ever and ever.”

that they should endeavor to avoid the

interpretation or emendation.

with the words

And

53

thy

57
.

“Thy

not remarkable

dilemma by means of

Several different interpreta-

tions have been proposed; but not one of

be natural

it is

them can be

said to

A number of emendations have been suggested

58
;

this was the original of “God,
Die Schriften dcs Alien Testaments: Lyrik. 2nd ed.

Staerk adopts of course the view that

God”

(1920),

(vs. 8),

p. 288.

54

Ausgewahlte Psalmen,p. 103 f.
55 Unsprung dcr Isr. jiid. Eschatologie, p. 256.
56 Such a claim is especially startling in view of the general tendency
in critical circles to date the Psalms as late as possible.
57 “Thy throne (of) God,” “Thy throne (is a throne) of God,” and
“Thy throne (is) God,” are one and all forced and artificial, and although
each has found able advocates, no one of the three is anything like as
probable as the “ordinary rendering.” It has been repeatedly charged
(e.g., by Delitzsch) that such renderings are merely attempts to “avoid”
the acceptance of the latter rendering.

without the intention of reflecting
ty of

many who have favored them,

in
it

And

while this

any way upon the

may

be asserted

intellectual hones-

can not be denied that

it is

the dog-

;

“thy throne,

o god, is for ever

and ever”

but no one of them can claim any support in the

MSS.

or in the ancient versions, and they have

all
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Hebrew
failed of

obtaining anything approaching general acceptance with the
critics

59
.

Dr. Briggs has said of them

:

planations of scholars satisfy, and so

“None of the many exnew opinions are con-

stantly emerging, equally unsatisfactory .”

The
most

60

fact that the critics have been unable with their ut-

effort to find a satisfactory substitute for the ordinary

rendering,

“O God !”, and

speaks so clearly

which so rendered
of the coming Messiah and hails him as

61

that this verse

matic difficulty which is responsible for their invention. On the other
hand there are many whose attitude can only be adequately described by
this word, “avoid.” And Lindsay did not hesitate to speak of the rendering of Heb. i. 8, by “Thy throne is God” as a “Unitarian rendering.”
With regard to the attempt to take Elohim as vocative but in the sense
of “ruler” or “judge” (Ex. xxi. 6) it may be said that it cannot be shown
that a single individual is ever in this sense addressed as “God” in the

Old Testament.
58

Olshausen (1853) asserted that a verb (e.g. “to establish”) was
beginning or end; (2) Bruston (1865) his view,

(1)

—

to be supplied at the

together with that of Giesebrecht (1887)

we have

discussed at length;

Lagarde (1872) changed “and ever” ( TJM ) into “has sustained”
(iJtD); (4) Bickell (1882) expanded the sentence to suit his metrical
theories and supplied a verb (“Thy throne, established is its foundation;
has established it God for ever and ever”)
(5) Noldeke (1888) simply
(3)

;

deleted the

word “God”

as a gloss;

throne (is) as God,” arguing that a
(7)

(6)

Bachmann

Kaph had been

lost

(1890) read

“Thy

before “Elohim”

Grimme (1902), “God has covered thy throne,” treating
way of writing (aramaisierende Schreibung) "|DD.

-|ND3 as an

unusual
59

Thus, while Wellhausen,

Giesebrecht emendation, a

Duhm

number of

and others accept the Brustoncritical

scholars, Driver, Reuss,

do not even mention it, while Briggs and Cheyne
weak and Konig rejects it. Driver at one time adopted La-

Kessler, Kittel, Staerk,

consider

it

garde’s reading, but later expressed a preference for that of

which he apparently attributed
60 Briggs,
61 In

The Psalms,

saying this

it is

Bachmann

to Edgehill.

in loco.

not meant that to an Old Testament saint the

full

import of the language of this Psalm was as obvious as to the New
Testament writer or to the Christian of today. But as stated above, the
presence of the Psalm in the Old Testament Canon can only be accounted for satisfactorily on the assumption that it was regarded as
Messianic.

saw in
penned

this
it.

And

there

Psalm

a

is no reason for supposing that a later “editor”
meaning which was not intended by the one who
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God

so strongly supported both by internal and external

is

may well be the occasion for rejoicing on the part
who believe that the great theme of the Scriptures
Christ who was to come, who came, and who is to

evidence
of

all

is

the

those

Throughout the Christian centuries the glorious
Holy Writ have been a great source of comand assurance to believing hearts 62 The attitude of ex-

come

again.

prophecies of
fort

.

treme caution, of ill-concealed hesitation to do justice to the
prophetic and miraculous elements in
so widespread today

much

as

it is

is

not a

mark

Holy Writ, which

is

of superior scholarship so

of compromise with the prevailing scepticism of

this

modern

acle

and Prophecy as furnishing convincing proof

Christians of the past have gloried in Mir-

age.

that

God

has revealed Himself. The tendency to regard the supernatural element in the Bible as a “liability” rather than an “asset”

The

utterly opposed to the teachings of the Scripture.

is

Church of God has

lost

not a

failure to proclaim boldly

God

of

little

and

of her power through her

to glory in the

recorded in Holy Writ, even though

it

“mighty acts”
be in the face

of a “scientific” scepticism which has relegated the miraculous to the limbo of discarded notions.

It will

be recalled that this article was given the sub-title,

“A

Study in Higher Critical Method.” Dealing as it does
with one of the great Messianic passages of the Old Testament it has a claim upon the interest of the reader. But it
is perhaps in this second aspect that it should be most illuminating. It has been pointed out that the rendering

throne shall be for ever and ever"
jectural” emendations

is

“Thy

only one of several “con-

which have been proposed

in

the

course of a hundred years of “critical” study of the Old

Testament and that

all

of these emendations are opposed by

evidence in support of the present text which
62

Of Cocceius and

teenth century,
the

it

Grotius,

was

unusually

two of the great theologians of

the seven-

said that Cocceius “found Christ everywhere in

Old Testament and Hugo Grotius found him nowhere.” In

of Luke xxiv. 27

it

should not be

the Old Testament Scriptures

of

is

Our Lord.

is

difficult to

in

the light

decide which attitude toward

accord with the teaching and example

“thy throne,

o god,

is

for ever and ever"

strong, far too strong to be ignored.

We

have seen that de-

emendation due to

spite the initial probability in favor of this

the close similarity

Jehovah and
in

which obviously

“shall be” in

between the words

exists

Hebrew, there

265

almost no evidence

is

favor of the alleged confusion and that “zeal” on the

part of an Elohistic redactor does not account for

it.

We have

seen that the proposed emendation cannot be justified on the
ground of any incompleteness or stylistic weakness in the
verse which may be regarded as a particularly strong statement of the thought intended, and that this emendation
would not merely change the meaning of the verse in a way
for which there

is no warrant either in the verse itself or in
would decidedly weaken it.
e have seen that
although this emendation has been known for more than half
a century, it has been rejected by some of the scholars most
influential in critical circles.
Yet we find that in a widely
advertised popular commentary which in the words of its
own introduction claims to be “a careful and candid attempt

W

the context, but

to set forth the present results of intensive

study,”

it

is

modem

asserted regarding this passage

:

Biblical

“For

‘thy

O God,’ the original text must have had ‘thy throne,
Yahweh,’ ‘God’ being due to the editor of the Elohistic
Psalter. But ‘Yahweh’ was itself a mistake of the scribe for
e
‘will be’ (yih yeh being changed into ‘Yahweh’). Read therefore, ‘Thy throne will exist for ever and ever.’ ” Notice the
steps in the argument, if argument it can be called: “
must have been
was itself a mistake.
Read, therefore,
...” We might almost imagine that the critic had seen the
throne,

O

.

.

original

MS

.

.

with his

.

own

.

.

.

.

eyes and watched the “editor” and

the “scribe” at their work.

Professor Addis cannot have

been ignorant of the fact that the emendation which he

was only one of a number of such
have been aware that this particular emendation was opposed by some of the ablest critics,
men whose scholarship he would not have thought of questioning. He must have known some at least of the weighty
objections which bear against the acceptance of this constated with such finality

conjectural changes.

He must
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jecture

63
.

Yet

like

Fadyen he did not

Mc-

Professor Baton and Professor
hesitate to present

it

to a

“popular audi-

ence” as an “assured result” of criticism established beyond
dispute.

The

dicta of the critics

which we have been investigating

two things very

clearly: the remarkable readiness

illustrate

of the critics to accept almost any explanation of Biblical

data however uncertain or even improbable which rejects the
Supernatural, and the singular inability which they often

show

to distinguish between

Proof. The one tendency

is

and

Probability,

Possibility,

so manifest in

most

“critical’’

works dealing with the Bible that it has to be discounted in
all who would form a correct judgment as to the

advance by

value of the conclusions arrived
usually held

somewhat

in check

at.

The

other tendency

by the obligation under which

show that he
with which he

familiar with the

the critic feels himself to

is

literature of the subject

deals.

in “scholarly’’

works intended for the

opinions held by scholars (at least by
usually stated and discussed with
the view of the writer

is

;

Consequently

expert, the various

“critical’’

more or

scholars) are

less fulness

and

also adequately defended. In “popu-

lar” text-books a thorough treatment

case impossible

is

is

in the nature of the

the average reader has neither the time nor

the technical training to follow an elaborate discussion. This
fact

would seem

to obligate the writer of such a popular

work

to confine himself as closely to generally accepted facts as

possible

and

to avoid the

advancing of doubtful theories as

if they were facts. Yet there seems to be a growing tendency
on the part of the critics to use just such books as these as a

channel for asserting theories of this nature with a positiveness which they would hesitate to use in their scholarly
treatises.

But they can do

this only at the risk of their scholar-

ly reputations.

Princeton.

63

Oswald

T. Allis.

Professor Addis died before the publication of Peake’s

Commen-

him thus severely may seem to be in bad taste. But
Peake’s Commentary is very much alive and it is being very widely advertised as the most scholarly and up-to-date one-volume commentary
tary and to criticize

on the Bible in the English language.

—

PROTESTANTISM AND PROPERTY
Never,

in the

years since the Reformation, has the whole

of Protestantism held a definite attitude toward property.
It does not now. It has a wealth of opinion, a plethora of past
and present writing, and several “Social Creeds” which show
a deepening interest, but as yet no decided acceptation of a
clearly defined basis on which to found, not only an authori-

tative,

and

but also, a unitedly Protestant code, applied by clergy

laity alike,

to the

using, dispensing,

property. “Property
tion.

problems of obtaining, possessing,

and more important

the kernel of the

is

The economic problem of

tion of property, but

still

its

the future

distribution.”

1

perhaps, lacking

whole
is

social ques-

not the produc-

Inquiry into the sub-

ject reveals great divergence in the thought of the Protestant

church as a whole.

To

seek the historical causes of these dif-

growth of the modern conceptions, with a
hope of achieving some logical unity, is the purpose of this
paper. The natural development of the subject is, then
(
The teachings of the Medieval Church bearing on propi )
erty which were repudiated by Protestantism. (2) The teachings advanced by the Protestant Church during the Reformation and the two subsequent centuries. (3) The growth of
the economic and materialistic attitude with the consequent
ferences and the

:

Church’s commanding position. (4)
Recent and present attitudes claiming Protestantism’s atten-

loss of the Protestant

tion.
I.

Teachings of the Medieval Church that were
Repudiated by Protestantism

The Protestant Reformation found a Medieval Church
organized and systematized as no other institution in the
world’s history. Because of this organization 2 and because
The Next Great Awakening, p. 196.
“At the beginning of the present era the church was a despotic and
exploiting organization. Instead of a great exemplar of fraternity, it
was ruled by a monarchical hierarchy which used its immense powers
to lord it over the people and enrich itself’’ (Rauschenbusch, Christian1

Strong,

2

ising the Social Order).

,
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she had so complete a system the Medieval Church had a

very definite and quite inclusive attitude toward property.

This attitude was of course interrelated with her teaching on

many

other subjects, and was also, through the peculiar

theological casuistry

and

Schoolmen,

ethical legalism of the

applied to the ultimate minutiae of each individual’s existence.

When Luther attacked one dogma of this Medieval
all felt

the shock. Indeed

and the Reformation

it

was the

spirit

Church,

of the Renaissance

most sacred

to investigate even the

of accepted things, one discovery leading on to another. So
a Galileo, a Columbus, an
ers followed, each in his

Erasmus and

own way,

nificant that the spark that

lit

the various

the light. It

is

Reformmost sig-

Luther’s lamp was his disgust

with the mercenary sale of indulgences and his sympathy for
the poor people so swindled.

The

sale of indulgences

heart a profoundly religious question; but

was

social

its

at

and

economic significance was tremendous. To say that the Pro-

Reformation was occasioned by a dispute over the
spending of money will sound startling only to one who does
not have in mind what that dispute involved. Such a movetestant

ment must

inevitably repudiate

some

at least of the

Medieval

doctrines with regard to property.

Foremost, then, the Reformers denied the doctrine of the

“Treasury of Merit” (Thesaurus Meritorum )

3

necessarily

overturning the idea that merit was stored up by the saints,
especially those

Perfection,’

i.e.,

who

followed the ‘Evangelical Counsels of

poverty, chastity, and obedience,

that thus, serving

God more

perfectly than

4

believing

common men

were required, they were adding by this to the infinite merit
bestowed by Christ and the Virgin on the Church. They believed and the Church claimed by the power of the keys to be
able to distribute this treasure as she pleased in indulgences,

A

3
short discussion of this is found in Vol. V, Part II of Schaff’s History of the Christian Church, with references to the modern doctrine.
4 See articles in the Catholic Dictionary and the Catholic Encyclopae-

dia

on “Evangelical Counsels” and related

topics.
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The following quotation from Calvin 5 is the typical attitude of the Reformers: “The Schoolmen have discovered
etc.

most pestilent
manner
when
they have made them to be
counsels which we are at liberty to obey or not to obey, and
have confined the necessary observance of them to the monks,
who on account of this very circumstance would be more
either their ignorance or their wickedness in a
.

.

.

.

.

.

righteous than plain Christians, because they have voluntarily

bound themselves to observe these counsels.”
(A) The renunciation of property, poverty by taking a
vow, said the Medieval Church, was the teaching of Christ
and the Apostles as a way of attaining Apostolic Perfection.
Thus such passages were quoted as Matt. 16 124, “If any man
will come after me, let him deny himself and take up his
6
cross and follow me,” and Matt. 19:21, “If thou wouldst
be perfect, go sell that thou hast and give to the poor, and
thou shalt have treasure in heaven.” “Take nothing for your
journey, neither staves nor scrip,

neither bread,

neither

7

money; neither have two coats apiece.” “Sell all that ye have
and give alms; provide yourselves bags which wax not old,
5

Institutes, Vol.

I,

p. 446, cf.

the following pp. (Bk.

II,

Ch. VIII, par.

56 ).
6

A

The Mirror of PerImitation of Christ, The Inner Castle, etc., will reveal quotation, among others, of the following passages: Matt. 16:24-26, Matt.
careful perusal of such Mediaeval books as

fection,

An

“Wherefore if thy hand or thy foot offend thee, cut them off
them from thee,” etc. Matt. 20:26, “Whosoever will be chief
among you, let him be your servant.” Mark 8 :35, Luke 9 23-25, Mark
9:21, Luke 14:26, “If any man come to me and hate not his father and
mother, and wife and children, and brethren and sisters, yea and his
own life also, he cannot be my disciple.” Luke 14:33, “So whosoever
he be of you that renounceth not all that he hath cannot be my disciple.” Luke 16:13, “Ye cannot serve God and mammon.” Luke 17:33,
Luke 18:29, Luke 18:22. It will be noted that these were spiritualized
and applied to the monastic life in a truly Medieval manner. Also that
18 18-9,

and

cast

:

many

of these passages apply also to the next section on almsgiving.

We

them again however but refer the reader’s attention to
them here where they first seem pertinent. The Reformers of course
did not lack in their love and adherence to these scriptures, but they
refused to interpret them as counselling the renunciation of property

will not quote

and the taking of the
7

Luke 9 :3.

vow

of poverty.
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a treasure in the heavens that faileth not, where no thief
approacheth, neither moth corrupteth. For where your treas-

your heart be also ." 8
The words and example of the Apostles they added to
these. They ‘‘sold their possessions and goods, and parted
them to even man, as every- man had need .” 9 “Our Lord
Jesus,” they taught, “though he was rich yet for our sakes
he became poor, that through his poverty ye might become
10
rich .”
All these passages and many others we find quoted
by the Medieval Church as proof that voluntary poverty was
such an aid to perfection.
To these may be added the influence of tradition. The
legendary lives of the Apostles and the Christians of the
Early Church, and the writings of the Fathers, it is true, do
not teach that there were counsels of perfection. Indeed,
as Calvin says, “Who can doubt that the fathers would have
11
sincerely abhorred such blasphemy ?”
But it cannot be denied that they show a decided ascetic emphasis. Take up the
13
12
or even the Dictionary
Vitae Patrum , the Acta Sanctorum
14
and at once you feel that here is an
of Christian Biography
ure

there will

is

T

,

,

adulation of renunciation, especially a renunciation of property.

Even modern

writers on the apostolic age, as

see later, extol the poverty of the early Christians,

we

shall

and none

can speak of their charity without mentioning also their
nunciation
8

Luke

9

Acts 2

10 II

re-

15
.

12:33-34.
:45.

Rom.

8:13, I Cor. 2:27-28, II Cor. 6:10.
289 (Bk. IV. Ch. VIII, par. 14.)
Vitae Patrum, Rosweyd, Antwerp 1615-23, very scarce but well

Cor. 8:9,

cf.

11 Institute, vol. Ill p.

12

known
13

in its century.

Acta Sanctorum, prepared

landists in Brussels,

still

to

go with the

saints’

days by the Bol-

incomplete.

Dictionary of Christian Biography, the work of Smith and Wace,
Four volumes going up to the 8th century’ only.
15 Cf. Uhlhorn, Christian Charity in the Early Church. E. Hatch, Organization of the Early Christian Churches; A. Harnack, The Mission
14

1877.

and Expansion of Christianity Duchesne, Early History of the Christian
Church Dobschutz, Christian Life in the Primitive Church. Many other
works and writers are mentioned by Schaff, History of the Christian
Church, Vols. I and II.
;

;
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Similarly the patristic, apologetic, and early ecclesiastical
writers generally exalt the ascetic
tine

17
,

and

all

tion as ideal.

Clement

16

St.

,

Augus-

the rest indeed upholding the life of renuncia-

Complete renunciation of course “centered

round three points

self

life,

:

it-

poverty, chastity, and obedience”

18
;

but of the three poverty seemed “the most absolutely essential.” If

any man

calleth

own

aught his

he maketh himself a

stranger to the elect of God,” says Basil .”

No
may

doubt, as some have said, the influence of the Essenes

be traced in this asceticism

may have

the Therapeutae

ideal, especially as
21

tion

.

19

However

20
.

Or

contributed to a

it

may

this

again the agency of

influenced the growth of this

from

life free

distrac-

be, there is a noticeable repetition

throughout the ages from

St.

Anthony to
young

Francis of the

St.

22

This story
and the words of Christ we have quoted, seem to
have found a ready response in the spirits of earnest Christians of the age. Was every Christian to feel the same? “Are
all called to be Ministers?
Missionaries? Is the same sacrire-enaction of the story of the rich

ruler

.

especially,

—

fice demanded of every child of God? Is the
Abraham, ‘Thy son, thine only son Isaac’ an

—

every life? Is the

command: ‘Go

sell all

sacrifice of

incident in

that thou hast

and

give to the poor,’ of universal application? Are there no

martyrs? Put

in this

question answers

form” by the Medieval Christian “the
23
It seemed clear that only a cer-

itself .”

16 Who is the Rich Man that is Saved? and Epistle to James, VIII, X,
Migne, Patrol. Lat., Vol. I, p. 467.
17 In adulation of Saint Anthony and in his advice
to his sister.
18 Workman, Evolution
of Monasticism, p. 55, cf. Zoeckler, Askese in
Monachtnm, pp. 156-165. Harnack, Monasticism, p. 10.
19 Rcgulae Brev. tract Interrog.
85, op. ii. p. 629 in ed. Gamier, Paris,

183920

Moffat “Essenes”

in

Hastings

Encyclopaedia

of

Religion

and

Ethics.
21

A

fine discussion of this point will be

found

in

Conybeare, The Con-

templative Life.
22 Cf. St. Anthony, Paul of Thebes, Simeon
Stylites, The Sarabaites,
Ambrose, Rhemoboths, Hilarion, etc., in such works as Reuffner, Uhlhorn, and Cassian and Palladius.
23 Workman, Evolution
of the Monastic Ideal, p. 336, cf. “God makes
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few were so

tain

When

whole church.

called in order to serve the

thought was fully developed, monasticism became
“a veritable stampede from the Catholic Church, as though
this

were no better than
from which escape was sought.” 24 No doubt

that great creation of Christian energy

the evil world

and the lack of

the wealth

spirituality in

a church such as

Constantine, by his establishment, created had

much

with the more devout seeking a purer religious
wilderness.

25

Surely

Roman

one desiring to

itself to

society

live

a

some

however more than anything

commend

influence in

his possessions.

sell

to

little

do

to

in the

26
Perhaps the
of faith.

life

chiliasm of the Early Church had
the religieuse willing to

had

life

27

making

There was

else the fact of a regular

attractive establishment of the monastic life

and

under Benedict

28
(529 A.D.). The Anchorites had been too scattered, the
Coenobites too unruly, it w as in the life of a monk under the
7

church found the

rule that the

life

of renunciation most at-

tractive.

However
icans,

the Benedictine

form of renunciation

it

possibilities in
St. Francis.

29

following this

“Money,

O my

ideal.

sonous serpent.” 30

no

legislation,

and poor

‘If

alike;

first rule

of

else

but the devil and a poi-

be sure, after the death of Francis

was some moderation of

class

rich

To

Witness the

brother,” says St. Francis, “is

unto the servants of God naught
there

w-as never

remained for the Franciscans and the Dominparticularly the Franciscans, to exhaust the human

complete,

any

man

the original rule of absolute

will

the terms are

come

all

after me’; that includes

inclusive,

to missionary and

mechanic, to prince and peasant, the words are the same.” Strong, The
Great Awakening, p. 137, expresses the Protestant view.
24
25
26
27

A. V. G. Allen, Christian Institutions, p. 139.
Harnack, Monasticism, p. 44.
S. Dill, Roman Society in the Last Century of the Western Empire.
Harnack, Monasticism, p. 27, cf. J. F. Silver, The Lord’s Return.

28

See Schaff Vol. II, p. 392, and Vol. Ill, p. 147, for references.
Quarrachi ed., Opuscula Sancti Patris Francisci Assisiensis,
See, P. Robinson, A Short Introduction to Franciscan Literature.
30 Everyman ed. Little Flowers, p. 345, cf. pp. 3, 4, 10, 12, etc.
29

etc.
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poverty and mendicancy 31 but

Church “The Franciscans,
property.”

“Though

all in

called religious,” said

still

it

273

was a saying of the

and the Apostles held no
general who worship God may be
Christ,

Thomas Aquinas,

“the

name

is

es-

pecially given to such as dedicate their entire lives to the

worship of God, keeping aloof from worldly business .” 32
There were many fanatic movements of protest at the
time of the Franciscan movement 33 and shortly after. The

world was getting ready for the

final protest of the Reformawhich all this system should be overthrown, and with
the Medieval Church’s praise of the renunciation of prop-

tion in
it

erty.

(B) Protestantism however found that underlying the
Poverty (the renunciation of property),

ideal of Evangelical

was

the ideal of Christian Charity.

The Division of Prop-

erty with those in need, or Alms, said the Medieval Church
was enjoined on the Christian as a debt, the paying of which
was only an act of justice. “Rich is the man that pities many,”
they read 34 “and in imitation of God bestows from what he
hath, for God giveth all things to all from his own creatures.
Understand then, ye rich men, that ye are in duty bound to
do service, having received more than ye yourselves need.
Learn that to others is lacking that wherein you superabound. Be ashamed of holding fast what belongs to others.
Imitate God’s equity and none shall be poor.” This thought
was derived of course from the passages quoted above where
Christ commends almsgiving and from the following also:
,

31

The

conflict

between the Spirituals and the Moderates

led to this

modification.
32

Summa,

II, 11

Q. lxxxi, “Of Religious” Art. I.
Men of Lyons, The Flagellants,

The Cathari or AlbiDie Franciskanische Bewegung,
Stuttgart, 1903, which treats of poverty and its relation to the reform of
the M.A. and is a scientific Protestant work; also “Economic Self Interest in the German Anti-Clericalism of the Fifteenth and Sixteenth Centuries,” A. E. Harvey in the Amer. Jour, of Theol., Vol. 19, p. 509; also
“The Roman Law and the Peasant Revolt,” Sidney Fay in the Amer. Hist.
33 E.g.,

the Poor

genses, and the Lollards. See, Glaser,

Rev. 1911, Vol. 16.
34 The Preaching
of Peter, Didache

1

:5-4:6-7.
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“He

him impart to him that hath
35
let him do likewise .”
“Give to
him that asketh thee, and from him that would borrow of
36
thee turn not thou away .”
“But whoso hath this world’s
two coats

that hath

let

none and he that hath meat
,

goods, and seeth his brother have need, and shutteth up his

bowels of compassion from him,

God

in

how

dwelleth the love of

him .” 37 Several passages from

were also

the

Old Testament

influential in creating this attitude. “If there be

any poor man of one of thy brethren within any of the gates
in thy land which the Lord thy God giveth thee thou shalt
not harden thy heart nor shut thine hand from thy poor
brother: but thou shalt open thine hand wide to him and
shalt surely

hand him

sufficient for his

need in that which

he wanteth .” 38

The church
Middle Ages.
duced

writers emphasized almsgiving
St.

Ambrose speaks

things for the

all

common

duced the

vate right .”

39

common

all

through the

for them, “Nature pro-

use of

all

men. Nature pro-

right of property but usurpation the pri-

So, says Gregory Nazianzen,

we should

give

alms and “not be bad stewards of what has been given us .” 40

So again the Shepherd of Hernias, “Every man ought to be
rescued from his misfortunes, for he that hath need and suffereth misfortune in his daily life
necessity

and suffers

like

is

in great distress

torment with one

in

and

bonds .” 41 “In-

stead then of the fields buy ye souls in distress as one is able,
and protect widows and orphans, for to this end the sovereign
Master enriched you, that ye might perform these services
35

Mark

36

Matt. 5

37 I

28:19.

John

3 :n.
:42.

3:17. Cf. also Matt. 5:42, 6:1-4, 10:42, 19:16, 21, 28, 25:31-46,

Mark

10:17, 21-28, 12:41.

Luke

3:11, 6:29, 35, 38, 10:25-37, 11:41,

John 12:5-6, 13:29; Acts, 2:45,
3:2,4:36,9:36-41, 10:2, 31, 11:28, 24:17; Romans 12:7, 13, 15:26; I Cor.
9:1-19, 13:3, 16:2; II Cor. 8:4, 14, 9:9, Gal. 2:10, Phil. 4:15, II Thess.
4:9; Heb. 13:16, 10:34; I John 3:17; Rev. 2:9.
12:33, 14:12-14, 16:19-26, 18:22, 19:1-10;

38
39

Deut. 15:7 and 8. Cf. Ec. 22:5, Deut. 15:4, 7, 9-1 1;
Officiis, i, 28; Comm on Ps ., cxviii, 8-22.

De

,

40

Oration xiv, xvi.

41

Similitude , X,

,

iv, 2.

I

Kgs. 8:50,

etc.
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for

Him .” 42

Irenaeus also, “Wherein anyone can do good

neighbors and does

to his

the Lord’s

275

43
love .”

in property ,”

431

it

he shall be reckoned alien to

not,

Tertullian speaks of alms as “fellowship

while Cyprian holds that property

is

held in

“Not only open-handed, but just, is an imita44
of God the Father .”
So again Lactantius speaks of

trust for God.

tion

alms as justice because of the claims of need upon property,
especially

where there

is

to spare. Christ came, he says, to

restore justice as dutifulness

contain justice

45
.

(

Pietas ). Pietas and aequitas

men he

Equity between

concludes

is

humani-

tas or charity.

All the Medieval theologians are of the opinion that the
institution of private property

those

who

are in

lawful, yet the claims of

is

want continue

“Alms

to be valid.

rather than mercy,” says Gregory the Great

This principle that almsgiving
than mercy,

is

all

are justice

46
.

an act of justice rather

is

very significant, and forms a very important

element in the Medieval conception of property

47
.

In short to

and the Medieval Church the only natural condithat of common ownership and use. They admit how-

the Fathers
tion

is

ever that

human

nature being as

(since the Fall) greedy,

it is

and vicious, it is impossible for man to live normally under the conditions of common ownership. Private
property is therefore practically the creation of the state and
is defined, limited, and changed by the state. So they traced
from the words of the law, the prophets, the wisdom writers,
Christ, the apostles, and the schoolmen a distinction definitely
avaricious,

42 Similitude,

I,

5-8, Cf.,

Mandate, VIII,

10.

Harnack, Patruni Apost.

Opera.
43

Fragment

10, in

Harvey’s

ed., II, p. 477.

43 “

Apology, ch. 39.
44 De Opere et Eleemosynis.
45 Divine Institutes, V, 5-6, and VI,
9.
48 Lib. Reg. Past., iii, 21.
47 Ambrosiaster, Comm, on 2 Cor.
9:9,
that a

man

good of

all.

says, “it is a matter of justice

keeps not for himself alone what
.

.

It is

just to distribute.

not retain for himself

what God gave for

VI

25, Epist.

in

Johannis Evang.

XCIII,

.

.

is

is

a just

all.” Cf. St.

11,

God for the
man who does

intended by

He

Augustine, Tract

and Sermo, L,

2.

:
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made

in the canon law by Gratian in the twelfth century between the law of nature and the positive law in regard to
48
property. “By the law of nature,” says Gratian
“all things
,

are

common

men and

to all

;

this principle

the Christians in Acts. This principle

was

was observed by

also

handed down
and

by the philosophers (note the influence of Plato, Seneca,
Aristotle here). Actually private property

the state.”

man are”

“The temporal goods

is

the creation of

that heaven bestows on a

then “his as to ownership,” says

Thomas Aquinas

49
,

“but as to the use they ought not to be his exclusively, but
also should benefit others,

who

them. Wherefore Basil says,
that ye withhold

money

the bread of the

hungry

the naked man's coat that you keep in store

:

the shoe of the barefoot that
the

can be maintained out of

‘It is

is

mouldering

in

:

your house

of the needy that you have buried in the earth.’

”

“There are times at which one sins mortally in omitting to
give alms on the part of the receiver, when there is an apparent and urgent need, and no appearance of anyone at
:

hand

to relieve

fluities

it

:

on the part of the giver when he has super-

which are not necessary to him

the cases that

may happen

to think of the future,
48

Decretum, D.

Summa,
50 Summa,

49

terest to see

II,
II,

how

viii,

Pt.

he consider

in the future, for that

all

would be

which the Lord forbids .” 50
I.

n, xxxii, Art. V. Qu.

2,

par.

n, Q. xxxii, Art. V. Qu.

the

in his present state,

Nor need

according to a probable estimate.

Summist

2,

2.

par. 3.

It

may

be of in-

distinguishes the life of the religious

from

the ordinary Christian duty however. In answer to the question “Is

Almsgiving an act of charity?” he

says,

“A work whereby something

given to one in need, out of compassion, for the sake of God is” under
certain circumstances an act of charity. {Summa, II, 11, Qu. xxxii, Art.
is

“On the side of the giver we must observe that what is distributed
alms should be of his superfluity, and to give alms to him who is in
extreme need otherwise almsgiving is a matter of counsel, as there are
counsels for every better good.” ( Summa II, 11, Q. xxxii, Art. V.)
“However” (Art. VI.) “it would be an inordinate thing for one to deprive himself of so much of his own goods to give to others, as not to
be able on the rest to pass his life suitably to his state and the calls
I.)

in

:

of business. But from this rule there are three exceptions. The

first is
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The

practical bearing of such a doctrine

becomes an equal

stated thus: the beggar

if

may

277
be baldly

not a superior

and vagabondage are extolled
and profligacy and prodigality become virtues 51 Such an inverted doctrine could not help but have a disastrous social
influence. The Reformation put private ownership on the
51
basis of a divine institution taught in the Decalogue ” and
opposed begging and mendicancy with an entirely new attitude toward work and almsgiving. Said Calvin, “God sets a
higher value on the pious exertions for the government of
a family, when a holy father of a family free from avarice,
ambition, and other corrupt practices, devotes himself to this
in piety to the rich, laziness

.

object that he

may

God

serve

in a particular calling .”

52

The

Protestant Church never accepted the Medieval Church’s

was a work of justice, or that the
demands of poverty for a division of property could be
based upon the common right to its use.
(C) The third teaching of the Medieval Church with regard to property, rejected by the Protestant Church was the
forbidding of usury by the Canon Law. For this provision it
seemed to the Medieval Church that there was scriptural warrant. “Thou shalt not lend upon usury to thy brother; usury
teaching that almsgiving

when one changes his state, say, by entering religion for then in giving
away all that he has for Christ he does a work of perfection, and trans:

fers himself to another state.
51

Of

ma,

II,

Prodigality, “Is Prodigality the opposite of covetousness?” Suvi11,

Ques. cxix, Art.

I.

“In exterior behavior

prodigal to exceed in giving, but to
5ia

“By

commandment,

fail in

it belongs to the
keeping or acquiring.”

owning of peculiar subThe Lord forbiddeth
theft, therefore He ordaineth and confirmeth the proper owning of
worldly riches. For what canst thou steal if all things are common to
all men? For thou hast stolen thine own and not another man’s if thou
takest from another that he hath. But God forbiddeth theft; and therefore by making His law, he confirmeth the proper possession of pestance

culiar

is

this

goods” (Bullinger, quoted by Levy,

52 Institute,

Book IV, Oh.

live the life of a

of

(8th) the proper

lawfully ordained and fully established.

men

;

but

it

xiii,

p.

147).

par. xvi. “It

is

a beautiful thing to

philosopher in retirement at a distance from the society
is

not the part of Christian charity for a

man

to act

mankind, withdrawing to the solitude of the desert,
and abandoning the principal duties that the Lord hath commanded."
as

if

he hated

all
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of money, usury of victuals, usury of anything that

is

lent

upon usury.
Space

suffices for

only a quotation or two from the writers

of the pre-Reformation church. Gregory Nazianzen

calls

it

“Farming not the land but the necessity of the needy.” 54
Thomas Aquinas in answer to the question “Is it a sin to take
usury for the lending of money?” says, “To take usury for the
lending of money is in itself unjust 55 because it is a case of
selling that

which

is

non-existent; and that

is

manifestly the

up of an inequality contrary to justice.” For that matThomas even frowns on trade, excessive gain being
considered a form of usury. “Trade 56 considered in itself
setting

ter St.

contains a certain unseemliness, in so

much

as

it

does not es-

any honorable and necessary end.
Clerics ought to abstain not only from things in themselves
evil, but also from the things that have the appearance of
evil, and this observation applies to trade, both because it applies to earthly things of gain, of which the clergy ought to
sentially involve

.

.

.

be despisers, as also because of the vices frequently found in
persons engaged in trade, because

from

sins of the lips’

‘a

merchant

is

(Ecclus. 26:28). There

reason, because trade too

much

hardly free
is

another

entangles the soul in secular

is forbidden in Ex. 22:25, Lev. 25:35-37. Deut.
Prov. 28:8, Isa. 24:2, Jer. 15:10, Ezek. 18:8, 13, 17,
22:12. It is rebuked in Nehemiah 5:1-13. Authorized toward strangers,
Deut. 23:20, and exacted according to the record of Ezekiel 22:12, but it
is plainly said that just men do not exact it, Ezekiel 18:8.

53

Deut. 23:19.

23:19,

54

Ps.

Usury

15:5,

Oration xvi,

18.

Question lxxviii in II, n, Art. I, par. 5, says “It is to be said
that he that is not bound to lend may receive compensation for what he
has done in lending but ought not to receive more.”
56 Summa, II, n. Art. iv, Ques. lxxxvii. “Still though gain, which
is the end of trade, does not essentially involve anything that is honorable or necessary neither does it essentially involve any element of
55

:

vice, or

aught that

is

opposed

to virtue, hence there

is

nothing to hinder

gain from being referred to an end necessary or even honorable. And
thus trade will be rendered lawful: as when one refers to moderate
gain that he seeks from trade to the sustenance of his family or to the
relief

of the distressed.”
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and withdraws from

cares,

says: ‘No

man

spirituality: hence the Apostle

being a soldier of

God

with secular matters’ (2 Tim. 2:4).”
tantism disagreed with these thoughts

(D) The

dogma

279

entangleth himself

How

we

deeply Protes-

shall shortly see.

fourth, and perhaps least prominent Medieval

that Protestantism refused

a corrollary of the third

is

Usury, gain, luxury,

just mentioned.

all

opposed themselves

very naturally to the teachings mentioned, but ‘the root’ of
all

these, said the

Church, was money divorced from

toil

57

and things. The Capital of the Middle Ages was embryonic
and small, yet it existed in the hands of the Jews, the Fuggers, and in markets such as Genoa, Venice, and later the
Hanse towns. Money that took the place of exchange by
barter
money that was more mobile than goods money became the object of hatred to the monks and the target of the
Medieval preacher.
Here again we can quote from Scripture: “For the love
of money is the root of all evil; which while some coveted

—

—

after, they

have erred from the

through with many sorrows.”

58

faith,

and pierced themselves

The money changers

of the

Gospels were recalled as the type of sinner especially addicted
59

To

money was a heathen and was
Kingdom of Heaven. The extorexchange and usury made money itself an object of

to this evil.

the Fathers,

never naturalized into the
tion of

hatred and enmity. St. Francis
perfectly

all

did he execrate
ass.”

60

is

represented as “despising

things which are of this world, above

Money

money

that

.

.

.

was found

more than
in a

the

all

things

dung of an

purse he declared some

57

“That Capitalism as such is older than Puritanism even Weber
deny” (Felix Rachfahl, “Calvinism and Capitalism,” 1909, in
Internationale Wochenschrift fur Wissenschaft, Kunst und Technik, p.
will not

This article

1293.
58

1

59 Cf.

Mark

How

is

rather critical of Calvin’s influence.).

Tim. 6:10.
Matt. 21

:i2,

Jesus overturning the tables of the

the Church’s attitude.
60

money

changers.

and John 2:15 give accounts of the same or similar events.
these episodes are differently interpreted is a key to the change in
11 115

The Mirror of Perfection, Ch.

xiv.

;
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which a miracle proved it to be 61
“He was wont to call money ‘flies’ ” and taught that begging
food was better than buying it because thus one does not need
“devilish contrivance”

.

handle money. Protestantism never held this enmity.

to

Luther and Calvin distinguished between the “love of money”

and “money

itself ”

The

II.

There

is

as

we

shall see.

Positive Teaching of Protestantism

then the positive teaching that Protestantism of-

fered following the Reformation. Luther or Calvin, or the

other Reformers asserted some

and

new

truths in regard to prop-

Surely they were interested. The Reformers were social

erty.

political leaders as well as theologians

62
.

He who

reads

the Reformation merely as a battle of abstract theological

doctrines mistakes the whole age.

Out of

the

smoke of those

days Protestantism emerged with certain ideas about property that

we can

clearly recognize.

As one might

expect their

source was largely the old Testament and Paul’s Epistles, the
61 Life,

money

is

Ch.

vii.

A

fine picture

of the Medieval Friar preaching against

given in Reade’s The Cloister and the Hearth, in the character

of Brother Jerome.

There are many books and articles upholding the view here exThe following may be mentioned here: Vedder, The Reformation in Germany; B. Bax, The Social Side of the Reformation (three
volumes)
Cambridge Medieval History, Vol. I, pp. 564ff and 59off
Carlyle, History of the Medieval Political Theory in the West, especially
Vol. I, Ch. 12 and Vol. II, Ch. 2; Chalfant Robinson, “Some Economic
Results of the Protestant Reformation Doctrines,” in the Princeton
Theological Review, Oct. 1917; Max Weber, “Protestant Ethik und der
Geist des Capitalismus,” in Archiv fur Socialzvissenschaft und Social
62

pressed.

;

XX,

XXI, pp. 1-110; Werner Sombart, QuinWard, “Darstellung und Wiirdigung
der Ansichten Luther’s von Staadt und seinen wirtschaftlichen Aufgaben,” in Conrad’ sSa?nmlung nationalokonomischer und statistischer Ab-

Politik, Vol.

pp. 1-54, Vol.

tessence of Capitalism, pp. 222-267

J

handlungen, pp. 47-51, Jena, 1898; Waring, Political Theories of Martin
Luther, pp. 205ff A. V. Heister, “Calvin and Civil Liberty,” in the Reformed Church Review, Aug. 1909 P. T. Forseyth, “Calvin and Capitalism,” Contemp. 97:728; Forseyth, “Calvin in the Business World,” Living Age, 266:634; A. Kuyper, “Calvinism, the Origin and Safeguard of
;

;

our Constitutional Liberties,” Bibliotheca Sacra, 52:385, 646; Kampschulte, /. Calvin: Seine Kirche und sein Staat in Genf; A. E. Harvey

“Economic

Self-Interest,”

etc.,

Am.

Jour, of Theology, 19:509.
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ground from which sprang Calvin’s assurance of God’s

fertile

sovereignty and Luther’s restatement of justifying faith.

(A)

First

among

these Protestant teachings let us put the

conviction that material prosperity
ing

How

63
.

is

a sign of God’s bless-

often the Old Testament speaks in support of

64

Abraham, Jacob, David, and the Psalms, Proverbs,
and the spirit of the Book of Job all are in line with
this thought. So Luther puts wealth as a great good. “Wealth
this

.

—

itself, honestly acquired and honorably employed is a great
good .” 65 “Riches are not bad in themselves, nor is poverty
anything good in itself. Everything depends upon the man
who uses it. God does not require us to be without money, as
some fools among the philosophers and some crazy saints
among the Christians have taught. He permits some to become rich, but He does not want them to set their hearts and
their love upon money. The fatal mistake is when men consider themselves the owners while they are but stewards. You
may earn as much as you can in an honest way and in the
fear of God, not in order to satisfy your avarice but in order

to use

it

for others .”

66

Calvin also sees the righteous

blessed with riches, thankful to

God

man

“The necessary

alone.

consequences,” says he, “of the knowledge of Divine Provi-

dence of

God

are gratitude in prosperity, patience in adver-

and a wonderful security respecting the future. Every
prosperous and pleasing event therefore, the pious man will
ascribe entirely to God, whether His beneficence be received
through men or by the assistance of inanimate creatures. For
this will be the reflection of his mind ‘It is certainly the Lord
sity,

:

that hath inclined their hearts to favor me, that hath united

them

to

me

to be the instruments of

His benignity

to me.’ In

63 See the outline of the Protestant view in Gore, Property:
and Rights, a symposium by various authors.
64 Cf.

Genesis 12

6:10, 12, 23:24,
9,

Prov. 3:16,

:i6, 17

Ruth

06

1

24:35, 30 125-43,

Kings

10,

27, 18:8, 14:21, 24; also

Cor. 9:19, 16:2, 16:15,
65

-.23,

3:10,

1

Exodus

Job 42:12,

21

14,

23

Its Duties

:25,

Deut.

Ps. 41:1, 112:3

and

Matt. 6:25, 7:6, 9:11, 11:19,

Tim. 6:17.

Waring, Political Theories of Martin Luther, p. 205.
“On Trade and Usury,” cf. Luther, the Leader (Uuelsen,

p.

237).

1
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the abundance of fruits of the earth, he will consider that
is

the

Lord who regards

gard the earth, that the earth also
ductions

in other things

;

is

may

regard

its

he will not doubt that

vine benediction alone that

This

it

may reown pro-

the heavens, that the heavens

is

the cause of

all

it

is

the Di-

prosperity .” 07

the consistent attitude of the Protestant, especially

and the Puritan. “Riches are chanceable to us,
for God knoweth when and to whom He
68
will give them, or take them away again .”
Failure to advance your prosperity is regarded by Baxter as sin. “If God
the Calvinist

but not unto

God

:

which you may lawfully get more than in
you refuse this and choose the less gainful
way, you cross one of the ends of your calling and you refuse
09
to be God's steward.''' “Labor to be rich for God” said he
(B) More powerful than this first and primary concept
was the application of the doctrine of a man’s calling by God
to every kind of work, especially the new forms of industrypracticed in the towns and cities. Luther thus advises all to
work, “If a man will be poor, he should not be rich, let him
put his hand to the plow if he will be rich and get wealth
himself out of the earth .” 70 There is no sympathy here with

shew you a way

another way,

in

if

.

voluntary poverty or idleness. The labor

command

of God. “Labor

urgently enjoined

.''

71

is

itself is

considered a

not only not forbidden but

is

All forms of labor are alike pleasing to

Him. “Christ does not enquire whether you are a man or a
woman, an emperor or a groom. You should obey God in
whatsoever position of life you are and not refrain from
labor .”

wants
days.

72

to

Luther

bitterly assails idleness

Latimer,

69 Lev)-,

I,

478,

72

“No

are thus free,

Economic Liberalism,

ed.,

holi-

no one may coerce

American Ed.
p. 22.

Theories of Martin Luther,
Erlangen ed., Vol. V, p. 93.

Erlangen

one

Parker Soc. Ed.

70 Political
71

idlers.

work, therefore employers of labor must grant

Even the laboring people

07 Institutes,
pp. 233-234. First
6S

and

Vol.

I, p.

250, cf.

p. 219.

Ward, “Darstellung und Wiirdigung

der Ansichten Luther's von Staat und seinen -vvirtschaftlichen Aufgaben,”
in

Conrad's

lungen.

Sammlung

nationalokonornischcr und statistischer Abhand-
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them. There
ill-bred,

and

is

a great complaint

profitless they are .”

73

how
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disobedient, faithless,

All the

Reformers attacked

number of which was excessive 74
They met the problem of monks and nuns freed from the
monasteries by exhorting them to choose some calling.
“Choose some labor in order that you may eat your bread in
the abuse of holidays, the

.

the sweat of your brow, for this
the

command ‘Thou

ness

was both

the proper application of
” 75
“In so far as usefulshalt not steal.’
is

the opportunity and the discipline of this inner

asceticism, the idea of calling received a

new and

it both from the
The Middle Ages had

accentuated

meaning, differentiating

Catholic and Lu-

theran conceptions.

closely connected

the lower kinds of temporal labor with the spiritual rites of

the church, but the connection

was

perspective and potential

only and required to be amplified by purely religious service.

Nor was

it

binding on the lords of the religious

life,

and the

representatives and exemplars of the truest Christian feel-

ing that

work
and making it

Grace and Nature by teachworld was given by the will of God
the normal and necessary test of each man’s

state of grace.

The economic and

ing. Protestantism first identified
in this

conception were remarkable

:

social consequences of this

labor in a calling and intensity

of worldly activity became in themselves religious duties, no
longer merely a means of existence but an aid and sign of
active faith .”

76

“Not good works, said Luther and Calvin, but
From now on the believer tested his state of
good work
grace by his success in his calling, thus all he did became a
.” 77

73

Luther’s Werke, Erlangen

74

“All saints days and festivals

alone retained.

The reason

is

Vol.

ed.,

this

:

XX,

p. 272.

should be abolished, and
the feast days are

now

Sunday

abused, by

drinking, gambling, and idleness, and all manner of sins. Over and
above the spiritual injury the common man receives, two material injuries appear; he neglects his work and spends more than at other times,

nay also weakens his body and is unfit for work” ( Address to the Christian Nobility, Erlangen ed., p. 127).
75 Erlangen ed., Vol. IX,
p. 319.
76 Troeltsch, Die Sociallehren der christlichen Kirchen und Gruppen,
Tubingen, 1912, p. 652.
77 Robinson, “Some Economic Results of the Protestant
Reformation,”
The Princeton Theological Review, Oct. 1917, p. 629.
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religious duty

and the “sign of

active faith.”

“Good works,”

said Baxter, “in the proper comprehensive sense, are

all ac-

and external, that are normally good but in the
narrower acceptation, they are works not only formally good,
tions internal

;

as acts of obedience in general, but also materially good,

such as a servant does for his master, that tend to his advan-

some

tage, or to the profit of

gardeth .” 78 Ordinary work
family

is

to Calvin

an act

whose welfare he reand the support of a
of highest faith and charity 79 If
is

other,

extolled

.

was an act of religious faith then
labor was blessed of God. This was the
labor

surely the fruit of
logical attitude of

Protestantism toward property, the product of labor. “It

no

sin but a

is

duty to labor, not only for the labor’s sake,

formally resting on the act done, but for the honest increase

and provision which

is

the end of labor;

and therefore to

choose a gainful calling rather than another, that we
able to

do good and

relieve the

may

be

poor .” 80 The practical results

81
of this Protestant principle are self-evident and have been

78

Christian Directory, Part

79

See footnote 52 supra.

80

Baxter, Christian Directory, Part IV, ch. xxi

I,

ch. Ill, x.

cf also Part I, ch. iii“Gain all you can by common
sense, by using in your business all the understanding that God has
given you. It is astonishing how few do this.” “By the institution of
Almighty God and the dispensation of His Providence I am bound to
industry and fidelity” said Sir Matthew Hale. ( Life and Death of Sir
M. Hale, by Gilbert Burnet, London, 1682.) “If God show you a way in
which you may lawfully get more than in another way, if you refuse this
and choose the less gainful way, you cross one of the ends of your calling and you refuse to be God’s Steward.” “Labor to be rich for God,”
said Baxter (Quoted by Levy). “The Protestant idea of calling with its
reformed acceptance of capitalistic profit and its reformed severity in
the control over that labor which proved the certainty of election.
x.

So

also Wesley,

(

Sermon

50)

;

.

says,

.

.

This conception of calling and work with its prohibition of all indolence,” is noted by Troeltsch, Sociallehren, p. 716.
81 “The spirit of rational regular discipline in work, created by Prot-

more or

estantism, and thence

work

less logically

transferred

.

.

.

this con-

gave a strong and systematic impulse to production. Troeltsch, Sociallehren, u.s.w.,” p. 955. Cf. Max Weber, “Die Protestantische Ethik und der Geist des Capitalismus,” Archiv fur Social
and XXXI.
Wissenschaft, Vols. XX, XXI; also XXV, XXVI,
ception of

.

.

.

XXX
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summed up by Levy. He

well

the Protestant freed

from

says,

in

285

substance

82
,

that

the hindrances of the Medieval

Church, and the persecutions of the early Reformation was

now

mentally and materially able to devote himself to any

gainful occupation, and to strive for success there as pleas-

ing to God.

(C) Positively again, Protestantism speaks against the
Medieval encouragement of alms, begging and prodigality.
Protestantism taught a
titude

toward

new

charity.

The Old Testament

foolish spending and the

many

at-

verses teaching

is a punishment and a curse sent from God were
remembered here as a source, with the special exhortations
of the Epistles and their directions as to Christian Almsgiv83
Those who were poor in a biblical sense were considing

that poverty

.

The

82

full

statement

is

as follows

:

“For the laboring and middle

class

the achievement of religious freedom
all

other occupations, especially to

was the necessary preliminary to
industrial activity which was for the

believer especially for the Puritan only conceivable on a religious foundation. Until this foundation

was secure from external attack

religious

impulses were continually diverting them from industry, either by obvious and material means such as emigration,

money

fines,

commer-

or

or because religious problems distracted and absorbed men’s
powers and prevented them from putting forth their full working
cial ruin,

capacity.

“When

the religious ideals of strict Calvinism spread

among

dissent-

ers in opposition to Laud’s tendencies individual private activities began
to be regarded as a calling for the

honor of the Lord, honest

a distinction, and industry as an essential moral and

The

profits as

religious

duty.

victory or at least recognition of the Dissenting Churches strength-

ened the Protestant conception of the moral nature of the calling. Its
importance lay in the ethical foundation it gave to material and eco-

nomic

life;

and

in its

the striving for God.

attempt to harmonize the striving for profit with

The

central point in this system

external organism ordained by

God

for

all

was no longer an

time to which the individual

subjugated himself: on the contrary, the individual was left to his own
conscience with absolute liberty to develop the capacities and forces
given him by higher powders” [sir!] ( Economic Liberalism, p. 5 7).
83

Prov. 22:2 and

Jer. 5:4, 22:16, Matt.
7, 29:13, 19:17, 30:9, 21:17,
Rev. 3:17, represent poverty as judgment from God.
Matt. 5:42, 10:42, 19:16, 21, 25:31, John 12:5-6 and 13:29, with Acts
7.6,

Titus 1:11,

2:45. 4:36, 9:36, 10:2, 11:28,

Romans

12:7, 15:26,

1

Cor. 9:1-19, 13:3,

2 Cor. 8:4 and 14, Gal. 2:10, Phil. 4:15-19, 1 Thess. 4:9-10, many
passages in 1 and 2 Timothy, Heb. 2:16, 1 John 3:17, were construed
as teaching who were the biblical poor and how they should be treated.
16:2,
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ered a community charge by Luther. “Every town should

support

its

with.” “It

they

may

own

poor, and

enough

is

all

beggars should be done away

to provide decently for the

not die of cold and hunger.”

84

one should work that another should be
another

may

St. Paul, ‘If

live well, as is

any

will not

now

work

is

not right that

and

live

ill

that

the perverse abuse, for says

neither

not ordained that anyone should
except priests

“It
idle,

poor that

him

let

eat.’

God

has

by the goods of others
and ministers alone, as St. Paul says in i Cor.
live

9:14, ‘for their spiritual works’ sake,’ as Christ says of the
”
apostles, ‘The laborer is worthy of his hire.’
Idleness (not exactly
discipline.

How

unquestioning alms to
sense are

now

unemployment) was to be met with
is this from the Medieval idea of

different

all

beggars.

85

The

‘poor’ in a biblical

limited to those visibly incapable of work,

those temporarily in need of assistance. “There

is

86
“that
laboring mechanical man,” says John Cook,

pressed in a great charge, and

wants known.

He

many

times does not

wrestles with poverty, but

armed man upon him, he cannot

resist

it

man money,

:

it

and

the poor

op-

is

make

comes

his

like

an

the truest charity

is

buy him a cow, a
sheep, and a hog or some such necessaries. If the kingdom
were in a gospel form every man would be quickly provided
for.” Charity, which now takes the place of “Almsgiving”
as the accepted word for this deed is thus commended by
Baxter, S7 it makes us like God, it pleases God and profits
others and ourselves, it is a delight, a debt to God paid to
others, a recognition of social unity and a standard of God's
judgment. As objects of “Charity” he recommends Foreign
Missions, Church Unity and Education at home, Schools,
to relieve him, to lend this

84

to

Waring, Political Theories of Martin Luther.

85

Levy, Economic Liberalism, p. 79.
The Poor Man’s Curse, p. 49. Cf. Manly, Usury at Six Per Cent, p.
24, “A laborer will fall into extreme poverty by abundance of children,
long sickness and the like, in which sense these are God Almighty's
86

Poor. The Rest which is three times their number are of their
making, by idle, irregular, and wicked courses.”
87 See a summary in Property: Its Duties and Rights, p. 156.

own
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Books and Literature;
needy ministers, and

As
the

also apprenticing- children, helping

finally

part of the state in this

poor

relief.

was

He

emphasizes the

last.

a religious ideal this ‘charity’

actions of

287

was very prominent “in

Puritans and Dissenters

83

However

.

this

uneconomic matters like the relief
of widows, orphans, and cripples. There charity still had its
sphere. So long as the problem could be solved by economic
means, charity was cast out and replaced by disciplinary
measures.” Workhouses were established, poor laws enacted,
and legislation of every sort was attempted for this purpose 89
Clearly as work became a virtue, punishment instead of alms
seemed the logical way to meet the problem of idleness.
charity

restricted to

.

(D) Add

to these three positive teachings of Protestant-

ism the eventual outgrowth of the inner ascetic tendencies
of Protestant self-restraint, especially as

we

see

it

a century

or more after the Reformation in the Baptist, Calvinist, and

Lutheran

Pietist, as well as in the later

Wesleyan and Quaker.

Protestantism balanced her doctrine of

Work

with the ideal

of Frugality. This was the outgrowth of the principle of

stewardship.
as a steward

The Protestant

90

and hence

Christian

was

to regard himself

to be very careful in his accounting

91

and spending.
Ostentation, superfluity, luxury, were never characteristic

of the Protestantism of those days. This was a great check

on the abuses of the previously mentioned

principles. It re-

and extortion. “The conception of stewardship
and the Puritan condemnation of worldly living will be
found to have contributed more to the morale of capitalism
than either the love of gain or any conscious adaptation of a
strains usury

88

Levy, Economic Liberalism, pp. 80-81.
Some slight disagreement will be found with this in the article by
Wood in Property: Its Duties and Rights. See, however, Cunningham,
89

Christianity
9°

and

World

Politics, pp. 85-86.

of which a good and gracious

and we are the tenants,” John Woolman,

God

A Word

is

the proprietor

of Remembrance to

the Rich.
91

“The keeping of accounts became

Duties and Rights,

p. 150.

a religious duty,” Property: Its

;
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class to their place in the productive process .”

92

Cromwell's

parliament passed a law against interest more than six per
93

Anyone found

was excluded
from the sacraments
So again John Knox condemns “Oppression of the poore by exactions deceaving of thame in hy95
ing or selling by wrang met or measure .”
The Church followed Calvin's rejection of the Canon Law
cent

.

guilty of such usury

94

.

and preached standards that appealed to the inner sense of
justice. “The Calvinists adopted a standard of honesty that
appealed to upright men, whatever faith they might profess .”

96

“Calvin refused to condemn the taking of interest as

usury .” 97 Some of the Reformers,

like

Hugh Latimer and

John Hooper sided with Luther in his detestation of usury
and in his detestation of trade. Calvin and the Puritans found
their chief support in the city men and recognized interest as
a legitimate source of gain

98
.

was a steward in acquiring, he applied
same inner asceticism or stewardship to waste and spending. Not that he did not enjoy what he spent, “For the Lord
hath in no place forbidden mirth, joy and the sweet use of
If the Protestant

the

wealth, so far forth that nothing be done indecently, un92

Wood

in Property: Its Duties and Rights, p. 154. See the record of
where the Puritan Commonwealth prosecuted monopolies and
profiteers and sought to reform any abuses that made many poor and a
few rich (pp. 145, 146).
93 Property : Its Duties and Rights, p. 141. Manly, Interest at Six per
cent, London, 1669.

cases

94

“He

him so that he lose his prinhundred, yet shall he also, for committing

that hath usury proved against

ciple for taking

above ten

in a

God and

so heinous an offense against

ill examshow himself

his church, to the very

ple of others, not be allowed to the sacraments until he

repentant for the fault and study thereby to satisfy the congregation

him” (Thomas Cartwright, Puritan Manifestos, p. 120).
Brown, John Knox, p. 144 of Vol. II, quoted from the Scotch

so offended
95

Hume

Book

of Discipline.

Cunningham, Christianity and Politics, p. 7 1. 97 Ibid.
98 Property, p. 138, cf. Cunningham, The Moral Witness of the Church
on the Investment of Money, pp. 25-26; W. Ames, De Conscientia, 1631
Baxter, Christian Directory, Pt. IV. ch.
Bullinger, Decades iii, p. 42
96

;

xix. qu. xii; Clarendon’s History, Bk.

Crown,

Pt.

I,

ch. xii, par. 8.

I,

(Works, Vol.

par. 206;

Penn,

II, p. 141.)

Ro
T

Cross

No
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thankfully, or unrighteously,” says Bullinger."

was always

the

way

about the

champion of good

he spent his

and

quieter pleasures

money

to purchase

delight than the conventional
100

289

The Puritan

taste, ‘‘compelled to

...

think

he was led to seek

more enduring

objects of

standards of his day sug-

however was considered virtuous, 101
and we learn from John Wesley’s Journal that except for
twenty pounds to the poor, his expenses were twenty-eight
pounds a year. 102 He preached that no silks or luxuries are
for the Christian lest he be affording them to rob God. 103
Others were even more austere. Wilberforce emphasizes the
Christian’s duty to acknowledge God's claim to all and warns
104
The Quaker went furagainst holding a part for oneself.
life
austerity,
the
spirit was the same.
ther still in the
of
but
gested.”

Thus

Self denial

far our discussion has been largely in the realm

of Christian ethics. Before passing on to the third part of
the subject

and point

it

its

would be well to summarize what has been
force and effect.

Protestantism

we have

seen definitely rejected (1) the

said

Me-

dieval doctrine of the Renunciation of Property asserting

had no merit and that no Christian was counselled to take a vow of such import: (2) Almsgiving as an
act of atonement or good works, or from a conviction that
by the law of a supposed natural state they were a debt to be
given or restored when one had possessions and saw an appealing need was replaced by the conviction that private property is an institution of God in the Decalogue and that as a
that such an act

steward the Christian

is

to give charity only to the biblical

poor. Begging and idleness are sin

of sin and sloth. (3)
99

Decades

100

iii,

The

;

poverty

is

the punishment

Usury

definition of

in the

Canon

p. 55.

Cf. Milton, Allegro; Maurice Low, The American
People; Jeremy Taylor, Holy Living, ch. iii, sec. 3, par. 4.
101 Law, Serious Call, ch. viii, counsels the rich to practice the same
self-denial they expect of the poor.

Property,

p. 153.

102

Journal, Vol.

10

Sermon,

?

104 Practical

iii.,

pp. 312-313

(Everyman

ed.).

126.

View of

Christianity, ch. IV, sec.

2.
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Law and its prohibition of gain or profit thereby was rejected
and a common sense view of the forbidding of extortion in
any way and the propriety of moderate gain
actions

was

in

such trans-

The idea that in itself trade and
money were evil was replaced by an entirely

accepted. (4)

possessions and

different attitude of a positive nature.

accepted the principles (1) that property itself was a
it a sign of God’s favor; (2)

It

blessing and the possession of

work

was a religious duty and (3)
and begging and the encouragement of it by
almsgiving, except to those poor in the biblical sense, were
sins and crimes and deserved punishment, and (4) on the
other side that the gaining and more especially the spending

that

at a calling for gain

that idleness

or enjoyment of wealth was to be governed and curbed and

guarded by an austere and frugal ideal of stewardship.
Obviously these all tended in the same direction and produced some very definite social and economic results in the
Protestant countries. Idleness and vagabondage and poverty
to a certain extent ceased, production increased

tion

and consump-

A surplus thus accumuand export and this in turn made wealth and
These changes however had some very definite ef-

was

stabilized if not decreased.

lated for trade
capital.

fects

on the

Church

relation of the Church, especially the Protestant

to the Sociological

and Economic Problems of Prop-

erty.

Rutledge, Pa,

Earnest
{To be continued )

E. Eells.

—

—

RAMON LUL
The Poet of Missions
Philosopher
Scientist

of

—The Missionary Philosopher—The
—The
—The Religious

Religion

who ended

Scientist

as a Christian Martyr,

Ramon

Lul.

1

Five hundred years had gone by since under Charles Mar-

Mohammedans

Europe had
been stayed in the battle of Tours and Poitiers, and slowly
the Moors had been driven back across the Pyrenees and
through Spain and Portugal into the Province of Granada.
Two hundred years had passed since “Diex Li Veult” (God
Wills It) had sounded out as the war cry of the Crusades,
and army after army had left for the Holy Land to free the
Holy Sepulchre. The Crusades were, however, in vain. Once
more the Saracens controlled Palestine. Accon was about to
fall, and preparation was in the way of being made by the
Moslems for a second invasion of Europe this time by way
of Byzantium. Pope and emperor had fallen out. Emperors
created popes and popes excommunicated emperors. Rival
popes established themselves in Rome and Avignon. The
golden age of Moslem Science and Philosophy was drawing
when on the Island of Majorca in the Mediterto a close,
ranean a boy was born on January the 25th, 1232, 2 who was
destined to leave an indelible mark in history, whose title
was to be the “Doctor Illuminatus,” the master of all arts and
tell

the first invasion of the

into

;

—

sciences of his day.

The counselor of

kings, the adviser of

popes, the founder of colleges, the Christian pioneer mis-

sionary to the Moslems, and the outstanding martyr of his
age.
father, Lulio, was with the Spanish Army when Mawas taken from the Moors, and as a reward received
estates outside of the city of Palma. For ten years the parents
had waited for the child and great was the joy of the mother

His

jorca

1

He

signed himself

Ramon

Lul in a

letter to the

published by M. de Bofarull
2

There

Keicher,

is

King of Aragon

Romania, XI, 1882, p. 189.
some doubt though about the actual date. Vide Dr. P. Otto

Raymundus

Lullus,

etc.,

Munster,

1909, p. 15.

;

;

:
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(Isabel de

Herd) when God gave her

this boy.

The parents

belonged to the gentry of the island. They were descendants
of the nobles of Catalonia and
the infant

was given

Aragon in Spain. In baptism,
name Ramon Lul. His peo-

his father’s

were probably of Gothic extraction, for nearly all the
nobility of Spain in that day were descendants of the Visiple

goths.

As

Aragon he lead a life of dissipation. One night when he was engaged in writing a “Cantilena,” Christ appeared to him five times 3 In a similar way,
a youth at the court of

.

and of Zinzendorf were

the lives of Saul, of Augustine,

changed.
Saracens.

The

He

vision

was Ramon’s

call to service

chance merit the martyr’s crown. The change

sudden and permanent.
life

among

the

longed to convert them to Christ, and per-

He

in his life

was

never returned to the soft flabby

he had lead in his early years.

To

preach to the Saracens he had to learn Arabic, their

Mohammedan slave
found out why Lul wanted

language. He, therefore, purchased a

from Morocco.

When

the slave

blasphemed the name of the Lord
whereupon Ramon Lul beat the slave, who drew a
knife upon him, was thrown into prison and to Lul’s distress
committed suicide. What a horrible succession of wrong!
Our young man had still much to learn. He withdrew himself into the mountains and spent eight days in meditation.
Then with renewed energy he went back to his study of
to learn his language, he

Christ,

3

Ramon

Lull, Obras, published

“Quant

by G. Rosello,

fui grans e senti del

mon

in

Palma, 1859,

sa vanitat,

Comencey a far mal e entray en peccat,
Oblidam lo ver Deus seguent carnalitat

Mas

plach a Jesu-Christ per sa gran pietat
Qu’es presentech a mi cinch vets crucificat,
Perqo qu’el remembres e’n fos enamorat,

Et que eu procures com ell fos ben preyat
Per tot lo mon e que fos dita veritat
De sa gran trinitat e com fo encarnat
Per qu’eu suy inspirat e’n tan gran volentat,
Que res a’s no ame mays que ell fos honrat
E la donche comenqa con lo servis de grat.”

p. 316.
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to Paris to study there, but relatives,

He

had wanted to go
among them Ramon di

for nine years.

Penaforte, held him back.

In March 1275, his wife, Blanca Pikany, had a majorappointed for their estates as her husband’s mind was

domo

too occupied with his
solitude of

of the

Ars

4

He withdrew

,

Mount Randa, and

himself into the

established with the consent

King of Majorca, and of Pope John

XXI

on Novem-

ber 16, 1276, a monastery for thirteen brethren. “It

good for man

to be alone,”

and he planned

is

not

have these

to

brethren study Arabic with him. 5

Ramon Lul was probably Lo libre del
6
gentil e los tres savis
He conceived the idea and expressed
it in his Ars Magna that, as the laws of mathematics are inThe

first

book of

.

and unchangeable, so are the laws of logic. As two
and two always make four, so two thoughts added to two
thoughts, not only make two and two, but result in four.
That there is only one way of expressing a thought perfectly,
and if we add one perfect thought to another perfect thought,
evitable

we produce a new perfect thought. The inevitability of cerwords in poetry is, of course, well known to poets. Now
Lul’s plan was to produce a system, by which mechanically

tain

thoughts might be added, subtracted, multiplied and divided,

and

this is his

About

Ars Magna.

this time, too, he

commenced

a novel which

was a

kind of autobiography. Pasquale gives the year 1283 for this
book. 7 The novel is called Blanquerna. This is supposed to be
the

name of a pope who has

first

been a hermit, then a monk,

a bishop, a pope, and ends his life again as a hermit.

whole idea was not strange to the age

in

which

Ramon

The

lived.

Did not Charles V, the emperor who ruled the world, not
only the old world, but whose parents had also given him the

new world of America, end

his

4

Obras,

5

Acta Sanctorum,

p. 645.

6

Hist,

“Ramon Lul

Ramon

Lul

p. 33.

lift.,

1901). Vol.
7

days as a hermit?

I,

p.

72,

p.

39 (1272-1275).

Obras,” pub. by G. Rosello (Palma,

Pasquale, Vindiciae Lullianae, Conf. Hist.

Litt., p. 252.

:
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expresses in this book the view that the time of the AntiChrist has not yet come. There are

still

too

many

infidels.

8

Blanquerna only accepts the position of pope after long
hesitancy in order that he

may

cooperate with the cardinals to

send missionaries to the unbelievers. The three main points in

book are
Language Monasteries are

the

1.

to be built.

9

2.

Missionaries are to be trained to become martyrs. 10

3.

They

Ramon

11

are to be taught to preach.

Lul was

still

a child of his environment.

liberate himself entirely

His father had won

from

his estate in

conquered from the Moors.

He

did not

the ideas of the Crusaders.

Majorca when

Ramon

Order of Knighthood was much admired

was

the island

Book about

Lid's

in his day.

he suggests that the nobility shall not spend

its

12

the

In

it

time in prey-

ing on the poor and Christian traders, but that they shall
unite with the orders of knighthood in winning the unbe-

The book begins by telling of
King of Spain with his knights;

lievers to the Christian faith.

a hunting expedition of the

one of the

latter loses his

way

in the forest

and

at last

to the hut of a hermit near a spring in the forest.

comes

They

enter

and the hermit who has withdrawn himself from the world tells the knight of what he conceives to
be the ideals of Knighthood.
into a conversation,

Ramon

Lul was not only a poet, a philosopher, a

and a theologian

;

scientist,

he was also a writer of fables. Aesop and

more modern days La Fontaine, have not produced more

in

instructive parables of animal life than the “illuminated doctor,”

His Libre de Maravelles 13 gives most of
They were written as suggestions for the King to

Ramon

his fables.

Lul.

follow in governing his people.

The

lion, as in all fables, is

the king of the beasts, and the fox, as usually, the traitor.
8

Contra Anti-Christum, Hist.

Litt., p. 335-

Codes Mon. Hisp., 67 fol. 152.
10 Codes Mon. Hisp., io\. 138,
183, 192,
11 Codes Mon. Hisp., fol. 141,
193, etc.
9

267.

12

Libre del orde

13

Cod. Hisp. 51 and 69, Library, Munich.

d’ cavayleria, in Bilb. catal.,

Barcelona, 1879.
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When

the king

is

to be
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chosen by the animals, some of them

object to have a carnivorous beast, that feeds on them periodically, rule

and

over them, and the horse being wise and good,

the ox, generally a fool,

were considered for the royal

throne. But the lion devours one of the descendants of the
ox,

and the ox, therefore,

feels himself

more

safe

among

the

The horse who has also suffered accompanies the
human habitations, but both are made slaves by the
children of Adam. There being now no opposition to' the lion

men
ox

folk.

to

mounts the throne, and makes the peacock, the
and the fox his ministers. The peacock because he is
beautiful, the hare because he is wise, and the fox because he
is sly and clever beyond all other animals. But the sly fox is
also a traitor, and as he can not control the lion, he plans a
revolution. He seeks out the elephant and suggests to him
that he being the largest of the animals, and the strongest,
one who does not devour his fellow creatures, but lives on
leaves and herbs, will find no enemies. The bear and the boar
are also approached by the fox, but the whole revolution ends
in a fiasco, and the sly fox is eliminated from the Privy
as king, he
hare,

Council.

A

thrillingly interesting

book for children and, indeed, for

grown up people could be produced were the parables of
Ramon Lul done into English. The great Franciscan’s Fables
are

closely

related

to

those

of India,

(Pantchatantra,

and some thoughts are taken from the Arabic, but
there seems to be no connection with Greece or the more
modern French and German animal stories, except that the
fox is called Renart, and is the sly one as in modern fables.
Ramon makes of Renart a feminine. The book was trans14
lated into German fifty years ago by Conrad Hofmann.
etc.),

From 1285

to

1287

Ramon

Lul was

for the sending out of Franciscan

Tartars. In 1287 he
14

was back

in

Rome
to the

arranging

Turks and

Paris and at the request of

“Ein Katalonischer Thierepos von

Hofmann “Abhandlungen

in

monks

Ramond

Lull,”

von

Conrad

der Philol.-Philosoph. Classe, Akadcmie der

Wissenschaften, Munich, 1871, Vol. XII.

—
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Chancellor Berthold he read before the University his com-

mentary on

his

Ars

Ramon

the Tartars,

and with this end
Arabic and Greek

He was now

In calling for missionaries to

Generalis.

in

Lul was not alone; Roger Bacon also
view demanded the study of Hebrew,

in the Universities of Christendom.

fifty-five

years of age, and until the end of

from country

his life travelled

Geneva, France,

15

to country, Spain,

Majorca,

Cyprus, Armenia, and North Africa.

Italy,

Restlessly he journeyed, writing books as he went. It
possible for us to follow
at least follow

into the

At

him on

him on one

Moslem world,

:

all

these journeys.

his first

im-

is

But

let

us

missionary expedition

in 1291, or, as others

have

1292.

it,

16

the age of 59 he prepared to sail from Genoa for Tunis.
staying in the house of a merchant prince in Genoa.

He was

Some of

the translations of his books

from Catalonian

into

Latin were done in this friend’s house in Genoa. Lul was

own mind

convinced in his
surrender his

life

and

that

by going

would
was not an

to Tunis, he

die as a martyr. It certainly

easy step to contemplate.

His passage was taken on a
frightened and

let

out suffering for

coward and
that he

him

fell

this

it

Ramon

intensely.

back

Now

man

Lul could not do

He

felt

the

He drew

the vessel sail without him.

of the mind and soul of

moment

ship, but at the last

dangers he would have to face appalled him.

a

this with-

himself a recreant

thought preyed so much upon his mind,

into a fever.

Those who were with him advised
and would

to return to Majorca, but this he could not

not do. 17

He

plead with them to place him on the next vessel sailing

weak that he could not walk aboard
His pleading was pitiful and his friends realized
that he would probably die if they did not do as he wished;
namely, carry him to the boat. After some further hesitation
for Tunis, for he

was

so

the ship.

15
16

Roger Bacon, Opus Majus, ed. Bridges, London, 1897.
H. Mackensen Raymond Lull, A Missionary Pioneer

—

lem Field, page
17 S.

New

in the

Mos-

36.

M. Zwemer

York, 1902.

Raymond

Lull, First Missionary to

the

Moslems,
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this

was done and
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the sailing vessel left with him.

The very

Master” he
had decided to serve had a very happy result and before he
reached Tunis he was in excellent health again. The ruler of
Tunis had heard of him from various merchants and received
act of sacrificing his earthly all for the “Great

him with high honors.

Some

of the learned priests of Islam were present at the

reception,

Ramon Lul a day was apa religious disputation. He stated that he was
become a Mohammedan should they succeed in

and

pointed for

prepared to

at the invitation of

proving to him that their religion contained the higher truth.

The

were greatly excited at this
for Lul was already known as one of the most famous men
in the world. The disputations were held. The Moslems
quoted the ninety-nine names of God, and Neo-Platonism,
religious leaders of the city

whereupon Lul replied to them “Every wise man must acknowledge that to be the true religion, which ascribes the
greatest perfection to the Supreme Being, and not only conveys the worthiest conception of all His attributes, His goodness, power, wisdom and glory, but demonstrates the harmony and equality existing between them. Now your religion
is defective in acknowledging only two active principles in the
Deity, His will and His wisdom, while it leaves His goodness
and greatness inoperative, as though they were indolent qualities, and not called forth into active exercise. But the Chris:

tian faith cannot be charged with this defect. In

of the Trintiy

it

its

doctrine

conveys the highest conception of the Deity

as the Father, the

Son and

the

Holy

Spirit in one

most simple

essence and nature. In that of the Incarnation of the Son,

evinces the

harmony

His greatness, and

that exists between God’s goodness

in the

it

and

Person of Christ displays the true

union between the Creator and the creature; while

in His
His great love for man, it
sets forth the divine harmony of infinite goodness and condescension, even the condescension of Him, who, for us men
and for our salvation and restitution to our primeval state
of perfection, underwent those sufferings and lived and died
for man.”

Passion which

He underwent

in
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Ramon Lul was so successful in these disputations that the
King of Tunis became alarmed, and at the suggestion of
some of his councillors he had him thrown into prison and
condemned to death, but our great apostle to the Mohammedans had a number of friends in Tunis and these set out
to procure his release. They were partly successful and were
told that if they would guarantee that Lul would immediately
would be liberated. Lul would agree to
no such condition. The ruler of Tunis hesitated to take the
life of so famous a man. Lul was freed and put on board a
vessel, but on the day of sailing he quietly went on board
another boat lying in the harbor, and for months hid himself
on it in the hope of being able to get ashore again. While
leave the country, he

thus in concealment he wrote one of his philosophical works.

The

gates of Tunis remained closed against

him and

reluct-

By way of Naples
home in Majorca after having been absent for
years. With the same enthusiasm with which he

antly he at last agreed to take his departure.

he reached his

over nine

had almost succeeded

in

winning the

Mohammedan priests
Mohammedans of

of Tunis, he preached the gospel to the
his

own

island.

He was

so successful in this that large

bers of them were converted to the Christian

His

first

in 1294.

great crusading

work was

num-

faith.

the Petitio

Raimundi,

18

In the meantime Accon had fallen again into the hands of
the Saracens, and the crusades had

come

to naught. Xiccolas

IV informed the Bishops of France of this fact, and called
for new sermons to be preached to stir up new crusaders. But
the Bishop replied, “Make peace first among the Christians
and then attack the infidels.” 19 France was
ders and Venice with Genoa.

A

result of the

preaching of Franciscan

at

war with Flan-

monks

sent to the

Tartars was the conversion of the wives of several of the

Tartar Khans to Christianity. The Turks and the Tartars
18

Opera, ed. Zalzinger, Vol.

19 Delaville le

Rouis.

II, p. 50, etc.

—
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who had begun

their
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westward march

1241 were more

in

than friendly to the Christian religion. 20

Rome and

In 1296 Lul was again in

This address

face.

is

addressed Pope Boni-

preserved to us in his Petitio pro Re-

cuperatione Terrae Sanctae et pro Conversione infidelium.

The address was an enlargement

He

of his Petitio Raimitndi

offered himself to be sent as the

Saracens, but Pope Boniface VIII

was

He

pretty well disheartened.

first

was no

21
.

preacher to the

enthusiast,

and Lul

expressed this in his

poem

22

and in his Cantde Ramon 23 He
had now come to the point where he said, “By force of arms
nothing spiritual can be gained, we must follow the example
of Christ and conquer through— love, prayer, and tears.’’

Rome Desconort

written in

He

,

clearly expressed this in

Deuni

.

1298

in his

Contemplationes

in

24
.

He was

back in Majorca preaching to the Saracens when
news came that the heathen Turks had invaded Syria.
This seemed to be his chance to Christianize the Turks and
thus have a Christian people control the Holy Land. He
journeyed to Cyprus in 1300, and in a conversation with the
King suggested that he be sent to the Sultan of Egypt in
the

order that he might preach the gospel to the Sultan, but the

King refused; Lul became

ill

and was received

at

Farma-

gusta by the Master of the Knights of the Temple, Jacob

Molay, into his house. 25

From Cyprus, as soon as he was
enough to travel, he went to Syria and Armenia. His
book Quid debet Homo de Deo Credere he finished at Alleas. 20
But the Turks were defeated by the Saracens, and as the war
continued and no help came to the Turks from Christian
Europe, they at last made peace with the Saracens, and were
won by the latter to the Moslem faith.
well

20

Heyd, Geschichte des Levantchandels, Stuttgart,

1879, Vol. II, p. 70,

etc.

21

Acta Sanctorum, N.

22

Obras,

65, p. 646.

p. 314.

23 Hist. Litt.,
p. 31.
24 Hist. Litt.,
p. 229.
25
20

Acta S.

S., p. 666 A.
Probably Ayyas, Layasse, Layas.

Hist. Litt.,

p.

35 and

p.

312.

—
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In 1302 he was again in Genoa, and from that time on
became a prolific writer, teaching in Paris and Montpellier.
He had no part in the political squabbles between Pope Boniface YIII and King Philip. He suggested four years of

language study for his proposed linguistic monasteries

:

year Arabic, the second Hebrew, the third Greek,
and the fourth Tartar.
Next came his mission journey to Bugia in 1307, but as
on his previous visit to Tunis he was driven out by the Governor of Bugia; was shipwrecked on the Mediterranean and,
the

first

having

lost everything, arrived at

ception

was accorded him by

One

Pisa in Italy.

A

great re-

27
the people.

of the most distressing experiences in his

life was the
news that Khan Carbenda of the Turks had
been converted to Islam by the Saracens.
In 1309 Lul was in Avignon discussing with Clement Y
and the leaders of the Church steps that might still be taken
to win the Turks, but it was really too late. In the same year
he returned to Paris and lectured there on his Ars.
The far reaching plans of our great man, who was hun-

arrival of the

dreds of years ahead of his
to the ground,

own

age, one after the other

fell

though they were taken up again long after

he was dead.

One of his ideas was carried
1627 when the “Seminarium

out by Pope

Urban VIII

in

de Propaganda Fide” was

founded, but it was then too late, as all the Turks had become
Moslems. Constantinople had fallen and the Sultan was preparing for the last attack on Central Europe and for the siege
of Vienna.

Ah, me, if Pope and Cardinals had only listened to and
upon the advice of the “illuminated doctor.” If only
the Turks had been given half a chance to become Christians,
what wars and massacres in the Near East might not have
acted

been prevented.
In 1310

Ramon handed

parvuli pueri Jhesu
27
23

28
.

Acta S. S., p. 647.
Mercator ed., Paris,

In

1499.

it

to

King

book De Natali
Oratio, Caritas, Con-

Philip his

—

six ladies

:

RAMON LUL
tritio,

3 QI

Confessio, Satisfactio, and Laus

—are discussing the

The war among

Christian kings, the

sad state of the world.

envy among the Knights of the Cross; the corruption
church, the influence of
versities, the failure

Moslem philosophy

in the

in Christian uni-

of the Church in winning the Turks and

the Tartars might well lead to despair. In his last chapter,

Lul submitted to the King four requests
1.

Let him govern justly

may

country

—and

drive out vice, that his

be Christian (we must remember that at this

time France was the favorite child of Rome).

The followers of Averroes and his books to be driven
out of Paris. The books of this Moslem philosopher should
2.

not be read by the professors and students of the university,

and much
3.

less his

teaching proclaimed.

Chairs should be established of the languages of the

Hebrew, Arabic and Tartar besides Greek, in order
may be “one fold and one shepherd.”
Let the King ask the Pope and Cardinals to unite the

infidels,

that there
4.

Orders of the Knights, the Templars, the Maltese, the Ger-

man

Knights. They might then make together an onslaught
on the world of infidels.
We come now to the last years of his life. One more effort
was made by him to arouse the Christian Church to a sense
of her responsibility in dealing with the
lem. In 13 1

Vienne

1

we

in the

find

him

Mohammedan

at the General

south of France.

He

prob-

Church Council

at

spoke so convincingly

was unanimously decided that
chairs of Arabic, Tartar and Hebrew be established in the
universities of Paris, Oxford and Salamanca, and in the
cities where the papal court might reside, but the resolution
was never carried out.
Ramon was old. For the last time he returned in 1312 to
his island Majorca and then set out on his closing missionary
journey to North Africa. Bugia had driven him out once,
but once more he would try to win the people of that city for
29
“Men are
the faith. Sometime before this he had written
before the Council that

29

it

H. Mackensen, Raymund Lull, a Missionary Pioneer, Minneapolis,

1920, p. 48.

:
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wont to die, O Lord, from old age, the failure of natural
warmth and excess of cold, but thus, if it be Thy will, thy
servant would not wish to die, he would prefer to die in the
glow of love even as Thou wast willing to die for him.”
On the 14th of August, 1314, he sailed for Bugia. Without
fear, coram publico, in the market place at Bugia he proclaimed the faith of Christ, aroused the anger of the mob,

was dragged out of the city to the seashore and there stoned
to death on June the 30th, 1315. Friends came quietly by
night and took the lifeless body of this eighty-year-old hero
and brought him to his home city of Palma where he lies
buried.

The Moslem world

is

as inimical as ever to Christendom.

this; wars will aggravate it; the
remedy is Christian lives of service. No more suitable monument could be erected to the Great Pioneer than a Christian
Seminary for Missions to the Moslems, and over the door of
that Seminary I would write the words of Lul

Politics will not

change

He who loves not, lives not,
He who lives by the life cannot
Summit, N.

J.

H. K.

die.

W. Kumm.

.

.
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The Heart of the Bhagavad-Gita. By Pandit Lingesh Mahabhagavat,
Ph.D. Published by Prof. A. G. Widgery, Baroda.
In view of the fact that until very recent days the exposition of the
theme of any of the specially sacred books of the Hindus through the
medium of the English language, was regarded as the work of no true
Hindu, this volume bears a special significance all its own. It is claimed
by not a few that the time has come when it is of the utmost importance that the Sacred Books should be made accessible to all, and that
it

is

there

nothing short of bigotry to further adhere to the old idea that
a great objection to translating them into English.

is

The author undertakes

to give a

summary

revered and valued Sanscrit book in India.
recent times through

many

of the contents of the most
It

has been popularized in

one of which

translations,

is

the

work of

Mrs. Annie Besant. Generally esteemed as extremely defective as a
translation, it was hailed with joy by the Hindu who was longing for
something that might help him to regain some of the self-respect which

he was fast losing

in

the present of the general contempt for things

Oriental.

The learned Pandit has furnished
an outline of what

brevity,

are,

us,

with unusual clearness and

in his opinion, the real

meaning and

use of the principal religious and philosophical terms employed in the
Gita. It

is,

of course, largely upon the accuracy of these definitions that

the value of his

w ork
r

depends, since

we

are compelled to recognize the

fact that these technical terms with their numberless connotations have

formed the basis of the most extraordinary variety of diverse systems
of thought and

life

imaginable.

The Bhagavad-Gita

epic, the Mahabhamain body of the poem
in which it lies imbedded. The whole composition is thrown into the
form of a dramatic poem, somewhat after the manner of the book of
Job or a dialogue of Plato. Krishna and Arjuna seated in a war-chariot,
discuss some of the greatest questions that can possibly come to the
mind of man. Krishna, the god, regarded as the eighth incarnation of
Vishnu replies to the questions of Arjuna, and these answers constitute
the main substance of the Bhagavad-Gita, or the “Song of the Adorable
One.” It is one of the most venerated portions of Indian literature,
as it certainly is one of the most beautiful.
Pandit Mahabhagavat deserves our thanks for the service he has rendered in endeavoring to put before Western readers an interpretation of
rat. It is

probably of

the Sacred Song.

itself is

much

an episode of the great

later date than the

Whatever may be

their reaction to this interpretation,
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we may at least express the hope that this work will lead many to
examine for themselves the ancient poem with which it deals.
Princeton.
J. C. R. Ewing.
Hindu Gods and Heroes. By Lionel D. Barnett, M.A., Litt.D. The
Wisdom of the East Series. New York: E. P. Dutton and Co.
This small volume comprises a portion of the Forlong Bequest Lecby the author before the School of Oriental Studies in
London, in 1922. It is, upon the whole, a most admirable outline of the
history of the development of Hindu faith, extending throughout the
long period, included between the era in which the Mantras of the Rigtures, delivered

Veda began

to be the vehicle of religious expression

of the Panjab, and the

voiced some of the deepest yearnings of the

The

amongst the Aryans

modern time when Tulsi Das, Nanak and Kabir

human

spirit.

writer offers nothing specially new, and indeed does not profess

most delightful manner through
Muller and Sir Monier Williams,
accepting their general conclusions, with very slight exception, and
giving to the reader a clear and concise account of the ideas lying at the
to do so. He, however, leads us in a

the old paths, long ago traced by

base of the faith of

may
but
the

Max

Aryan India throughout

three thousand years.

We

we are inclined to do,
these are of exceedingly minor importance, when considered in
presence of the fact that we have here a scholarly and reliable pictake exception to certain conclusions, which

what

one of the greatest systems of
seen. One could hardly
think of a better preparation for the fuller study of this great and exceedingly elaborate system than that which will be secured by the reader
ture of

in certain of its features,

is,

religious life

and worship that the world has

of this book.

It is

written in a most sympathetic spirit, and this

element the value of which,

in these days,

Princeton.

is an
cannot easily be over-estimated.
J. C. R. Ewing.

APOLOGETICAL THEOLOGY
Modernism and
fessor of
odist

This

is

Book Concern. Pp.

in

263,

which

appendix and index.

$2.75.

a scholarly discussion of a very timely problem.

seeks to answer these questions
ity

By John Alfred Faulkner, ProDrew Theological Seminary. The Meth-

the Christian Faith.

Church History

in

:

Dr. Faulkner

“Is there anything in historic Christian-

substance the modern

man can

not only receive but joyfully

with the calm assurance and high elation of Wordsworth’s
‘Happy Warrior’? Is there anything in the spirit or results of science
fight for

which makes

it

impossible for

modern men

of that vigorous and downright spirit
tend earnestly for the faith which

to carry out the exhortation

who urged

was once for

his readers ‘to con-

all

delivered unto the

saints’ ?”

The substance
title

of the book, however, is not as comprehensive as the
and Dr. Faulkner’s expression of its purpose might seem to indicate.
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No

attempt

is

made

to discuss the

problem of Modernism and Christianiwhich
to faith and most offensive to present-

ty as a whole. Dr. Faulkner confines himself to those “matters

are supposed to be most difficult

day

What

thought.’’

is

given us

tain important phases of the

The opening

self.

is

a series of essays dealing with cer-

problem rather than with the problem

it-

chapters deal with the questions of Authority, In-

spiration, and Miracles. These are followed by three chapters dealing
with Jesus, and a little later another dealing with Paul. Other subjects discussed are the Atonement, the Trinity, and Hell. There is also

a chapter entitled “Ritschl or Wesley?’’

Dr. Faulkner,

it

seems to

constructive thinker.

us,

The most

is

stronger as a historian than as a

satisfactory chapters of the book,

in

our judgment, are those most purely historical, such as the fourth, fifth
and seventh which deal with Jesus and Paul. The other chapters as
a rule are satisfactory in proportion as they are historical, unsatisfac-

tory in proportion as they seek to be constructive.

Take

his discussion

of inspiration for instance. His historical approach leaves

little

to be

what inspiration is he begins
to flounder. What could be less satisfactory than this, coming from a
Christian scholar? “By infallibility I simply mean truth and not error,
truth without error. As I see it, all truth is infallible truth. For a thing
to be true and not to be infallibly true is a contradiction in terms. If
you are reading this book now, it is infallibly true that you are reading
infallibility of the Scriptures, then, is that
it. What is meant by the
when discovered by scientific exegesis its teachings on faith and morals
in its general drift and spiritual implications and essence, are truth and
not error.” We are glad to say that such passages as these are few and
far between, but none the less while there is much that is valuable and
desired but as soon as he begins to

tell

us

suggestive in his discussion of inspiration, authority, miracles, atone-

ment,

etc.,

his positive statements in each instance leave

much

to be de-

sired.

That Dr. Faulkner has not given us a more satisfactory discussion of
Modernism and Christianity is due, it seems to us, mainly
to two considerations. In the first place, he is not sufficiently aware of
the extent to which Modernism and the Christian faith are mutually

the problem of

He

opposed.
the

does not, indeed, like so many present-day scholars, take
as his standard and so accept only so much of the

“modern man”

Christian faith as

is

acceptable to this abstraction. But neither on the

other hand does he apparently take the Christian faith as his standard.

He

seems to treat the two as coordinate authorities. As a result his
is an attempt to mediate between things which, in our judgment,
are irreconcilable. He does not reject any of the articles of the Christian faith outright, but he shows a marked tendency to “seek the truth

book

in the
in

old theories by universalizing or spiritualizing the kernel of truth

them”

;

and

this

not infrequently leads him to eviscerate them of that

without which they can have little or no vitality. We gladly recognize
that Dr. Faulkner’s sympathies are in the right place; but it seems to
us that the value of his

book

is

greatly lessened by his concessiveness.

RECENT LITERATURE
we

Unless

are

much mistaken

little

to be

is

expected of a concessive

is becoming increasingly
“modernism” would mean the passing of the

apologetic at the present day, seeing that
clear that the triumph of
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Christian faith. In the second place,

has been handicapped by his

own

it

it

seems to us that Dr. Faulkner

theological position. Dr. Faulkner

is

a Methodist and his theological position that of evangelical Arminianism,
but, in our judgment, as in that of Dr. Hodge, it is the Reformed
theology alone that supplies us with a position in which we can maintain
and propagate Christianity in the face of encroaching Modernism.

We

want our

word

one of appreciation. Despite anything
book very much superior to most recent
discussions of the subject. It is a contribution to the subject that no one
should ignore. Dr. Faulkner’s discussion throughout is characterized by
wide learning, great candor, an admirable spirit, and no small insight
and cogency.

we have

final

said this

is

to be

—

a superior

St. Davids, Pa.

S. G. Craig.

The Moral Life and Religion. By James Ten Broeke, Ph.D. New York:
The Macmillan Company.
Dr. Ten Broeke, who is Professor of Philosophy in McMaster University,

announces

in

the preface that his book deals with selected prob-

We

find that what he
lems concerning the religious consciousness.
means is, that man’s developing personality constructs a working scheme

of ethics and religion out of individual biological impulse and the sifted

experience of the collected units that constitute

human

society. Religion

him the turning to affirmations implicit in the totality of experience. Ideals emerge which the consciousness eventually identifies with
the quasi-personal oversoul, the groundwork of our being, though there
may be makeshift embodiments of authority in the great moral leaders
of history. The background of the author’s thinking is thus evolutionary,
and his system of morals utilitarian and pragmatic (“empirical”), while
is

for

is the developed personality’s relationship to a divinity of
Hegelian type. Jesus is accepted by Dr. Ten Broeke as the highest known
ideal; but one wonders how, on his principles, it comes about that this
tentative ideal appears to merge into a practically final authority; how

his religion

it

is

that the

God

of the Bible (in

New

Testament with

somewhat attenuated guise) returns
the Professor comes to quote the

own and how

to at least a part of his

;

all

the confidence of an orthodox divine

since Biblical redemption

is

explicitly rejected (p. 224). Dr.

— especially

Ten Broeke

a well-equipped physio-psychologist, and certain of his discussions (as
on the nature of the will) are well worth a second reading. From the
viewpoint of evangelical Christianity, however, the book is simply another
pseudo-scientific attempt to establish a naturalistic system of morals, and
is of little value. Apart from implicit belief in evolutionist philosophy,
is

it

is

quite impossible to validate.

The

verdicts of history are adverse.

Moreover, it opens a wide door to the ultimate abandonment of Christian
morals in the name of progress. We wonder how Dr. Ten Broeke would
meet the dictum of Treitschke (“Politik”) “The State is the sole judge
:

of the morality of

its

Lincoln University.

action.”

Edwin

J.

Reinke.
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EXEGETICAL THEOLOGY
The Psychic Health of

Jesus.

Professor of English Bible

Macmillan Company,

By Walter
in DePamv

E.

Bundy, Ph.D., Associate
New York: The

University.

1922. Pp. xviii, 299.

book Professor Bundy has given an informing
account of the attempts which have been made to represent Jesus as an
ecstatic, an epileptic, or a paranoiac. And certainly the reader finishes
the perusal fully assured (if he needed any assurance) of the puerility
of these attempts. If Dr. George Lomer, for example, who is (or was)
In the

first

part of his

head-physician at the Holstein Provincial Institute for the Insane

at

no more scientific in his diagnosis of contemporary cases
than he is in his “pathograph” of Jesus, one can only be sorry for the
patients committed to his care. And the question may well arise whether
Neustadt,

is

experts, simply because they are experts, are as omniscient as recent

proposals might seem to imply. As for the four-volume
work which Dr. Binet-Sangle, Professor in the School of Psychology
at Paris, has devoted to La Folie de Jesus, the calm and objective summary of Professor Bundy wall probably relieve most of us from the
necessity of complete perusal. For that relief we desire to render most
legislative

hearty thanks.
Nevertheless Professor

Bundy has not

yet quite finished with

the

problem of Jesus’ psychic health. Back of all the absurdities of the modern pathographs there lies at least one solid fact. It is the fact that
Jesus certainly regarded Himself as the Messiah. This category of Messiahship, moreover, appears in Jesus’ consciousness not in some lower,
political acceptation, but in the stupendous form designated by the title
“Son of Man.” What shall be thought of a human being who thought that
he was a heavenly Person destined to come with the clouds of heaven
and be the instrument in judging the earth? It is no wonder that modern
students of psychology, when they reject Jesus’ claims, have found in
the Messianic consciousness of Jesus an example of megalomania.
Against such a diagnosis it is of course easy to point to many facts
in the life of Jesus. Professor Bundy shows very conclusively that there
was in Jesus none of the indifference to real conditions, none of the
selfishness, none of the intellectual and moral deterioration which appears in true paranoiacs. But such proof does not really solve the problem at all. It shows not that Jesus’ assumption of Messiahship was normal and natural, but that the abnormality of this element in the life of
the “liberal Jesus” is in marked contradiction to the normality and sanity
of His life as a whole. It shows no doubt that the liberal Jesus cannot
be placed in any of the well-recognized categories of insanity, any such
diagnosis being contradicted by well-attested elements in His life. But
if it shows that the liberal Jesus is not insane, it does not succeed in
showing that He is real. He presents a moral and psychological contradiction at the centre of His being. He was sane and humble and healthy;
yet He thought that He was the heavenly Messiah. Could such a person
ever really have existed upon the earth?

—
1
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There are two ways of defending the psychic health of Jesus. One

way

admit that the presentation in the Gospels of Jesus’ lofty view
person was founded upon sober fact, that Jesus really
was a heavenly Being to whom has been committed the destinies of the
world. This way is rejected by Professor Bundy. Or rather it would be
more correct to say that it is ignored. The other way is to deny that
Jesus ever regarded Himself as the Messiah. This way has been chosen
by Wrede and others; and, although our author is not able to follow it
to the end, he does follow it just as far as he possibly can. He cannot
deny that Jesus came to regard Himself as Messiah, but he puts the
Messianic consciousness completely in the background in Jesus’ experience. The solution thus proposed seems to be that although Jesus did
come to regard Himself as the Messiah yet He preserved His sanity
in that (1) He so modified the notion of Messiahship that His acceptance of the Messianic title was practically annulled (p. 223) and (2) He
refused to allow His Messiahship to dominate His life. His Messianic
consciousness, in other words, is thought to have been a private and
personal matter without essential influence upon His proclamation of
is

to

of His

the

own

Kingdom

of God.

But how does Professor Bundy know that Jesus accepted the title
of Messiah only in some reduced meaning? It is apparently admitted
that Jesus spoke of the “Son of Man” as the heavenly Being who was
to be the

instrument

in

judgment. Our author

“Son of Man”

is, it is

true, at great pains

words of Jesus was not
identified with Jesus Himself. But if Jesus came to regard Himself as
Messiah and if He had already spoken of the Messiah as Son of Man,
must He not have applied the latter title to Himself with all its stupendous implications? Does Professor Bundy believe that when Jesus did
come to regard Himself as the Messiah He believed that two figures
were to be associated with the consummation of the Kingdom
(1) the
Messiah, identified with Himself, and (2) the Son of Man? There is
no clear answer to this question. Professor Bundy has failed to think

to

show

that the

in the authentic

—

the thing through.

The

truth

is

that the sources give not the slightest

ground for supposing that when Jesus accepted the
He degraded the title at all.
Equally
ship

little

justification

is

of Messiah

there for supposing that Jesus’ Messiah-

was a private and personal matter without

sage. This solution of the

title

problem involves

negative attitude toward the sources; for in

upon His mesany rate an extremely

influence

at
all

four of the Gospels

—

Gospel of Mark as well as in the Gospel of John Jesus clearly
presents Himself, not merely as the Announcer of the Kingdom but as
in the

the object of faith. Professor

Bundy

from the Gospels. But he has

certainly not been successful; he has cer-

is

tainly not succeeded in discrediting the

which James Denney (see Jesus and
to

show

at pains to

remove

this

overwhelming mass of evidence
adduced

the Gospel), for example,

that even according to the earliest sources detected by

criticism Jesus presented

element

modern

Himself not merely as an example for

but as the object of faith. Jesus as Redeemer of

men cannot

faith

be removed
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any mere process of literary criticism. His presenHis own Person is the presupposition of every word that He
ever uttered the Sermon on the Mount as well as the discourses in the
Gospel of John.
But suppose our author were correct in regarding Jesus’ Messianic
consciousness as merely a private and pious opinion, a “personal problem” and “not a general problem of calling and career,” the difficulty
would not be removed. The sanity of Jesus might possibly be rescued;
for an insane person with delusions of grandeur would perhaps not have
been so successful in keeping those delusions to himself. But if the
sanity of Jesus is rescued, His moral character is still defiled. A man who
accepted the category of Messiahship because he considered it necessary to his mission in the world might be a fanatic; he might even be
insane. But the moral blot upon him would in some respects be less
than upon a man who, without necessary and immediate connection
with his mission in the world, believed that he was to be the central
figure in the Kingdom of God. One can indeed rejoice that the Jesus
of Professor Bundy’s reconstruction did not think Messiahship a thing
to be grasped by His own efforts, but a thing to be waited for from God.
But how could a mere man ever have supposed that so stupendous an
honor would ever really be his at all?
The real question concerning the New Testament account of Jesus is

from

the Gospels by

tation of

—

the question of the supernatural. If the supernatural be accepted, then

for it may then
claimed to be a heavenly Being because as a
was a heavenly Being. But if the supernatural be re-

the problem of Jesus’ consciousness does not exist;

He

simply be said that
matter of fact

He

human Jesus becomes a serious
impulse of an untrained criticism is to reject the

jected, the reconstruction of the purely

problem.

The

first

supernatural and nothing

else,

to

regard even the accounts of miracles

as accounts of misunderstood natural happenings, to accept the record

of Jesus’ words even in the Fourth Gospel as authentic and yet deny
the truthfulness of their stupendous claim. Professor

Bundy

rightly re-

extremely crude form in which
the recent pathographs. It is perfectly clear that

jects this solution, especially in 1;he

it

has been revived

if

in

the supernatural be rejected, a great deal other than the supernatural

must

also go.

The Fourth Gospel

of course must be eliminated as a

much

source of information about Jesus, and

—material

other three

which

self-evident impress of truth

—must

looked altogether as though

itself

tion

at first sight

shows that

discredited.

The

it

is

it

were

historical, but closer

connected with the supernatural and

history of

modern

life.

it

the

also be rejected. This material in

is

criticism of the Gospels

examinatherefore

is

the his-

removed from the acAnd Professor Bundy represents a very advanced

tory of the process by which the supernatural

count of Jesus’

of the material in the

seemed to bear upon

is

stage in the process. If the supernatural be rejected, then the lofty

claims of Jesus must be rejected or kept in the background; hence Professor

Bundy

displays great zeal in eliminating the “egocentric” sayings

of Jesus. In doing so he has been forced into an extreme radicalism in
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how

derstand

radical

though he himself does not seem

criticism

his
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Thus

is.

to un-

after a criticism of

the

Gospels which logically involves a complete skepticism about the Gospel
witness, our author says: “In the Synoptics Jesus is not forever discoursing upon himself and his dignity in the monotonous repetitious
way that he does in the Fourth Gospel, but neglects his own person

and teaching the kingdom of God, and in a
modern pedagogy to marvel at its simplicity and
effectiveness’’ (p. 248). That sentence is quite untrue even on Professor
Bundy’s own showing. The radical and detailed elimination of the “egocentric” words of Jesus in the Synoptics, which our author has found
necessary, itself shows that it is not the Synoptics which present a
entirely in his preaching

way

that causes even

who

Jesus

Which

is

“neglects his

own person

entirely,” but only a reconstruction

in direct contradiction to the Synoptics.

treatment of the sources
reassuring words

it

is

“Over against

:

In view of this radical

very astonishing to read (on
all

p.

128) the

of these historical limitations and

handicaps, we can say that we nevertheless possess as full and reliable
information concerning Jesus as we do of any other great men of that
early date.” These words are in

book.

The

truth

is,

marked contradiction

known

the only Jesus

Person of the Gospels.
about Jesus at all.

If that Jesus be rejected,

Thus Professor Bundy has not
consciousness of Jesus. But he

is

we

to the rest of the
is

the stupendous

really

know nothing

solved the problem of the Messianic

not to be blamed for that; for,

supernatural be rejected, the problem

way

to history

insoluble.

is

There

is

if

the

only one

of solving the moral and psychological problem presented by Jesus’

lofty claim;

it

is

simply to accept the claim as true. Professor

does not even mention that solution
of the “conservative camp”

is

;

what he mentions

the position of Loofs,

Bundy

as representative

who

thinks that “if

an understanding of the historical person of Jesus is to be reached at
all,
this possibility can be realized by faith alone”
not by history
(quoted on p. 214). The true “conservative” view, of course, is very dif-

—

ferent;

it

refuses to separate faith from history, and finds in the super-

natural Jesus of the Gospels the best attested fact which history records. Professor Bundy’s account of Jesus

is really produced not by a
from the Gospels, but by complete reversal
of the Gospel witness. We are far from depreciating the acuteness of
the modern “quest of the historical Jesus,” and Professor Bundy is not
wanting in acuteness. But despite its acuteness the whole process has
resulted in failure. Modern criticism has succeeded neither in separating
the natural from the supernatural in the Gospels, nor in combining the

mere elimination of

details

natural elements into any believable account of a purely

The

modern reconstruction
but of conjecture. Very different is
Jesus of

Lord. That picture

is

is

human

person.

really the product not of history

the

stupendous. But

New
it

Testament picture of our
has the advantage of being

true.

Princeton.

J.

Gresham Machen.
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Ideals in the Old Testament.

By Henry

J.

Cadbury.

New York:

Charles Scribner’s Sons. 1920. 8vo., pp. xiii, 269.
“Different theories have held the field with regard to the controlling
factor in the destiny of nations. In the older study of history, especially

the sacred history contained in the Bible,

pernatural

God was regarded

cause of ever)’ national disaster or

as the su-

development.

Secular

history has long been studied as the history of governments, with

em-

phasis upon the military relations between states. Battles were the decisive events

and

‘big battalions’

pressions of Providence.

history has

come

More

were the accompaniments or the ex-

recentiy the economic interpretation of

to the foreground, and the fate of nations has been

said to depend on natural resources, commerce, and the appetitive

and

competitive motives which material needs stimulate.” Over against these

“extreme views,” as he terms them Professor Cadbury

feels that “the

influence of national ideas deserves emphasis.” “Although the Bible has

been

studied

easily
its

from nearly every conceivable view-point, one cannot

name any

treatise that attempts to describe the

national ideals. This volume

much

as to call attention to

Professor Cadbury
writes

:

tells

is

development of

not an effort to supply that lack so

it.”

us regarding the view-point from which he

“As a background for the study

the author has adopted that re-

construction of the history of Israel which appears to be most generally

adopted by historical criticism, although he is fully aware of the obwhich this reconstruction is open from more than one direction.” In view of this statement it may be well to point out that Professor

jections to

Cadbury apparently adopts in general the conclusions of the more radical wing of the Higher Critical School; and it is only rarely that he
takes exception to them. The importance of remembering this fact will
be at once apparent to the reader. Thus, Professor Cadbury clearly regards “nationalism” as preliminary to “internationalism”; and the last
chapter of the book is entitled “Nationalism Transcended." Such being
the case it would seem most natural and appropriate that he should call
attention to the “blessing of Abraham,” the covenant promise that in
his seed all the nations of the earth should be blessed, as indicating

that

from

the very beginning Jewish nationalism contained the promise

of Christian universalism. But although in the early chapters of his

book Professor Cadbury discusses the features of that nomad, tribal
life which we are accustomed to call the patriarchal period, no reference
is

made

to

Abraham

(except the incidental reference to his purchase of

p. 30) and no reference is made to the “promise.”
only explanation of the failure of a student of the national ideals

the field at Macpelah,

The

of Israel to refer to an event which

if

true gives us the key to the mean-

ing of that later particularism which has been so often misunderstood

by Jew and Gentile both in the past and even in our own day, must be
that he does not regard it as a fact. And apparently this is the case with
Professor Cadbury. Whether he looks upon Abraham as a “myth,” he
does not tell us. It may be assumed that he at least considers him decidedly unsubstantial, since he can speak of another great figure in
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wise “Through the accretions of legend
name can still be discerned the political
Hebrew leader” (p. 20).

in this

:

that have gathered about his
significance of the great

Again, the “theocratic” rule inaugurated by Moses, a system the true
nature of which was so obvious that a rude warrior like Gideon realized
that for him to become king would be inconsistent with it, and which occasioned the Lord’s

word unto Samuel, “they have not

but they have rejected me, that

I

rejected thee,

should not reign over them,” must of

course be of the greatest importance to the student of the national ideals
of Israel. Professor Cadbury speaks of the theocracy thus “If one writer
:

Moses as a theocracy, it is because he
kind of commonwealth the ideal for his own later days”

describes the life of Israel under

considers that

Elsewhere we are told regarding the theocratic conception: “Poswas due to a literalistic interpretation of the common religious
metaphor [according to whioh the god was called king], possibly it was
due to an inherent nomadic democracy which long survived in Israel
and expressed itself in religious terms, but certainly it reflects the natural pessimism of such periods of alternate despotism and anarchy as the
age of Hosea” (p. 80). When it is remembered that Professor Cadbury
is speaking of a system which according to the Old Testament remained
in force from Moses to Samuel, it is clear that this is putting the cart
before the horse. It amounts to saying that there really never was any
such theocracy as the Pentateuch tells us was instituted by Moses, but
(p. 6).

sibly

it

it was because of the failure of the human kingship that men like
Hosea pictured to themselves a divine kingship, and painted it on the
canvas not of the future, but of the past. The traditional view is con-

that

trasted with the critical in the following words, “Accordingly the age of

Samuel meant a

distinct transition not

the theocratic to the

human

from anarchy

type of government.”

to order, but

And we

from

are told con-

cerning the account given in the Old Testament from which this traditional

view

is

admittedly derived, “Recent scholars, however, do not

more than the merest romance of later Hebrew thought,
and they are more likely to apply the term theocracy to the period following the monarchy” (p. 81). As to the first of these statements it
accept this as

may

be said that there

is

according to the Old Testament no such anti-

here stated by Professor Cadbury. The establishment of the
kingship in the days of Samuel marked both a transition from anarchy
thesis as

is

and from the theocratic to the human type of government. It
was because the people refused to obey their Divine King and ‘did every
man that which was right in his own eyes’ that the human king became,
as the Lord had declared to Moses that he would be, a necessity. But
this does not mean that the change was an advance over the Mosaic institution any more than the law of Divorce is to be regarded as an advance upon the original code as instituted in Eden. Both represented
backward steps, concessions to the hardness of men’s hearts, yet intended to better the condition of those who would not strive to live
under and enjoy the benefits of the better system which God had given
to order

them. As to the second quotation

it

is

only necessary to point out that

A
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if

the critic allows himself to characterize definite statements of the

Old Testament on such important matters
“the merest romance’’ of later

Mosaic theocracy as

as the

Hebrew thought and

if

the student of the
it, they must
Old Testament is

national ideals of Israel accepts this estimate and approves

not take

it

amiss

if

a reviewer

who

believes that the

a credible witness regarding the customs, laws and beliefs of Israel

ventures to apply the same opprobrious epithet to the critical reconstruc-

and to the study of “national ideals’’ which is based upon it. ProCadbury has said many true and helpful things in his book. But,
if the Old Testament is an unreliable as the critics regard it, there is not
enough material even for the book which he has written, far too little
for the “thorough and less popular study of the subject by a competent
Old Testament scholar,” for which he hopes that it will prepare the
way. If, on the other hand, the Old Testament is reliable and the account
which it gives of the political institutions of Israel is true, it should be
accepted by a scholar who appreciates these ideals sufficiently highly to
commend them to the men of this generation.

tion

fessor

Oswald

Princeton.

T. Allis.

—

A Book

of Old Testament Lessons for Public Reading in Churches
Lectionary. Edited with Introduction and Notes by Robert Wil-

liam Rogers, Ph.D., S.T.D., LL.D., Hon. Litt.D., Processor in
Drew Theological Seminary. Volume I, Text; volume II, Introduction and Notes. New York and Cincinnati: The Abingdon
Press. 1921.

Professor Rogers believes that “The public reading of the Holy
Scriptures has fallen upon very sad days, in respect of the Old Testament, in all churches which have no lectionary established and commanded.” These volumes, though intended of course for merely voluntary
use, since

Dr. Rogers belongs to a non-liturgical communion, are de-

There are 59 lessons in the regular list and
from 26 Books of the Old Testament. Of
these lessons 15 are from Isaiah, 7 from I Kings, 6 from Genesis, 5 from
Exodus, 4 each from Deuteronomy, Jeremiah and Ezekiel, 1 or 2 from
eight of the Minor Prophets, etc. “The text chosen is in the most part
simply the Revised Version, not the American Standard. It has been
carefully compared with the Hebrew Text and then treated conservatively and tenderly but with the eye ever fixed on its purpose. It is not

signed to counteract

this.

17 alternate lessons, chosen

for the study, but for the public oral reading.
strange, but a familiar sound, yet,

if possible, it

It

ought not to have a

should convey meaning

merely to the eye.”
In the “Introduction,” Professor Rogers has given a short but in-

to the ear, not

forming sketch of the history of lectionaries and their use. The “Notes”
dealing with the lessons are quite brief, averaging about two pages each.
They are critical as well as expository, and are written from the viewpoint of the

Higher Criticism.

Yet while accepting conclusions regard-

ing the Old Testament which are calculated to undermine faith and
destroy reverence, Professor Rogers plainly endeavors to combat this
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tendency. But even the most delicate handling cannot conceal the destructiveness of these views. Thus when we read regarding Chronicles

on the one lesson chosen from the so-called “priestly”
historical sources they stand far behind the books of
Samuel and Kings, yet their heightened color and rich adornment of
the earlier and simpler story have a value of their own, at least in
revealing what devout men thought of their ancient heroes in their later
period,” we feel that under this silken glove we can readily detect the

in

the notes

“As

history:

mailed

fist

of Wellhausen,

who

did not hesitate to assert that the Chroni-

order to' make it illustrate
pragmatism.” Again, in endeavoring to defend
Daniel, while at the same time holding that it is late in date and contains
“historical inconsistencies,” Dr. Rogers tells us: “The value of the book
religiously needs no defense. It was a book on which the Lord himself
laid friendly emphasis and tO' which he gave honor. What was valuable
to him can not prove useless to his followers.”
It is obvious that the
aim of these words is to defend Daniel by an appeal to the authority of
Jesus. And the argument as such is sound and should carry weight with
But, is it correct to say that in
all who call themselves his followers.
the passages in Matt, and Mk., where Jesus alludes to “the abomination
of desolation,” he is laying friendly emphasis upon and “giving honor”
to the words of Daniel as a book which is under fire and in need of decler deliberately falsified the earlier history in

his theory of “divine

fense? Is

it

not rather the fact that he

is

appealing directly to the auth-

which cannot be broken?

ority of Daniel as a part of that Scripture

None

but a higher

critic

who

questioned the value of Daniel and

authority as Scripture could feel that Jesus
to Daniel

which does not inhere

in

it

as the

is

Word

of God.

The

of Jesus toward the Old Testament was not that of patronage.

not ask

men

to accept this or that portion of

weight of his authority.

The Jews

it

its

here ascribing any honor
attitude

He

because he gave to

it

did
the

did not accept his authority, but they

did accept the authority of Scripture.

And

while Jesus repeatedly con-

—

demned their use of Scripture declaring that they made void the Word
of God by their traditions he fully shared their belief in its authority as
God’s Word. If Professor Rogers appeals to Jesus’ “friendly emphasis”

—

on the value of Daniel, he should go a step further and state the reason
for this emphasis the fact that Daniel was a “prophet,” one who spoke
as he was moved by the Holy Ghost, and that because of this the Book
of Daniel was included in the Old Testament Canon and could claim
Furthermore such an appeal as Professor Rogers
to be authoritative.
makes reflects on our Lord. To accept Daniel as true because Jesus

—

To accept the negative conclusions of the
it is one thing.
regarding Daniel, to admit that it has “historical inconsistencies,”
and then to endeavor to save it by appealing to the “honor” which Jesus
gives it, is a totally different thing. It leads directly to that rejection of
the authority of Jesus which is so characteristic of our time.
appeals to

critics

Dr. Rogers deplores the growing tendency to neglect the Old Testament
worship except in churches where the use of a lectionary is

in public

“established and

commanded.” Yet he must be aware of

the fact that
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there are to be found in these very

communions many who would gladly
from their order of worship.

eliminate the Old Testament Readings

They would do

this for the same reason that many ministers in nonchurches hesitate to read from the Old Testament because
the modern rationalistic criticism has undermined their faith in it. It
will not be by the preparing of lectionaries for the public reading of

—

liturgical

the Old Testament but by the vindication of

it from the dishonoring and
Higher Criticism that the Old Testament
rightful and historic place in the faith and wor-

discrediting theories of the
will be restored to

its

ship of the Christian Church.

While

calling attention to the fact that the

the critical standpoint, the reviewer

is

“Notes” are written from

glad to point out that Professor

Rogers does not hold the extreme views of many of his school. It is
commenting on Isa. ix.6, he defends the rendering “mighty God,” and asserts that “this child is to be mighty in a
sense undreamt before.” We note also that he rejects the view common
gratifying to find that in

in critical circles that in Isa.lii.13ff. the

the reference

is

Servant

is

Israel,

holding that

to “a suffering person” and affirming: “Well and truly

have apostles and teachers ancient and modern fastened loving eyes
upon the passage, and seen in its dear words and deeds an adumbration
of future words and deeds even the ‘sufferings of Christ and the glory
that should follow.’ ” Yet in speaking of vss. 10-12 of the 53d Chapter,
verses which speak most plainly of this glorious event, he accepts so
much of the destructive conclusions of those who try like Wardle, Kennett and others to eliminate sacrificial imagery from the passage, that
he tells us: “It is not likely that we shall ever extract a precise exegesis
of the words as they now stand. We must content ourselves with an
apprehension of the main thought, which seems to be that the Servant
will remove guilt and bring many to righteousness” a statement which

—

discounts tremendously the glowing words which express his emotional

estimate of the passage as a whole.

As

a matter of fact the destructive

have greatly exaggerated the importance of the differences between the Hebrew text and the LXX in order to escape the necessity
of recognizing the “sacrificial imagery” and the “Messianic character”
of the passage and it is singular that Dr. Rogers, who differs with
them on both of these matters, should accept their destructive criticism of the text. It may be added that Prof. R. D. Wilson, far from
critics

;

accepting the claim of the critics that the LXX rendering of this passage
proves that our present Hebrew Text is corrupt, maintains that the
Hebrew original presupposed by the Greek rendering probably had the
same consonantal text as we find in our Massoretic Text, and he further

maintains that the variations in the Greek text are largely idiomatic and
of a character often found elsewhere in that version.
Princeton.

Oswald T.

Allis.

;
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HISTORICAL THEOLOGY
Hans Jacob Amman, genannt
ins
(

der Thalwyler Schdrer, und “Seine Reise
Polygraphisches Institut A.-G., 1919

Gelobte Land.” Zurich:

recte ,

December, 1922). Fourth

edition,

royal folio, pp.

viii,

250.

With 69 cuts. 40 francs.
The first edition of this once popular and then quite forgotten and
exceedingly rare work appeared in the year 1618 as a small duodecimo

—

volume of 208 pages, and bore the following title fitted by its comprehensiveness, according to the custom of the time, to give the reader a
fair idea of the scope of the

book:

Von Wien

auss Oesterreich, durch Ungariam,
Serviam, Bulgariam und Thraciam auff Constantinopel; ferner durch
Natoliam, Cappodociam, Ciliciam, Syriam und Juddam auff Jerusalem;
von dannen dtirch die Wiiste und Aegypten gehn Alexandriam; folgends
iiber das Mittlendische Meer in Sicilian t und durch Italiam auff Zurich
in die Eydtgnoschafft. In dreyen Theylen sampt deren Landen und
Stetten, Gelegenheiten, Einwohneren, Policeyen, Sittcn und Gebreuchen
Reiss In’s Globte Land:

auch anderen vorgefallnen denckwiirdigen Sachen, kurts, doch eigentlich beschrieben durch Johann Jacob Amman, Burger und bestellten
Wundarst zu Zurich.
The popularity of the work was so great that a second edition, somewhat enlarged, was published by the author in the year 1630. After his
death in 1658, a third edition, adorned with a celebrated cut of Amman
by Konrad Meyer, and supplemented by three other works of travel by
Zurich citizens, was supplied, with the consent of the author’s sons, in
1678.

The
author,

present edition, by Aug. F.
is

Amman,

a lineal descendant of the

not only a noble tribute to his distinguished ancestor, but also,

notes and elaborate commentaries, an important
our knowledge of diverse phases of the history of
Europe and the Near East in the first half of the seventeenth century,
as well as a most impressive and beautiful specimen of the printer’s art
of our day. After spending almost twenty years in investigating the history of his family a labor of love in which he was aided by a number
of noted Swiss historians the editor planned to have his richly annotated
and illustrated edition of the Reiss appear in 1918, just three centuries

by reason of

its critical

contribution

to

—

after the

due

work

—

saw the light but various difficulties and obstacles,
World War, delayed the appearance of the work for

first

chiefly to the

;

three years after the expected time of publication.

Hans Jakob

Amman

was

in his

day a

man

of distinction and influence,

well fitted by his independent and critical spirit, his professional attain-

ments, his wide intellectual sympathies, his habit of close and painstaking observation, his judicial temper, and his gifts of expression, to
write an interesting and instructive book of travel. Born in 1586, at
Thalwil, on

Lake Zurich, he was,

like his father, a

the guild of barbers, a vocation that
its

more

commonly

Schdrer, a

member

of

included, in the case of

enterprising and talented representatives,

some of

the lower

:
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forms of the art of healing, such as cupping, bloodletting, and toothdrawing, and frequently led to the very highest attainments in medical
and surgical practice. It was chiefly for the purpose of increasing his

knowledge and

efficiency in this higher

branch of his calling that our

Schdrer, according to the fashion of his time in these matters, spent
a number of years in extensive travels in foreign lands. At the age

—

—

in 1603
he left his home; in 1608 he was in Rome; at
some time or other before his trip to the Orient he must have been in
Strassburg; some of his allusions imply a visit to France; for four
years he sojourned in Vienna; and from this point his wanderings, as
we have seen from the title of his book, took him through the Balkans,
Asia Minor, the Holy Land, Egypt, and thence via the Mediterranean
Sea, Italy and Switzerland, to Zurich ten full years being thus devoted
to this method of completing his education. His special interest in medical and surgical affairs is evidenced by his numerous references to the
healing virtues, real or alleged, of certain plants and herbs which he
studied, and of the various baths and springs which he visited by his
comments on hospitals and their methods of caring for the sick; by his
remarks concerning chemical science and by his using, on one occasion
in Rome, the corpse of a foundling for purposes of anatomical study.

of seventeen

:

;

;

His thoroughly critical spirit is manifested in his frequent allusion to
and superstitions which he could not accept, especially those

traditions

Holy Land; in his readiness to
and his disapproval of the “idolatry”
alike of the Eastern and the Western Church and in his sobriety in commenting on some of the Biblical narratives.
On his return to Zurich, he became a distinguished physician and surgeon, but his fame in this respect was for a time eclipsed by his notoriety
as a heretic. A child of the Reformed Church, he became deeply influenced by Bohme and Paracelsus; and his doubts as to the traditional
view of the inspiration of the Bible, and his faulty Christological ideas
subjected him to a prolonged trial before the church authorities. Owing
pertaining to the relics of saints in the
see the better aspects of Islam

;

largely,

however, to the friendly mediation of Antistes Breitinger of

Zurich,

whose physician he was, he was

led to

from proclaiming

his erroneous tenets.

The

professional attainments and his character

known

who composed

poet

trait in the third

Herr

Und

is

general impression of his
aptly set forth by an un-

the following stanza to

or posthumous edition of his

Amman ist

modify some of his illthat he would desist

word

chosen, mystical phrases, and to pledge his

accompany

mit Lob, wie dieses Buchlein weiset,

grosser Nutzbarkeit die halbe Welt durchreiset;

Erfahren in dcr Kunst der edlen Chirurgey,
Fromm, redlich von Gemuth und gegen Armen

We have
The

his por-

work

read the Reiss with

many

much

treu.

pleasure and with not a

little profit.

on the traditions he heard his
judgments about Oriental conditions and customs and languages; his
antiquarian lore; his quaint obiter dicta about cities, persons, and events;
author’s

critical

reflections

;
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engaging descriptions of churches, mosques, palaces, baths, religious
and state ceremonials, and the like especially his elaborate account of the Holy City itself all help us to account for the popularity
of the work in the stirring times in which the writer lived, and reveal elements of enduring value in the narrative as a historical source for our
his

—

rites

—

own

day.

The

reader’s interest

is

greatly stimulated by the sixty-nine illustra-

through the volume; nearly

tions scattered

all

of

them contemporary

never before published, which not only help us to visualize many
of the very things the author describes, but also require us to correct
erroneous statements often made in later publications about such matcuts,

as the

ters

state

of architectural remains, religious observances, and

national customs in the lands of the period traversed in this narrative.

But the special excellence of

this edition is

found

in the erudite bio-

graphical sketch of the author, and the general introduction to his work,

contributed by the Rev. August Waldburger, and above

all,

in the

com-

Anmerkungen und Wissenschaftliche Belege, mostly by the
same scholar, which fill considerably more than half of the large volume
prehensive

and form an invaluable mine of information in regard to every conceivable sort of question that the most learned or the most curious reader
might like to connect with the details of the original text. Particularly
valuable are the notes, amounting at times to sizable articles, on some
of the emperors, sultans, and pashas, and on some of the salient military
and political events which the Schdrer had occasion to refer to. It is only
here and there, indeed, that the exhaustive researches of Waldburger
and the editor have disclosed any mistakes in the Reiss, and so far as we
have taken the pains to sample the notes— we must confess that their
many philological references to Turkish, Persian and Arabic terms, and
their often highly technical character

made us eager

to get

back to the

—the proved errors seem to be surprisingly small

text as soon as possible

number, and of the minor sort that one might expect
book of travel published five years after the writer made
in

to find in a

his observa-

tions.

The deepened

interest

which students of history as well as general

readers have been taking, since the
to the

Land

Near East makes

this edition

World War, in matters
Amman’s Reiss

de luxe of

pertaining
ins Globte

a timely publication.

Frederick

Princeton.

W.

Loetscher.

SYSTEMATICAL THEOLOGY
Christianity in
late

its

Most Modern Expression. By George Burman Foster,

Professor of the Philosophy of Religion

Chicago,

etc.

in the University of
Edited by Douglas Clyde Macintosh, Dwight Professor

of Theology in Yale University.

pany.

New York: The

Macmillan Com-

1921.

The author was for some years, before he took the chair of the Philosophy of Religion in the University of Chicago, Professor of System-
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atic

Theology

in the Divinity

School of that University; and “The pres-

ent volume embodies his lectures on the dogmatics and ethics of the
Christian religion in the form in which these were last delivered to his
theological classes.

The main body of the book is made up of the dictated
The footnotes contain a report, also practically

portion of the lectures.

verbatim, of elaborations and extemporaneous remarks introduced by
the lecturer at the indicated points of the

main discussion.”

Perhaps the following summary statement indicates as well as any
short extract can the heart of his teaching as the author would like to
have it presented “As to objective content, Christianity may be defined
as the gospel of the love of God the heavenly Father, who redeems us
and educates us for his kingdom, this love being revealed in Jesus
Christ. Subjectively considered, the Christian life consists in our trustful surrender to Jesus Christ, by means of which we win (a) filial communion with God, and (b) sanctification in discipline and love. By
means of these (communion and sanctification) we gain (c) eternal
life, beginning here already and awaiting consummation hereafter.”
:

This beautiful statement is open to serious criticism for what it omits.
it, omitting “this love being revealed in Jesus Chirst” and
“to Jesus Christ,” and we shall see that the statement would fit Judaism
Let us read

and Mohammedanism, not to say religions generally, as well as it fits
Christianity. In these two phrases, then, Dr. Foster expresses what he
considers the distinctive element in the Christian religion.

The

objective element

Christ; thus he

is

that the love of

God

is

revealed in Jesus

makes the whole work of Jesus Christ

to be revelation,

and only revelation. This raises the question whether, the revelation having been once made, the continuance of Jesus Christ is at all necessary;
and that question we must look elsewhere in Foster to find answered.

The

subjective element, that the Christian life consists in trustful sur-

render to Jesus Christ, must be understood as meaning surrender to
Jesus Christ as making the revelation, or as having made the revelation.

an explanatory note says, “The essential thing in
is that God is as good as Jesus is, even
though appearances may sometimes be to the contrary. If we can stick
to this in all the grind and torture and darkness of this world, we can
live in hope and die without despair.” Hence the essential thing in the
surrender to Jesus Christ is sticking to the conviction that God is as
Accordingly Foster

in

the Christian faith in Jesus

good

as Jesus is.
Besides this look-in upon the author’s fundamental teaching,

take a view also of his method.

And

we may

Reany view of Scripture that could accept its statements
as altogether trustworthy, he yet makes hardly any other use of Scripture than to quote from it sentences and phrases here and there, in the
proof-text manner. For instance, in discussing the doctrine of the
Trinity he quotes four phrases from Scripture as giving its views, but
nowhere does he attempt to set out the teaching of a Biblical book or
author as a whole. In fact, he does not attempt to build directly on
jecting, of course,

first,

as to his use of Scripture.
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the contrary, he says explicitly,

“No
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religious teaching of

the Bible can be immediately transferred into dogmatics.”
Foster’s use of the creeds of the past

adversely and point out their errors.

is

He

generally to criticize them

does not come to them sym-

pathetically or with the presumption that they are helpful statements

much as with the presumption that they are full of limitations
and mistakes which Foster must transcend and escape. The like reof truth so

mark may be made concerning 'his use of the great Christian thinkers.
But modern thinkers, especially Germans, and more especially those who
hold views unfavorable to Christianity, are approached by him sympaand with the presumption that they can give help. He is satGerman criticism and philosophy of the skeptical type. Lecturing as professor of dogmatic theology, he is disposed to deny the
thetically

urated with

dogmatic certainty except the certainty that
Calvin and Calvinism appear in two
book; Luther and Lutheranism, in seven; Kant, in

possibility of arriving at

nothing can be certainly known.
passages of this

eighteen; and Nietzsche, in four.
for this mind to construct a dogmatic theology, or
any science or philosophy, a mind of questions and objections, but prejudiced in favor of questioners and objectors. A heart that
we may believe never wholly lost the attitude of faith that he must have
drunk in from a mother of simple and deep experience of Christ, his
mission as a mind was to dig about the bases of his own faith and the
It

was impossible

to construct

faith of others, looking for weaknesses.

We

are here reviewing the book as

it lies before us and reporting his
was some years before he had gone so far in negation as he
finally went. But already he had his course fixed downward from Christ
as adored by Paul to Christ as despised by Nietzsche, and this intellectual toboggan must complete itself. Even if the horror of the heart resist the downward speeding which the gravity of logic compels, there is
no logical escape from the bottomless pit of complete negation for those
who once cut loose from the Propitiatory Cross on the Hill.
Staten Island, N. Y.
F. P. Ramsay.

position as

it

Divus Thomas et Bulla Dogmatica “Ineffabilis Deus.” By Fr. Norbertus
del Prado O. P. Friburgi Helvetiorum. Ex Typis Consociationis
Sanoti Pauli. Pp. lxiv, 402.

The
an
Mary,

Bull “Ineffabilis Deus”

is

that issued

December

8,

1854, affirming

by all the faithful that the “Blessed Virgin
at the first instance of her conception, by the singular privilege and
grace of the omnipotent God, in virtue of the merits of Jesus Christ,
the Saviour of mankind, was preserved immaculate from all stain of
original sin.” The volume before us is a long and painstaking argument
supported by many quotations to prove that the papal decree formulates
what the great teachers of the church had always taught.
It would be little gain to follow the argument through in detail. For
Protestants it is enough that it is not only not taught in Scripture, but
is expressly opposed to the plain meaning of such passages as Romans
as

article to be believed
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3:23, “All

have sinned and come short of the glory of God.’’ It may be
show how our author would meet such objecpage 350 he admits that the fact of the immaculate conception

of interest, however, to

On

tions.

of the Virgin

is

not expressly taught in Scripture, but

can be

it

“illative-

deduced from them. For as St. Thomas remarks although the birth
of the Virgin is nowhere mentioned in Scripture, nevertheless she was
born, and although her sanctification in the womb is never mentioned,
nevertheless she was sanctified. Again, if John in Luke 1:15, and Jeremiah, in Jeremiah 1 15, men who predicted merely the Christ, were sanctified, much more the Virgin who gave Him birth. The argument is at
least interesting. To evaluate it, however, would call for a discussion of
the use of evidence in Systematic Theology for which space (and time)
ly”

are lacking.

The truth is that this volume is a dogmatic support of the practice of
Mariolatry rejected decisively by Protestants as not merely unscriptural, but as depriving the Father and the Son of their rightful place.
St.

Bernard’s statement quoted approvingly by our author, “nihil nos

Deus habere

voluit

quod per manus Mariae non transiret,” are to the
At the same time as Dr. Bavinck remarks some-

Protestant an untruth.

may arise whether out of fear of such idolatry, we
Mary of her rightful honor. She was chosen and prepared by God to be the mother of His Son. She is the blessed among

where, “the thought

may

not deprive

women. She conceived Christ through

Him

der her heart, nursed
tures, in a

the

Holy Ghost,

at her breast, instructed

word, she was the one

in

whom

carried

Him

the belief

un-

the preparation for the In-

carnation was fulfilled.” Such recognition, nevertheless,

from

Him

in the Scrip-

is

far

removed

and practice of Rome.

Lincoln University, Pa.

George Johnson.

PRACTICAL THEOLOGY
The Wisdom and Wit of Rev.
his writings

T.

by his daughter,

DcWitt Talmage, D.D.

May

Selected from
Talmage. George H. Doran Co.

1922. Pp. 260. $1.50 net.

The

extracts from the sermons of the famous preacher, sermons which
reached every part of the globe, are grouped under appropriate heads, as
Age, Amusements, Books, Bible, Character; and of these heads there
are no less than fifty-eight. The characteristic features of Dr. Talmage’s
style are

known

to all

was the world. The

men, for during a long term of years his audience
There is little original

style is strong, clear, vivid.

or constructive thought, but familiar truths are presented

in a fresh and
and brought home with power. One secret of the great
preacher’s popularity was his spirit of good cheer. He told men of the
love of God, and led them out of the darkness of discouragement and
sorrow into the light of faith and love and joy.
Onesiphorus appears on page 103 under the disguise of One Siphorus.
By a common error the rose of Sharon and lily of the valley (Song of

striking way,

—
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are referred to the bridegroom instead of the bride, to

Christ instead of the Church (p. 99).

Princeton.

J.

W

Prayers of Frank

'.

Ritchie Smith.

Gunsaulus. Fleming H. Revell Co. 1922. Pp. 160.

$1.50 net.

These prayers were offered in the Central Church of Chicago during
were taken down verbatim, and are gathered and
arranged by the loving care of a daughter. They are grouped under four
heads Prayers used at the Opening of Service Prayers used During
Service; Prayers in Time of War; Prayers Offered on Special Occasions. And there is added a List of Musical Selections referred to in
the years 1913-1918,

:

;

Prayers.

The prayers

are earnest, reverent, tender, devout, and the language

elevated in tone, yet simple. Christ and the

Holy

exalted. Confession of sin and supplication for

One

essential feature of public prayer

The

intercession.

petition

is

Spirit are

pardon continually occur.
almost entirely lacking

rarely goes beyond the

company assembled

before the preacher and their personal relations and interests. This
particularly strange in a

man

is

honored and

is

of Dr. Gunsaulus’ broad sympathies and

eminent public service, and compels us to question whether

this

was

his

customary attitude in pulpit prayer in view of the appalling needs of
the world and the overwhelming responsibilities of the Church in these
trying and eventful years. Even the prayers in time of war are individual
in character, and are curiously neutral, so that it is difficult to gather
from most of them on which side the sympathies of the preacher were
enlisted
issued,

in

we

the great struggle.

Rarely has a volume of prayers been

should suppose, which are so purely personal and refer so

seldom and so slightly to the world-wide interests of the Kingdom of
God. But within their limits they are helpful, strengthening and inspiring.
Princeton.

J.

The Contemporary

Christ.

Ritchie Smith.

By Joseph M. M. Gray. Methodist Book Con-

cern. 1921. Pp. 321.

The Preface informs us
in the

that all of these sermons “have been preached
ordinary pulpit ministry of recent months, and are reproduced

which they were originally given.” Happy
marked
by unusual intellectual and spiritual power. Mental grasp and emotional
fervor are happily blended; and throughout the whole there breathes a
passionate devotion to Christ. The style is dignified, sober, and elevated,
rising at times to eloquence and there is none of that overstraining and
over-emphasis which are conspicuous in many published sermons of our
time. There is repose as well as energy of style, and we do not feel
that the preacher is bent upon saying something new and startling in
every sentence. No man can do it, and the attempt grows wearisome.
It is surely extravagant to say of Samuel Johnson that he was “the
in practically the
is

same form

in

the church that hears such preaching, for the sermons are

;

greatest literary figure of his century,

Shakespeare”

(p. 106).

if

next

of

all

the centuries since
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To

read these sermons

is

an intellectual and spiritual delight and in-

The opening sermon, which

gives the book

its title, based on
another form unto two of them,
as they walked and went into the country”
is rich in thought, and pre-

spiration.

Mark

xvi. 12

—“After that he appeared

in

—

sents in a striking

and

same he appears
ent ages, and always

the

effective

way

forms
such form as

in varied

to different individuals

in

to

meet their

Princeton.

By

Stoughton. Pp.

The volume

viii,

presents

the Rev.

J.

always
differ-

special needs.

Ritchie Smith.

J.

Apostolic Optimism.

is

and

the truth that while Christ

H. Jowett, M.A., D.D. Hodder and

2 77. $1.50 net.
all

the characteristic features of Dr. Jowett’s

preaching: the spiritual insight and fervor, the apt and striking use of
Scripture passages to illustrate the text, the clearness and precision of

aim and purpose. To the sermons, which number nineappended an address on The Secrets of Effective Preaching,
which deals with matters of fundamental importance in the work of
the ministry in an interesting and effective way.
Princeton.
J. Ritchie Smith.
style, the definite

teen,

is

The Country

Faith.

By Frederick H. Shannon,

Minister of Central

Church, Chicago. Macmillan Company. 1922. Pp.

135.

This volume comprises ten sermons in the well-known style of the
noted preacher. They are always interesting, graphic, picturesque, though
there

is

and we desire a little
Shannon is true to the
Gospel, and speaks v/ord^ of wisdom regarding

at times an apparent striving after effect

greater simplicity and repose of manner. Dr.

great principles of the

“We

the proper attitude of the Church toward the world:
to stop apologizing for the Gospel, but the Christian

another thing:

Be assured of

it

are not only

Church must do

must cease its unworthy competition with the world.
the world will never be converted by adopting

this

—

worldly methods. In every age when the church has adopted such methods, the world has invariably and heartily despised the Church.
.

.

.

No, the world does not need, and the world will not accept, what is
glibly called an up-to-date Gospel. I am frank to say that I need a dateand that is what every man needs, what the whole
less, eternal Gospel
world needs, what all may have, and do have, in the fathomless Gospel
of the blessed God” (p. 103). “Christ is Lord and Master and Saviour
of the soul of your soul, of all souls” (p. 135). It is good to hear
;

—

w ords
r

of this kind

from a great

pulpit.

Princeton.

J.

Ritchie Smith.

Unused Powers. By Russell H. Conwell, D.D. Fleming H. Revell Co.
1922. Pp. 160. $1.25 net.
Dr. Conwell draws from an exhaustless store of observation and experience, and these sermons are chiefly composed of illustrations. There
is

little

exposition of Scripture,

thought, but each discourse
ing.

is

little

logical sequence or constructive

a chain of illustrations, fresh and strik-

This method of preaching was no doubt impressive and illuminating
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handling of the
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more substance of thought,

an exposition of the truth which

is

a firmer

so abundantly

illustrated.

Princeton.

A

J.

Ritchie Smith.

Book of Remembrance. By David Gregg, D.D. Compiled by Frank
Dilnot. Fleming H. Revell Co. 1921. Pp. 254. $2.00

This volume
Gregg kept for

is

made

his

own

net.

up of selections from the note books which Dr.
private use. They were not written for publica-

but his family have judged wisely that they are of sufficient interest and importance to be given to the world. They form a book of
marked interest. There is a vigor of thought, a power of expression,
tion,

by which the reader is held, instructed, inspired. The minister will find
here many happy and fruitful suggestions. Striking and illuminating
turns of speech abound. The selections are grouped under various heads
and the index makes them readily available. Dr. Gregg’s taste is
catholic, yet discriminating, and his judgments are usually sound. Yet
occasionally we wonder as we read. “The New Testament in the world
of literature is a miracle of language; just as in the world of religion
it is a miracle of divine revelation” (p. 179). “The New Testament from
a literary Standpoint, is infinitely less interesting than the Old Testament” (p. 222). High honor is accorded to Walt Whitman (p. 201). On
p. 199 we read that Sappho “lived somewhere between 628 and 572 B.c.,
three centuries before Homer.” Before is an obvious error for after, for
on p. 220 we are told that “the Iliad was likely composed eight or nine
hundred years before Christ.” “From Homer to Alexander the Great,
776 b.c. to 300 b.c.” (p. 157). Tennyson with all his tune and color ‘climbs
no mount of vision’” (p. 198); yet “Tennyson sings the deep wide
love of God, the deathless destiny of men, the radiant beauty and perSaviour” (p. 196). “Literature includes
rank of genius The Iliad, the Aeneid, the
Divine Comedy, and Paradise Lost. Strangely enough, these primary
springs of education for four nations, have one and the same theme,
the divineness of man’s soul, its loss and recovery” (p. 196). “Voltaire’s religious opinions were almost exactly those of the English nonconformists of today” (p. 97). The post exilic prophets, Haggai, Zechariah, and Malachi, “lived in Palestine, but had no message, except build
the Temple and do the Temple service” (p. 94). We are told on p. 90
that “Death is of nature and nature knows no evil.” There is here an
evident ambiguity in the word nature. Of nature as it is, the second
fection

of

Christ,

the soul’s

four epic poems of the

clause
is

is

first

not true; of nature as

:

it

came from the hand of God, the

first

not true.
Dr. Gregg was keenly alive to the needs and responsibilities of his

time.

“The League of Nations

is

an attempt to apply Christian prinwe have been applying

ciples to international relationship. In the past

Pagan

principles” (p. 118).

Christ

is

exalted to the highest place, as Savior and Lord. It

is

un-

happily affirmed that “Like the Socrates of the Platonic dialogues, the
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Jesus of the fourth Gospel
to the

realm of the ideal”

is

removed from the domain of actual history
This

(p. 15).

the actual and the ideal are one in

The volume
filled

true only

if

we

recognize that

rich in stimulating and invigorating thought.

is

heart speak together here, a

heart

is

Him.

mind

and

richly stored

Mind and

fully disciplined, a

with rich experience of the grace of God in Christ. And as
to mind, and heart to heart, the reader finds strength and

mind speaks
inspiration

and comfort

in these

words of wisdom and

Princeton.

J.

grace.

Ritchie Smith.

In the Breaking of the Bread, A Volume of Communion Addresses. By
James I. Vance, D.D., LL.D., Fleming H. Revell Co. 1922. pp. 183.
$1.25 net.

These brief addresses for the Communion service are earnest, revThe atoning work of Christ upon the cross is set forth
with clearness and power, and the great central truths of our religion
erent, devout.

are presented in their Scriptural form.
ful

The pastor

will find here help-

suggestions and inspiration in preparing himself to speak at the

table of the Lord.

Princeton.

J.

Ritchie Smith.

By Edmund Smith Middleton, D.D. New York:

Unity and Rome.

The Macmillan Company.
Dr. Middleton,
pal

Church

in

who

belongs to the High Church wing of the Episco-

the United States,

is

a protagonist of

what he terms

Catholic Unity, by which he means the reunion of Christendom under

Roman

“The crux of the matter lies, not in the noble aspiraway and means to this end.” He laments
that Protestants fail to realize that Christ founded (as a vital part of
Christianity) the Church in one definite way, and that the Apostles and
their successors continued this closely welded Society in the form of a
visible unity. The approach to restored unitj demands the learning
afresh on the part of Protestant Christianity the lesson of the authority
of the Catholic Church, whose popes are the successors of the Divinely
appointed Peter, and are identical with the heads of the Romanist body.
As to Anglicanism, while Rome holds that the omissions of the Edwardine Ordinal touching the episcopate and priesthood are fatal to
the

Pontiff.

tions for unity, but rather in the

r

Anglican claims of Orders, Dr. Middleton thinks the one essential to
reunion is the acknowledgment of the Apostolic See, in some form yet

reminding his readers of the Lambeth proposal to
this prove necessary to reunite the separated bodies. That is to say, in blunt vernacular, the Anglican Church
need eat only part of the crow. About half the book consists of a review
of the basis of the Romanist claims, which the author, of course, finds
to be agreed upon,

submit to reordination, should

well substantiated. Occasional references to the “sects” of Protestantism

seem unfortunate in a work of theoretical conciliation and persuasion.
Dr. Middleton finds Paul a decided thorn in the flesh. He shies without
mention from the great Apostle’s description of the Church as built
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upon the Apostles and Prophets, Christ Jesus Himself being the chief
Cornerstone (Eph. 2:20), and what he has to say about Christ’s gift
to the Church of Apostles, Prophets, Evangelists, Pastors and Teachers
complains that he does not mention Peter first, when
(Eph. 4:11)
refers to him as bold and
speaking of the Jerusalem pillars (p. 60)
regrets that he had not quite learned the lesson
self-assertive (p. 57)
and sums up his grievance with the
of his Master’s humility (p. 60)
assertion that Protestants rob Peter to pay Paul (p. 19).
Edwin J. Reinke.
Lincoln University, Pa.
;

;

;

;

The Rock

New
The
sages

that is Higher, and Other Addresses. By Teunis E. Gouwens.
York: Fleming H. Revell Company.

writer of the Introduction says

—

have heard some of them

I

:

—and

“I have read all of these
I

rejoice heartily in this

mes-

prom-

of a successor in the pulpit of today, of James Martineau and Phil-

ise
lips

Brooks.”

feigned, that

It was therefore, with a relish that was real and not
we gave ourselves to our task. And we rose up, frankly

disappointed.

Here is
Rock that
self sits,

fourteen in all, ranging from “The
“The Tender Moment.” For the most part
hand, analyzing and scrutinizing self. The soul is

a series of addresses,
is

Higher”

mirror

in

not thrust out to meet
is

seen revolving on

to

its

its

neighbor or up to face

own

its

God, but the soul

axis exposing itself to life’s temperatures

and experiencing

life’s temptations and seeking to benefit thereby. In a
word, everything is quiet, contemplative and withal quite commonplace. The themes are all human and to that extent must be helpful.
The author apparently has not only thought but felt. It is not that there
is

much

too

of learning in the

book but rather

that there

the yearning of the parent or the burning of the prophet.

preacher today

is

more concerned with

is

And

too

little

of

the average

the finish than with the fire or

the fever. Let us get through with the essay and begin the assay.

John Alison.

Holyoke, Mass.

The Good News. By Bernard Iddings Bell, D.D., President of St.
Stephen’s College, Author of “Right and Wrong after the War.”
Milwaukee Morehouse Publishing Co.
:

The author was

acting Chaplain at the Great Lakes Naval Training

Station and in this book

and

we have

what he said to the recruits
what young men need to
The outstanding impression received was that
in part

in part his conclusions there learned as to

be taught of religion.

young men are

neither antagonistic to religion nor even indifferent but

profoundly ignorant of what religion
a

new

with

discovery. It certainly

it

sionary

at Pentecost,

knows

commend them

that

is

not:

it

and Paul met it
is true. There

it

Dr. Bell admits that this is not
confronted Jesus, Peter contended
at Athens. Every pastor and mis-

is.

is

much in these essays that will
The Chapter on “The Saving

to the thoughtful reader.

God,” in which is discussed how Christ’s death helps us, is the weakest
and most unsatisfactory part of the book. To illustrate how Christ’s
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suffering helps us by telling a

bor also suffered the same

The

man watching

loss, is to

Philippian jailor’s question

After

all

as Dr.

Atonement

is

Denney has

is

his

“mock

boy die that

asked by every

said,

his neigh-

the hunger of the soul.”

man who

faces God.

the substitutionary theory of

the only preachable theory.

The

the

author’s definition of

Augustinianism and Calvinism and his statement of its influence in
Scotland and Puritan England and New England, is a caricature. The
statement that we ought to believe in bishops and their apostolic descent,
because they have conserved and are conserving the faith, is amusing.
Ashbourne, Pa.
Richard Montgomery.

The Christian Crusade for a War I ess World. By Sidney
York: The Macmillan Company.

L.

Gulick.

New

Dr. Gulick is Secretary of the Commission on International Justice
and Goodwill of the Federal Council of the Churches of Christ in America. His book does not discuss the theoretical question of pacifism, but
urges concentration of Christian effort on building up a positive substitute for war through international agencies for the settlement of all
disputes. Such themes are handled as the modern necessity for the abolition of war; ideals that will create a warless world; the concrete tasks
in working for such a world and the program of the proposed publicity
crusade (with copious appendices). Perhaps the most practical and suggestive parts of the book are the discussions of the Mexican and Immigration questions, and the Treaty Rights of Aliens. The appeal as a
whole is a noble one, and is sure to evoke a sympathetic response from
every Christian heart. Along with debatable proposals, much really valuable matter is presented to the reader. At the same time, one is forced
to realize how much easier it is to effect a gush of idealism than to hew
out the channels in which it can roll and be available for power. Nor
will all be able to believe that under the terms of Christ’s commission,
the Church is directly responsible for the reconstruction of society, and
charged with the tasks of statecraft. Unauthorized assumptions often
;

carry within themselves the possibility of damaging
in the case of the

Church

Lincoln University, Pa.

recoil,

as

we

see

Steel Strike Report.

Edwin

J.

Reixke.
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PERIODICAL LITERATURE
New

York, January: Frederick S. Arnold,
Marcell, Catholic Tendencies in the
American Lutheran Church; Hamilton Schuyler, The Quakers; Cecil
Roberts, Monseigneur Duchesne and Modernism. The Same, February:
Hamilton Schuyler, The Methodists; John H. Yates, The SteadHoward R. Patch, Thoughts on Medieval
fastness of Washington
Thought Mary W. Glenn, The Church Mission of Help and the Modern Girl. The Same, March: Frederick S. Arnold, Anglican Tolerance;
Gilbert Pember, What Shall We do with Jesus?; Lucius Waterman,
Dr. McConnell’s Confessions; George P. Christian, In Defence of
Dreamers; Clarence A. Manning, The Religious Problem of Czecho-

American Church Monthly,

Arthur

Protestant Unity;

G.

;

;

slovakia.

Anglican Theological Review,
Ministerial Training;

Charles

New

York, December: Francis

L. Dibble, Primitive

J.

Symbolism

Hall,
in the

Breaking of Bread Frank H. Hallock, Marcion T. B. Foster, The
English Church Revival a Critique; H. J. Flowers, The Calling of
;

;

—

Peter and the Restoration of Peter.

New York, January: Walter L. Lingle, What Does it
on Jesus Christ? Junius B. Remensnyder, The Apostles’ Creed; John H. Raven, Job’s Messianic Hope; A. T. Robertson,
Pictures in Prepositions; John Ritchie, Rise and Growth of Evangelical
Congregations in South America Paul L. Vogt, Recent Tendencies in
Biblical Review,

Mean

to Believe

;

Rural Religious Life.
Bibliotheca Sacra, St. Louis, January:

of

Eduard Koenig, The Problem

Monism Matthew N. Lundquist, Music and
;

Buswell,

Jr.,

Ethics

of

“Believe”

in

the

Civilization

Fourth Gospel

;

;

J.

Oliver

Stewart

Means, Plotinus in the Progress of Human Thought; W. H. Turton,
The First Easter Day; Norvelle W. Sharpe, Study of the Traditional
“Virgin Mary” in the Light of the Word.
Catholic Historical Review, Washington, January: Alexander MacDonald, The First Mass. Charles L. Souvay, The French Papal States
during the Revolution; Mary G. Chadwick, The Miraculous Hosts of
Siena.

Church Quarterly Review, London, January: Clement F. Rogers, The
Natural Voice; T. A. Lacey, Minimum Conditions of Intercommunion;

Vernon Bartlet, Some Comments on Canon Lacey’s Article; N. E.
Egerton Swann, Some Morals of Eschatology' Theodore H. Robinson,
Modern Criticism and the Prophetic Literature of the Old Testament;
L. W. Grensted, The New Psychology and its Significance; A. Bevil
Browne, Some Early Gospel Sources Hope Allen, A Thirteenth Cen;

;

tury Coronation Rubric.

&

East
West, London, January: Beatson Bell, India: the Memories
and Hopes of an Optimist; R. O. Hall, Under Heaven One Family;
G. F. Gracey, The Turk and the Gospel; W. W. Clayson, The Church
at War; Mark Trollope, Japanese Treatment of Korea; Lord Meston,

;
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India at the Crossways; Michael St. Albans, Man-Power and the
Mission Field.
Expositor, London, January: D. S. Margoliouth, The Messiah;
D. Plooij, The Apostolic Decree and its Problems; H. G. Wood, Liberal
Protestantism and Modernist Criticism John P. Naish, Fresh Light
On the Book of Esther; R. Winterbotham, The Sign of Jonah; E. H.
Askwith, Hope of Immortality in the Psalter. The Same, February:
D. Plooij, The Apostolic Decree and Its Problems (ii)
Sydney Cave,
;

;

The Paradox of Religion
Andrews, The Conception
ton Ross, The Epistle of

:

a Study of Otto’s

“The Holy”

of the Gospel in the Synoptics

;

;

Herbert T.

G. A. Johns-

the Torn Heart; Edith A. Robertson and
A. Robertson, Jesus Seeking the Lost; W. J. Ferrar, The Record of
a Development; A. T. S. James, Reticence of Jesus. The Same, March:

J.

MacGregor: How Far is the Fourth Gospel a Unity? Frank
Eakin, Mark’s “Straightway”; Archibald Duff, The Rise of the Title
“Messiah” Theophile J. Meeic, Was Jeremiah a Priest?; D. Plooij, The
Apostolic Decree and Its Problems (iii) A. D. Mozley, Jewish Expectations as to the Date of Christ’s Coming.
Expository Times, Edinburgh, December: Herbert E. Ryle, Dr. James
Hastings, The Editor; W. A. Curtis, Dr. Hastings, The Man; H. R.
Mackintosh, The Life-Work; James Stalker, The “Strangest Figure”
in the War; A. T. Fryer, Sacrifice of Isaac; J. H. Terras, Scottish Bibles.
The Same, January: J. Rendell Harris, St. Paul and Aristophanes;
A. J. Gossip, The Revelation of Immortality; W. J. Farley, The ‘Two
Natures’ of Our Lord; James T. Hudson, Q’s Eschatology. The Same,
February: W. F. Lofthouse, The City and the Sanctuary; Edward
Grubb, The Wrath of God and the Teaching of Jesus; H. A. A. KenG. H. C.

;

;

nedy,

A New

Departure

in the Investigation of the

Synoptic Gospels;

The Development of Thought in the Fourth Gospel
T. H. Weir, Gideon and his Three Hundred; C. Evelyn Charlesworth,
The Unnamed Companion of Cleopas.
Haitard Theological Review, Cambridge, January: Herbert D. Foster, Liberal Calvinism: the Remonstrants at the Synod of Dort; Louis
Finkelstein, The Book of Jubilees and the Rabbinic Halaka Lucy S.
R. H. Strachan,

;

Crawford, Emile Boutroux; Henry J. Cadbury, Between Jesus and the
Gospels; George F. Moore, A Jewish Life of Jesus; George F. Moore,
Recent Books on Judaism.
Homiletic Review, New York, January: J. L. Barton, American Interests and Rights in the Near East; E. B. Hurlburt, Hints in Church
Design J. A. Faulkner, A History of the Church to A.D. 461 E. C.
Dargax, Theory of Preaching; Public Rendering of Scripture. The
Satne, February: Shailer Mathews, Ernest Renan; Alexander R.
Gordon, The Preacher and the Old Testament: The Poetry of Religion;
Harry Hibschman, The Durable Satisfaction of Life; John A. MacCallum, Sunday Observance and the Health of the Whole Man
John W. Buckham, Christianity and Progress; John H. Willey, The
Art and Theory of Preaching in the Light of History; Edwin E. Calverly, Mohammedan and Christian Relations. The Same, March: Coue
;

;

;
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Ozora S. Davis, Ethics of Clerical Reference;
The Preacher and the Old Testament: Moral
The Relation Between Research and Interpretation

Followers;

Alexander

R. Gordon,

Development

;

Edwin H. Byington, Psychoanolysis

of

International Journal of Ethics, Concord, January: A. P. Brogan,

A

James

L. Hill, Speaking Well

;

Congregations.

A. Hoernle, Recent Philosophy of
Religion; Louis A. Reid, Nature of the Knowledge that Conditions
Goodness; Gilbert Reid, Revolution as taught by Confucius; Norman

Study of

Statistical Ethics; R. F.

Boardman, The Role of the Fundamental.
Journal of Negro History, Washington, January:
cational Efforts of the

L. P. Jackson, EduFreedman’s Bureau and Freedman’s Aid Socie-

South Carolina, 1862-1872; G. R. Wilson, Religion of the AmerNegro Slave; His Attitude toward Life and Death; G. Smith
Wormley, Prudence Crandall.
Journal of Religion, Chicago, November: C. W. Emmet, Modernist
Movement in the Church of England; A. Eustace Haydon, From Comparative Religion to History of Religions Abraham Cronbach, Psychoanalysis and Religion; S. F. MacLennan, Religion and Anthropology;
William H. Leach, Weakness of Protestantism in American Cities;
Gerald B. Smith, Spirit of Evangelical Christianity. The Same, Janties in

ican

;

Edward

C. Moore, Christian Doctrine of Nature; George A. Coe,
Enriched by the Enrichment of Worship?; William C. Bower,
Organization of Religious Experience; George M. Stratton, Where has
Psychology Left Religion?; A Valuation of the Hastings Encyclopaedia
of Religion and Ethics.
Journal of Theological Studies, London, January: J. Chapman,

uary:

Who

is

Jerome and the Vulgate New Testament; H. Loewe, The PetrieR. H. Connolly, The Use of the Didache in the
Didascalia; F. C. Burkitt, Memra, Shekinah, Metraton H. Ranston,
Koheleth and the Early Greeks; F. J. Badcock, Feast of Tabernacles;
A. H. Sayce, Origin of Hebrew Parash; C. D. Chambers, On Use of
Aorist Participle in some Hellenistic Writers.
London Quarterly Review, London, January: Trevor H. Davies, The
Appeal of the Ministry; Arthur B. Bateman, Essentials of Revival;
W. F. Lofthouse, Rudolf Steiner; James Lewis, Francis Asbury; F. J.
Powicke, Experience of Salvation
T. Wilfrid Scholes, Christian
Church in China; John Telford, The Adventure of Living.
Lutheran Church Review, Philadelphia, January: Henry Offerman,
Present State of the Synoptic Problem; C. Theodore Benze, Theology
of the Old Testament; Luther D. Reed, Common Service Book and the
United Lutheran Church; George Drach, True Catholicity of the
Christian Church; John E. Graefe, Task of a District Missionary in
India; John A. W. Haas, Is Theism Dead?
Lutheran Quarterly Review, Gettysburg, January: Mary E. Markley,
Some Chapters on the History of Higher Education for Lutheran Women; L. Franklin Gruber, Freedom of the Will Holmann Lecture on
Article xviii of Augsburg Confession; L. S. Keyser, Misconceptions of
St.

Hirschfeld Papyri

;

;

;

—

an Evolutionist.

;
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Edwin Mims, A Great AmerAmbassador Charles C. Jarrell, The Social Creed for the IndusWalt Holcomb, Protestant Outlook in Catholic Europe
trial Classes
John C. Granbery, The Gospel in Greece; T. Berry Smith, The Poetry
of the Bible; H. C. Howard, John Knox; W. T. Martin, Immortality;
Allen H. Godbey, Ancient Hebrew Science.
Moslem World, London, January: Samuel M. Zwemer, The RoadMakers; F. M. Stead, War’s Aftermath in Persia; Robert E. Speer,
Problems of the Work for Moslems W. T. Cherry, A Survey of British
Malaya as a Mission Field; Samuel M. Zwemer, The Native Press of
the Dutch East Indies; H. B. Mansell, An Exposed Flank: the East
Indies; Frank C. Laubach, Islam in the Philippines; Kate W. Kumarakulasinghe, Islam in the Maidive Islands.
Xew Church Life, Lancaster, January Theodore Pitcairn, Free Will;
Ernst Deltenre, Story of Creation J. S. Pryke, What is Genuine
Freedom? The Same, February: A. W. Manning, The Reading Habit;
F. E. Gyllenhaal,
J. W. Marelius, Reflections in the Way to Wisdom
The Doctrine of Genuine Truth. The Same, March: J. E. Bowers,
Preaching in a Methodist Meeting House; William Evans, Genesis
Account of Creation.
Open Court, Chicago, January: Albert Gehring, Secret of Life;
T. V. Smith, Lucretius on Death; Victor S. Yarros, Civilization,
Science and Inspiring Ideals; Annie M. MacLean, This Way Lies
Happiness; William E. Ritter, Religion of a Naturalist; J. V. Nash,
Interview with the Late Doctor George Burman Foster; Hardin T.
McClelland, Philosophy and the Universe. The Same, February: J. V.
Nash, Religion of Swinburne; Ernst Jonson, Christian Science;
I. James Carlile, The Triangle as an Aid to Discovery; Harry E.
Barnes, Some Phases of the Social and Political Theory of Patristic
Christianity; Peter J. Popoff, Date of the Revelation; Hardin T. McClelland, Civilization and the Universe.
Reformed Church Review, Lancaster, January: George W. Richards,
The Gospel and the Modern World; Oswin F. Frantz, Influence of the
Historic Jesus upon Primitive Christianity; F. W. Leich, What Does
the Church Expect from the Department of Systematic Theology in its
Theological Seminary? Paul D. Yoder, The Soul of the Rural Community'; Paul J. Dundore, Sex Education; A. E. Tp.uxall, “Liberalism
or Christianity” an Unwarranted Disjunction.
Review and Expositor, Louisville, January: James M. Adams, The
Preacher and His Message; R. E. Neighbor, The New Birth and the
Conversation with Nicodemus; Albert D. Beldon, Religion and Modern
Thought; T. W. Patterson, Should the Schools of all the People be
Used to Teach the Religion of the Majority of the People?; E. Y. Mullins, Professor Beckwith’s Idea of God James Stalker, The Reverend
James Hastings, D.D. A. D. Belden, Crisis in Religious Experience;
Marinus James, Angelology.
Southwestern Journal of Theology, Seminary Hill, January: W. E.
Denham, The Happy Man; Jeff D. Ray, The Seminary in Auld Lang
Methodist Quarterly Review, Nashville

ican

:

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;
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Syne; B. H. Carroll, Our Articles of Faith: Repentance and Faith;
T. Connor, God’s Purpose and Providence; H. E. Dana, The Word
“Ecclesia” as Used in the New Testament Writings; N. A. Moore, Laying on of Hands W. T. Connor, Theological Education among South-

W.

;

ern Baptists.

Union Seminary Review, Richmond, January: J. M. Wells, What is
Modernism?; J. H. Taylor, Some Popular Illusions; B. R. Lacy, Spoken

Edward Mack, Religious Impressions of Great BritM. W. Doggett, History of Satan; C. D. Holland, Christianity and Modern Spiritualism.
Yale Review, New Haven, January: Kenneth Grahame, Ideals and
Day-Dreams; Vernon Kellogg, Science and the Soul; Francis G. Peabody, The Recall to Theology; Josef Redlich, Austria and Central
Europe; Duncan B. McDonald, The Near East Tangle.
Bilychnis, Roma, Dicembre M. Puccini, Lo spirito della nuova generazione U. Redano, Morale e religione nell’ idealismo attuale A. Hermet, Mistica e sanita. The Same, Gennaio-Febbraio P. E. Pavolini, Le
leggenda buddistiche nel commento al Dhammapada; F. A. Ferrari,
L’amicizia, vincolo supremo degli Elleni; M. Weeser, II Dio vivente,
Messages of Paul

;

ain in 1922;

:

;

;

:

nell’

esperienza religiosa di Giovanni Calvino.

Gereformeerd Theologisch

Op

Aalten,

Tijdschrift,

December:

F.

W.

Erlangen A. Sizoo, Over twee
plaatsen bij Tertullianus G. Keizer, Dagverhaal van een reisje naar Appingadam C. Lijssen, Ingezonden. The Same, Januari S. Greijdanus,
Marcion Paulinist in zijne genadeleer?; T. Hoekstra, Professor Grosheide’s Kommentaar op Mattheus; G. Keizer, Dagverhaal van aan reisje
naar Appingadam. The Same, Februari Joh. Jansen, lets over het
Gereformeerd kerkverband F. W. Grosheide, De bijbelvertaling- herziening in Duitschland H. C. v. d. Brink, De vrouwelijke voorkeurstem
Grosheide,

bezoek

Th. Zahn

bij

te

;

;

:

;

:

;

;

bij

kerkelijke verkiezingen.

Gregorianum, Roma, December: A. D’Ales, Novatien et la doctrine
la Trinite a Rome au Milieu du troisieme siecle ( ii )
H. Lennerz,
“Salva illorum substantia” S. Orzechowski, Sulla legge morale naturale
secondo S. Tommaso d’Aquino.
Nieuwe Theologische Studien, Groningen, V: 9/10: K. Lantermans,
M. van Rhijn, Nieuwere literatuur over de
’t Kiekt nog wel ’s um
Middeleeuwen M. van Rhijn, Nieuwe literatuur over de Reformatie
Toegezonden Tijdschriften. The Same, VI 1 Harold M. Wiener, The
Tartan’s Expedition in Chronology and Prophecy; Harold M. Wiener,
Ezekiel’s Prophecy against Tyre; A. van Veldhuizen, Het Russelisme;
A. van Veldhuizen, Praktijk en Nieuw Testament.
Razon y Fe, Madrid, Enero R. Camacho, Algunos aspectos sociales
de la civilzacion espanola en Mejico; N. Noguer, Es necesaria la posesion
de bienes exteriores para ser bueno y virtuoso? A. Perez Goyena, Las
escuelas teologicas espanolas; Z. Garcia Villada, Las corrientes actude

‘

;

;

;

;

:

:

:

ales historico-literarias

en Espaiia.

Recherches de Science Religieuse, Paris, Septembre-Decembre Jules
Lebreton, Les Degres de la conaissance d’apres Origene; Prosper
:

:
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du Pseudo-Cyprien
Bourdaloue; Jacques
de Blic, Probabilisme, opinion et probability Gustave Neyron, Bossuet
M. de la Taille, Sur diet ie Moyen Age. The Same, Janvier-Fevrier
Schepexs,
(con.);

de

L’epitre

clericorum

Singularitate

Hexri Dutouquet, Un sermon

inedit de
;

:

verses classifications de la science divine; A. d’Ales,

La

doctrine euchar-

Schepexs, L’Epitre de Singularitate clericorum du Pseudo-Cyprien; J. Cales, Les Psaumes des fils de Core;
P. Schepens, Les Oeuvres de saint Quodvultdeus.

istique de saint Irenee; P.

Revue d’Ascetique

et

de Mystique, Toulouse, Janvier: P.

Galtier,

Watrigant, La Meditation Methodique et Jean
Mauburnus; Mgr. Waffelaert, Notion exacte et caractere propre de la
contemplation Divine G. Picard, La saisie immediate de Dieu dans les
Etats mystiques A. Saudreau, Graces d’ordre proprement mystique et
Christ et Chretien; H.

;

;

graces d’ordre angelique.

Revue d’Histoire et de Philosophie religieuses, Strasbourg, NovembreDecembre A. Causse, La vision de l’humanite dans la prophetie deuteroesalaque; Ch. Hauter, Le probleme sociologique du protestantisme;
Ad. Lods, La cite de David d’apres des fouilles recentes G. Pariset,
Le regime de la separation en France pendant la Revolution. The Satne,
Janvier-Fevrier: A. Lange, La religion de Jean Jacques Rousseau; Ch.
Hauter, Le probleme sociologique du protestantisme E. Ehrhardt,
La pensee religieuse de Paul Lobstein G. Pannier, L’Eglise reformee
:

;

;

;

de Paris sous Louis XIII.

Revue d’Histoire

Ecclesiatiquc, Louvain, Janvier: P. Guilloux, L’evo-

H. J. Chapman, Pelage et le Texte
Paul (conclusion).
Revue de Theologie et de Philosophie, Lausanne, Octobre-Decembre
Henri Vuilleumier, La Major Davel: Etude d’histoire religieuse;
Auguste Gampert, La foi d’Esale; Arnold Reymond, Le probleme du

lution religieuse de Tertullien (con.)

de

;

S.

mal.

Revue des Sciences Philosophiques

et

l’experience

;

M.

l’homme d’apres

J.

S.

Theologiques, Paris, Janvier:

Etude sur les doctrines
Bliguet, Le Point d’insertion de

G. Rabeau, Fait et Intuition:

relativistes
la

de

grace dans

Thomas.

Zeiischrift fur katholischen

Theologie, Inssbruck, xlviiti:

Johann

Stufler, Die entfernte Vorbereitung auf die Rechtfertigung nach dem
hi. Thomas; Erich Przyavara, Zu Max Schelers Religionsauffassung;

Johann Biederlack, Inkardination und
nach dem jetzigen Kirchenrecht.
Zeitschrift fur Theologie
fried,

Wie

ist

Ordination der Sakularkleriker

und Kirche, Tubingen, 30: 6: Theodore Sieg-

Gotteserkenntnis iiberhaupt moglich? (Schluss)

;

D. E.

W.

Mayer, Die Bedeutung und gegenwartige Lage der beschreibenden Religionspsychologie.

—

—

CHRISTIANITY AND LIBERALISM
By

Gresham Machen, D.D. New York: The Macmillan

J.

Company,

1923. Price $1.75.

‘‘This is a book that should be read by every thinking man,
whether he calls himself a conservative or a liberal. While evidently the product of a thorough scholar, it is written through-

out in simple, non-technical words.” S. G. Craig in

The Presby-

terian.

‘‘A

book which should be

in the

hands of every minister and

every thoughtful layman of our Church.”

— LeR.

G., in

The

Christian Observer.

“The tone of

the book is restrained, considerate of every oband open-minded to truth from whatever source it may
come.” W. S. Plumer Bryan, in The Herald and Presbyter.
jection

—

THE ORIGIN OF

PAUL’S RELIGION

By J. Gresham Machen. The James Sprunt Lectures
Union Theological Seminary in
The Macmillan Company, Second

at

$

I

delivered

Virginia.

New York:

Printing,

1923. Price

-75

“Professor Machen’s work commands respect.
a high place
ship.”

among

— B. W. Bacon,

“Dr. Machen

.

It is worthy of
American biblical scholarThe Evening Post (New York).

the products of

.

in
.

has written a book which, while ob-

viously the result of careful study,
the general theological reader.”

is

not too academic to interest

The Times (London).

“This is a book which it would be difficult
The Church Quarterly Reviczv (London).

to overpraise.”

NEW TESTAMENT GREEK FOR BEGINNERS
By

J.

Gresham Machen, D.D. New York: The Macmillan

Company,

1923. Price $2.20.

This textbook

is

intended both for students

who

are begin-

ning the study of Greek and for those whose acquaintance with
the language

is

so imperfect that they need a

renewed course of

elementary instruction. The book does not deal with classical
Greek, but presents simply the

New

Testament usage.

